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The Three-Day Forecast
Today: Partly Sunny,
High 60, Low 42
Saturday: Partly Cloudy,
High 56, Low 46
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Millen Arrested Second Time
For Trespassing on Campus
Hova Stare WRITERS

rr

Join Calls for Reform

employee of the President’s office
who notified the Department of Public Safety. DPS took him into custody

By Sean P. FLYNN
AND KAREN TRAVERS

=

GUSA President, VP

Taking Back the Night

Referendum Issue Still Unresolved

in Village C, where the Metropolitan

Former Hoya basketball player
Kevin Millen (GSB ’95) was arrested
for the second time in five days Monday, both times on charges of trespassing on the Georgetown campus.
Millen, a resident of Memphis,
Tenn., was arrested Monday afternoon
after violating a Nov. 5 court order
banning him from Georgetown property. According to a D.C. Superior
Court report obtained by THE Hoya,
Millen was spotted in Healy Hall by an

Police Department was notified.
Millen was arraigned on Wednesday, released on his own recognizance
and placed under the supervision of a
halfway house. He was given the order
not to appear on the Georgetown campus and to not speak with any of the
prosecution witnesses.
It was the second time in a week that
Millen had been arrested for trespass-

By CLarRe McMaHoN
Hoya Starr WRITER

A surprising turn of events at
Tuesday’s GUSA Assembly meeting
* has made it unclear what will happen
next in the ongoing debate over a proposed constitutional convention, raising
questions of procedure and authority
within the studentassociation. While the
Assembly decided to vote next week on
whether to hold a student body referendum on a proposed constitutional con-

ing. On Nov. 4, Millen was arrested on

See MILLEN, ». 14

Students, Administration

vention, the GUSA executive issued its

Discuss Food Fight Costs

own directive to have the constitution
examined.
President John Glennon

Donahue said.
Themeeting included representatives

from the Oct. 30 food fight, Dean of
Students James A. Donahue called a

tee, Block Party organizers, Residence
Life, the Office of Off-Campus Affairs,

tion, it is not clear how such a decision

Will Depend on Status of Food Fight
“If they expect me to support the
block party, Ineed seme assurances that

" By Brian ZUANICH
Hoya Starr WRITER

the tradition ofthe food fight will cease,”

from GUSA, the Senior Class Commit-

meeting of several student and university organizations to discuss the repercussions of, and possible solutions for,

the Department of Public Safety and
Dining Services.

what Donahue called “a tradition that

As aresult ofthe meeting, GUSA and

has no redeeming value.” Donahue said
thathis approval of future Block Parties,

the Block Party’s organizers, including
Jason Mulvihill (COL 99), agreed to
write a number of apologies for the
incident and work to discourage stu-

which are held once a semester, will be

contingent on the organizers’ efforts to

Family Donates

Lyricist’s Music
To University

well-known children’s favorites as the
theme song to “Sesame Street,” “C Is for
Cookie” and “Bein’ Green.”

Raposo, who died in 1989 at the age of
53, was the original composer for and cocreator of “Sesame Street.” Now his widow,

Pat Collins-Sarnoff has donated many of
the original musical “lead sheets” used by
the composer in the creation of such gems
as “Bein’ Green” and “C is for Cookie” to
the Special Collections Division of
Lauinger Library. The donation of these
items, as well as the 30th anniversary of
“Sesame Street,” will be celebrated next
Monday with a milk-and-cookies sing-along
and “Sesame Street” costume contest in the
Pierce Reading Room at Lauinger, from 4 to
5 p.m. The event is open to the Georgetown
community.
Back in 1968, Raposo and Jim Henson

were struggling writers working on
sketches for the old Ed Sullivan show
when they were approached by Jon Stone,
an old friend. Stone had recently taken a
position as head of National Educational
Television; the predecessor of the Public
Broadcasting Service. Stone asked the
pair to create an educational children’s
program.

to Collins-Sarnoff,

student-run

radio

station,

WGTB, has filed two petitions with the Federal

millions of much smaller fans, writing such

Stone

promised them “it’ll take eight, 10 weeks,

tops.” One year later, Henson, Raposo and
their creation, the Muppets, graced the
See RAPOSO, pr. 7

said:

ous students attending the meeting.

(COL °01) and constitutional council
member Kim Harrington (SES ’01) to
sponsor a proposal calling for a GUSA
constitutional convention. Their proposal

a great offense to me, and warrant a
replacement — itisan inappropriate use
of power.’
At the same time, both Andrews and
Ward, a Hoya staff writer, offered some

See GUSA, r. 5

There are currently two petitions, RM-9208
and

Georgetown’s

All Joe Raposo wanted was to write the
next great MGM musical. Unfortunately for
him — but not for the rest of us — he was
born about 20 years too late. So he became
anew kind of Cole Porter to a generation of

unconstitutional,”

Glennon.
b
The council, however, stood by its
decision and received support from vari-

WGTB Petitions FCC in Support | i
Of Low-Level Radio Transmitting
By NikHiL PATEL

Hoya Starr WRITER |

something

erect

Hoya Starr WRITER

By ReBeccA SINDERBRAND

According

KerenMoscovTonie Hoya

Last week, the Council,

which includes Harrington, Erin Lyall
(SFS 01), and Bradford Caldwell (MSB
’99), decided unanimously to order a
student body referendum on whether to
hold a constitutional convention. The
vote has been scheduled for Dec. 2.
However, at Tuesday’s meeting, Election Commissioner Jackie Shapiro (COL
’99) announced repeatedly that she
would not hold a referendum unless it is
approved by the Assembly next week.
“This is my final decision. I will not
be changing my mind,” she said.
Regarding the referendum proposal,
representatives raised concerns aboutthe
constitutionality of the council’s interpretation.
“We need to ask ourselves what happens when the constitutional council does’

decides notto hold the election, it will be

(SES ’01) collaborated with John Butler

Take Back the Night will cap offits week of events, which included the hanging
ofthisbannerin Red Square, with arally and amarchtonightat6:30. The series
of eventsi is coordinated hy the Sevgsiown Universiy. Women’ s Center.

referendum.

Andrews expressed disappointment
over Shapiro’s decision, saying, “If she

would affect Glennon and Martin’s plan.
Earlier this year, representatives Jasper Ward (COL ’01) and Rip Andrews

SEE CLEAN UP.2.5.TAR

prevent similar incidents
in the future,

TIS

’99)

In response to the at least $3,600 in
damage to the New South Cafeteria

Donahue Says Future Block Parties

=

(COL

described an executive order he developed with Vice President Austin Martin (COL 99). Under their plan, a sevenmember Dean’s Advisory Board would
be given the responsibility of perusing
the current constitution, getting student
input, and then deciding what changes,
either dramatic or cursory, need to be
made.
Glennon’s and Martin's executive order is not subject to Assembly approval
it would normally go through. However, because the Assembly may approve an alternate proposal to hold a
referendum on a constitutional conven-

aimed to make structural changes to
the student association and increase
student input.
When the Assembly defeated their
initial proposal ina2-8-2 vote, Ward and
Andrews brought the issue to the constitutional council, asking for a student

Communications Commission in support of
low-power FM broadcasting. WGTB also said
"it would urge the university to come out in
support of the loosening federal restrictions on
low-power broadcasting, a crucial step in any
future plans on the part of WGTB to go to a
radio broadcast format.

WGTB currently broadcasts over TV cables,
making it accessible on only some parts of the
campus.
:
Comparing low-power FM broadcasting to
full-scale FM stations, WGTB general manager Adrian Kohn (COL ’00) said, “With this
low-power FM, the whole idea is that ... the
power of the signal is much smaller, so it
reaches fewer people. The idea behind that
is to take the idea of profit and big business
out of radio,

so much
A

because that’s what

dominates

of radio today.”

second

difference,

said,

is that

each other on the radio band. If 100.1 were
a big station, you definitely couldn’t [broadcast] on 100.3, and laws left over from the
’60s prohibit broadcasting another full-scale
station on

100.5

and

that have

been

filed

with

the

cations Consultants, Inc., includes many more

specifics on “the proposed operation of an
LPFM broadcast station.” The release continues, “Though Leggett and Schellhardt, the RM9208 petitioners, disagree with a few important
specifics proposed by Skinner in RM-9242,
both petitions call for the establishment of LPFM
throughout the nation.”
The movement to jumpstart low-power FM
broadcasting has generated some opposition,
notably from the National Association of

Broadcasters. In a March 4, 1998 statement
to the

FCC,

NAB

President

and

CEO

Ed-

ward O. Fritts commented on the petitions to
license low-power radio stations, “At a time

Kohn

low-power broadcasting could be placed in
the buffer zones that have been enforced
between full-scale FM frequencies since the
1960s. “Right now there’s a prohibition on
full-scale FM stations broadcasting close to

FM

RM-9242,

FCC.
According to informational materials released
by WGTB, the petition RM-9208 filed by
Nickolaus Leggett and Donald Schellhardt “is
amore generalized call for LPFM.” RM-9242,
filed by J. Rodger Skinner of TRA Communi-

100.7, so the next

when [the] spectrum used for radio stations is
overly congested, it would be folly to authorize hundreds of additional low-power stations that would surely cause additional interference.”
According to an April 27, 1998 press release, the NAB contends that “any change to
the current FCC allocation rules would be
detrimental

to the evolution

channel (“IBOC”)
analog stations.”

digital

to in-band,

radio

on-

by existing

The release also said, “The Commission
big FM station you could have would be
100.9. One of the main ideas behind this is
has already licensed over 12,000 commercial
that with the precision of today’s digital
and noncommercial radio stations, with each
transmitters, [these prohibitions] should be. of the full-power stations providing a unique
service to the community,” and that “low
eliminated. Instead ofa bufferzone of nothpower stations would not be able to serve
_ing, you could have a buffer zone of lowcommunities as well as a full power station.
power FM stations.” Kohn noted that reLow power stations, for all practical purposes,
cent experiments suggest that low-power
FM stations might easily broadcast within
would be unavailable to mobile audiences and
what is now the buffer zone without bleedincapable of providing consistent and reliable
ing into other frequencies.
See TRANSMITTER, ». 6
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Student clubs have protested the qualtity of a number of the university's vans.

Clubs Protest Quality of Vans
By Tim HAGGERTY
Hoya Starr WRITER

“Happy Harry” from Alcoholics Anonymous was the savior of Melissa Marinelli
(COL °01) when a dead battery in her VPS
van left her at a pay phone on 5th Street and
K Street without transportation back to the
university. Harry “jumped the van, gave me
a hug, and sent me off for a ‘happy day,”
she said.
When the van’s ignition would not turn over
and the engine would not start, Marinelli was

not surprised. She was trying to leave a women’s
shelter, where she had spent the night as a
volunteer for Alpha Phi Omega. She had left
the campus reluctantly the evening before only
after the Office of Transportation Management
jumped her van, she said.
Around

8:15

a.m.

the

next

morning,

she

found that the van would not start and there
were no jumper cables in the vehicle. She used

INSIDE

a pay phone to call the Department of Public
Safety and the Office of Transportation Management and eventually left an irate message
on the voicemail at the Georgetown University Garage.
Luckily for Marinelli, several people around
her knew of “Happy Harry” and his talents for
car repairs.
The Volunteer and Public Service center
maintains and coordinates the use of the
vans. Kaplan said that between 200 and 250
drivers have been certified to operate the VPS
fleet, which consists of seven 12-seat vans,
four seven-seat vans, one 15-seat van and

one

five-seat

sedan.

Six

of these

vehicles

almost 10 years old.
The vans are intended for use by community service programs and also made available to student organizations. According to
" Stacie Kaplan, the VPS office manager and
See VANS,
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Mask and Bauble transforms Poulton Hall
into a Berlin nightclub for ‘Cabaret,’ its newest production
of the season. See The Guide for the review, page 1G.

The

Hoyas

men’s

basketball

team

lost

both games of the Coaches Vs. Cancer Classic at
Madison Square Garden. See Sports, page 11.

*Several

Med

Center faculty

members

defend the principles of academic freedom and tenure
at Georgetown University. See Viewpoint, page 3.
Keren Moscovitch
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Letters to the Editor
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Benefiting Organization Directors Thank
Block Party Organizers For Time, Effort

Founded Jan 14,1920

A Day to Remember,
Already Forgotten
Georgetown students get plenty of days off, some
more important than others. Among the national
holidays 'that the administration chooses to honor are
Martin Luther King Day and Presidents Day, both
almostuniversally acknowledged as worthy. Columbus Day, on the other hand, which has been protested
by one group or another since, roughly, 1492, is still
considered important enough to warrant a “midsemester break.” Surprisingly, however, last Wednesday did not make the cut. For those of us who forgot
—analarmingly high Iuher= last Wednesday was
Veterans Day.
Known originally as Armistice Day, Nov. 11 was
officially recognized
by Congress asanational holiday
in 1938 — on the eve, ironically, of the seCond world
war — in the hopes that the bloody lessons of WWI
would not be lost upon future generations. Armistice
day was renamed Veterans Day after the world
learned, the hard way, that there would be no “war to
end all wars.”
It’s a shame that anybody would forget the reasons
for celebrating Veterans Day. The fact that most
people satthrough their Wednesday classes oblivious
to the activities down at the Tomb of the Unknowns
- indicates that we all need a reminder. Veterans’ Day
celebrates the men and women who put their lives,
. careers, and families on hold to defend their country;

it is also a vital affirmation that human beings are
' committed to learning
— and remembering — the

To THE EDITOR:
J
We are writing to thank the entire Georgetown community for
their support of the Block Party on Oct. 30. Specifically, we
would like to thank Jason Mulvihill and his friends for the
hours of time and effort they put into making this year’s
Block Party a tremendous success and, in the process,
helping Temple Courts and Best Buddies to further their
mission.
Everyone present that day appreciates the fun, camaraderie and sense of community that the Block Party provides;

difficult lessons of their history. Some wars are just;
indeed some, like the campaign against Hitler, are
unavoidable. All war, however, is horrible; a last
resort, not an adventure, or a convenient ploy to
distract our attention from the latest political scandal.
Impossible as it seems, people forget these things.
Observe the legions of movie buffs who stumbled
outof “Saving Private Ryan” shocked by the graphic
violence, as if they imagined that conflict was somehow more palatable. The fact that a movie had such
a profound effect on audiences is just more evidence
that folks don’t spend enough time asking their
grandparents, or parents, or neighbors about their
experiences in war. You don’t need to spend seven
dollars to get some education on the topic of war —
just go ask a veteran.
Veterans Day has become little more than another
unobservedholiday here onthe Hilltop. Frightening as
it is to think that the kid nursing a hangover in your
Spanish class might some day be making the kinds of
decisions that will create the next generation of American veterans, remember that Georgetown prides itself
in educating more than its fair share of future leaders.
War is little more than a series of out-of-focus
pictures in the history books to most Georgetown
students. That’s ashame. We don’t need another day
off. We could, however, all do with some quality time
with the men and women who fought for our
freedoms.

however,

allow us to continue to help others. For Temple Courts, the

To THE EDITOR:
:
On Wednesday, Nov. 18, the Community Action Coalitionand
For A Day will be sponsoring a sleep-outon Copley Lawn. The
purpose of this sleep-out is to raise awareness for the homeless
walk on Saturday, Nov. 21.
On behalf of these two organizations and all of the participants
of the Homeless Walk, we would like to invite the Georgetown
community tosleep-out with ustoraise awareness forhomelessness
andthe many issues surrounding it. Inno way is the sleep-out meant
to signify that we are trying to empathize or understand the plight
of the homeless in the District; rather, it is simply to show that
we are interested and aware of the problem. By sleeping-out,
we hope that Georgetown students will become more mindful and attentive to the many issues that surround
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homelessness.
Wednesday night will undoubtedly be a brisk November
evening. Bring your sleeping bag and pillow to Copley Lawn
starting around 9 p.m. and get ready to raise consciousness
on this important issue. Motivating students and capturing
their interest is essential in solving many of the problems
facing the District today.
We look forward to seeing you on Wednesday's sleep-out and
on Saturday’s Homeless Walk.

Are Coming Up.

Jeffrey DeMartino, Editor in Chief
Matt Gaertner, Managing Editor
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SARA CANTWELL (COL 99)
DIRECTOR, TEMPLE COURTS

a»

will come a step closer to fulfilling its mission wheniit
While few may know it, Joe Raposo has touched the
accepts these works. Raposo’s music has just as
lives of most Georgetown students.
As the composer of the “Sesame Street” theme, powerful aninfluencein shaping the modern American
conscious as the writings of some of the greatest
“Bein’ Green,” the “Three’s Company” theme and
many other pop culture favorites, Raposo—whodied
authors from the last 20 years,
:
in 1989 — has provided the background music of
If we look to these compositions only as pieces of
history, though, we miss the more important legacy of
youth for the last 30 years.
Raposo’s work. Through his tunes and lyrics, Raposo
On Mondgy, his widow, Pat Collins-Sarnoff, will
has taught youth what so many others have been
. donate some of Raposo’s papers and the sheet music
unable to: love of others and the confidence to be
~ used and personally annotated by Raposo from the
original recordings of “Bein’ Green,” “Cis for Cookie”
yourself.
+
and “Sing” to the Special Collections Division of
Vieledinjusttheright amountof metaphor, Raposo’s
works send a clear message without ever pandering.
‘Lauinger Library.
“People may smile butI don’t mind. They’ll never
r Collins-Sarnoff said she wanted the music to be in
understand the kind of funI find doing the pigeon,”
the District, near the federal government that helped
fund the creation of “Sesame Street.” Raposo also has
Bert sings in Doin’ the Pigeon. Sure, it borders on the
nonsensical, but so does life. That's why the song
a special tie to the school through his daughter,
Elizabeth, a 1998 Georgetown graduate and former
bringsa smile to our face.
Raposo’s lyrics were always powerfully earnest,
Editor in Chief of THE Hoya.
;
never preachy — it’s hard to muster cynicism when
For Georgetown, the acquisition of Raposo’s
works is a twofold chance to celebrate. Our library
listening
to singing frogs, pigs and chickens.
Raposo’s daughter described her father as a big
isbeing bestowed with artifacts of two phenomenons
kid, no doubt part of the reason he was able to
that helped form the modern American psyche:
communicate with children so successfully. Indeed,
Sesame Street and the Muppets. Sesame Street,
tightly bound with music in general, and the music of for the donation ceremony in the Pierce Reading
Joe Raposo specifically, is arguably the most endurRoom at4 p.m. on Monday, the Chimes and children
from the Hoya Kids Learning Center will encourage
ing, successful and ground-breaking educational prothe audience to explore the inner-child Raposo
gram of all-time.
. For a place that tries to compress the entirety of tapped so well by leading the audience ina “Sesame
{man knowledge within its cement wall, Lauinger
Street” sing along.

JonahNolan................... Senior Web Editor

NicoLE SEAVER (COL 99)
DIRECTOR, GEORGETOWN BEST BUDDIES

Students Invite Campus to Sleep- _out
Supporting Upcoming Homeless Walk

D is for Donation

ClayRisen.................... .....Senior News Editor
SeanP.Flynn..................... Senior Sports Editor
CharliePrince................cc.c....... Senior Guide Editor

very few are aware of the hard work involved in

pulling off an event of this magnitude. Jason, his fellow
organizers and all of the volunteers are to be. commended for
giving so selflessly of themselves in order to improve. the
lives of others.
As beneficiaries of the party, we ave special reason to be
thankful. Best Buddies and Temple Courts are better organizations
asaresultof these efforts, as the monetary supportreceived will

money will buy school books to further the tutoring capabilities of our volunteers and allow us to broaden the
experiences of our tutees by taking them on trips around the
D.C. area. Best Buddies will use the money to plan events for
our volunteers and their buddies, young people with mental
retardation.
This would not have been possible without the hard work
of Jason Mulvihill and his friends. And so once again, we
thank you, for giving of yourselves, for helping charities
reach their goals and dreams and for showing all of us the
best that Georgetown has to offer.
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fessional sports end their seasons with the
unanimous crowning of a champion. College
football does not. Southern college football

AM FROM THE SOUTH. MY HOMETOWN WAS THE

only Confederate state capital east of the
Misissippi not captured by Union forces in
the War of Northern Aggression. Coke is the

never will. No one ever says, after the Yankees

win a World Series, that “the Brewers beat
those guys once in August. They should be
National Champions.” Of course they don’t.

universal name for all soft drinks back home,

and it doesn’t snow where I'm from. When it
does snow, though, (like in 1988 when we got
aninch a week before Christmas), supermarket
shelves are bare, the roads become death traps
and thousands die.
But back to the point; On Saturdays in Autumn, I can stand on the front porch of the house

When the World Series (or the Super Bowl, the

Stanley Cup or any NCAA tournament) ends,
you have a winner. End of discussion.
But in college football, with coaches’ polls,
USA Today and computer rankings, no one
ever knows

I grew up in and, if the wind is right, I can hear
the voices of 85,000

who’s

best. Sure, Florida State

might be No. 1 at some
time, but they lost to Virginia which lost to North
cathedral
of
Doak
NicHoLAS JOHNSTON
Carolina which lost to
Campbell Stadium. They
Georgia which losttoN.C.
are cheering their warState which lost to the Unirior-priests, praying tothe
versity of Alabama-Bir- é
God of College Football.
mingham in a freak game
I miss real college
A Famous
marred by thunderstorms
football. Real Southern
Hoya Columnist
and locusts. That doesn’t
college football. Sure
matter though, and people
they play games up on
from Birmingham will
Kehoe every week or so,
make legitimate arguments
but the MECECEAC
that UAB should be No. 1
just doesn’t do it for me
instead of Florida State.
asa football conference.
They'll even draw charts
And I don’t like games
showing how it doesn’t matter that UAB is 1-5.
“on television where Georgia vs. Alabama or
That “1” came from a connection of victories
Florida State vs. North Carolina has been prethat topple Florida State. It’s ludicrous. It’s
empted to show Michigan or Ohio play another
college football.
junior college from Illinois. On those days I'm
Then there’s the abomination that is the new
justthankful thatatleast]’m not watching Notre
Bowl Championship Series rankings. They’re
Dame lose on NBC. Again.
simply ridiculous. I'm still yelling at people
All of the kids here from Jersey try to
from Tennessee and Texas about who's better.
understand what I’m talking about but they
“Your schedule index is lower than mine so
don’t know about real college football and
despite our loss we should out-rank
you.” “Yeah,
rarely understand what I did on Saturdays
but check your opponents’ score deferential
when I was growing up. They talk about
quotient. What do you think about that?” It’s
occasionally going to games at Rutgers and
insane and undeniably part of the charm. There
Princeton or, if dad put a full tank of gas in
isn’tanother sport on the planet where rankings
the minivan, a big game in Pennsylvania.
are so-arbitrary and meaningless. We're all No.
But that doesn’t count. Jets games or Mets
1 here. Unless, of course, my team beat you.
championships define their childhood. I've
Then we should be National Champions and
heard them talk about this. If I mention watchyou can go to hell (You'll hopefully play Notre
ing a great Orange Bowl I saw, they look
Dame in a bowl game there).
back at me blankly until someone mentions
Now, after three years, I’ve come to realMike Piazza.
ize that there are a few people around camAnt that’s because things are different
pus like me. There are a few people who will
where I'm from. Sure, we’ve got the Magic
argue the merits of the SEC over the ACC
and the Dolphins and the Cowboys. We play
and can explain in no uncertain terms why
professional sports in the South, but we also
Notre Dame should never be on national
don’t really seem to care. Atlantans try hard
television again. But we're a minority here.
to cheer for the Braves, but that’s only beOn a campus that cheers for the Yankees,
cause Georgia Tech is, lately, lousy and
skips classes for NBA games and threw”
everyone in Atlanta secretly wishes to be
parties when the Broncos finally won somefrom areal big city, and in real big cities, no
thing, no one ever seems to know
ss we're
one cheers for college teams. And Dallas, as
talking about.
far as southern cities go, is still too Texan.
But it’s not that bad. Weg
a ow good
So the South I'm talking about, the South
games on TV around here. Florida vs. Florida
I come from, can’t be found in Atlanta and
State is next weekend in‘what is sure to be
Dallas or Miami and New Orleans. It is in
small towns named Tallahassee, Chapel Hill "the 15th or 16th cons cutive “Game of the
Century” (Southern college football goes
and Knoxville.
Towns like Gainesville,
through three of four “Games of the CenAustin, Tuscaloosa, Baton Rouge, Jackson
tury” each s€ason). And I know where to
and Charlottesville. It’s on campuses that are
find people foolish enough to think Tennesstill warm in October and still green in Nosee is better than anyone or that teams from
vember. It’s in stadiums that can hold the
Georgia even remember how to play the
whole damn town and, on alternate Saturday
«afternoons, usually do. And the games aren’t game. There are a few Southerners here with
me. And while we wait for our second chance
played in snow and never on turf.
against the Union armies, we can pass our
Along with all of that, there’s something
time with real Southern College Football.
extra special about being a part of the one
remaining sporting event that has no singular
The Famous Hoya Columnist appears
deciding method of figuring out’ who is the
Fridays in THE HOYA.
best. Every other college sport and all propeople worshiping in the

Campus Opinion:

unity among ourselves if we are

inclusive. Why should they be faced.
with such a burden? Although othHIS COLUMN IS PARTLY IN REers may disagree with me,
sponse
to
Omekongo
multiculturalism seems to me a plot
Dibinga’s column on
the
by university officials to place all
need to change the name of the
“minorities” into one pool. In this
Black House (THE Hoya, Nov. 3)
as well as a personal observation . manner, they will claim that they are
representing our interests because
on multiculturalism. As the Resithey relate to the interests of the
dent Director of the Black House,
“minority community.” I do not beI sincerely agree with what
lieve inthis. Every group on campus
Dibinga put forth in reference to
has its own unique problems. Alchanging the name of the Black
though one might find certain simiHouse. Truthfully said, the Black
larities, we are not all the same. Nor
House no longer serves the intershould we be placed in the same
ests of primarily black students.
broad pool of “minorities.” For exBecause it is run by the Center for
ample, I am a black woman on camMinority Educational Affairs, the
pus and I have very different issues
house, in all reality, can no longer
than a Latino man.
serve primarily black interests.
None of the other groups that
Dibinga raised a very important isserve non-minority interests try to
sue. I would like to call it the plight
be as inclusive as we do. By deof multiculturalism on college camsign they are open to the public.
puses.
They are not allowed to be either
ALL ARE WELCOME!!!
inclusive or exclusive. Itis ashame
Multiculturalism, this new fad across
that every time I see a flyer up for
college campuses, has only inhiban event that may have somethingto
ited unity among the black race in
do with black people like a discus"
theinterestofa “greater good.” Since
sion on “What is Black?” that if is
returning from a year abroad, I am
followed by “Everyone is encourvery surprised athow faraway black
aged to attend.” Unity, a much-prostudents on campus are from reachclaimed goal of the no “white orgaing our supposed goals of unity. We
nizations on campl
isonly stunted
as a group are not unified yet — the
by everyone’s
desire 1 be all-incluorganizations on campus that are.
sive. We cannot even begin to foster
designed to serve our interests are

always trying to include everyone
first. Ihave never heard of any movementor organization that unifies from
the outside in and not the inside out.

Black students in general have
refused to stand up against this travesty. They refuse to accept their
uniqueness in the face of the allencompassing “multiculturalism.”
They are the first to invite everyone
else before they even try to invite the
intended population — black students. It is unacceptable to say that
black people are not interested in
certain events. It may just be because certain organizations appear
to be “elitist” and not inclusive of
black people. If we work on uniting ourselves, attendance from the

black population will increase. It
is something seriously worth contemplating.
The blacks students on campus no
longer have any one body or organization that will stand up and fight for
them. Not even the Black House
‘can say that it deals with black interests. In all reality, we cannot only
look to black interests because the
residents of the house are not all
black. While Dibinga’s article suggests that the name of the Black
House be changed, I do not believe =
that the name of the Black House

needs to be changed. It would be a

ITH Tumsksorvisg auteur
CREEPING
up on us,
of us on the Hilltop
Au-

gust. Now I don’t

spector of

fear the

séeing Mom

Jim

Di

She’ll ask me to take it off and I'll refuse. The

subtle chiding will eventually give way to
ecutive orders when the family gathers for
family portrait. Naturally,
tell her that if she loved

LIBERTO

and Dad
treat melike a prince when
Lar
deboard the
elta
1 Shuttle and stride

JR.

she’d love my impression of

:

C. Everett Coop.
She’ll admit that, given the

into the family minivan. .
My y triumphant
triu
ntreturn
ret
usuS
ally lasts either about a
week or until I leave my
dirty laundry lying on the
living room floor —
whichever comes first.
Luckily Thanksgiving
break only lasts four days.
Regardless; when I run to give Mom a hug in two weeks she’ll hesitate to embrace me. She’ll
grab at my chin and simply ask me “Why did you
grow that scrawny goatee?”
So much for “How are you?” or “Was your
flight okay?” It’s funny; I’d get more of arise out
of my mom with a trace of facial hair than if I
walked of the plane with a joint in mouth and
beer in hand. To Mom a beard is a facial tattoo.
Shaving it off doesn’t wipe it clean from her
memory; she’ll be picturing the cute baby boy
she remembers from 1978 with a goatee until the
day she dies.

Day son
:
the Hilltop

goatee and the man attached
to it. The haggling will continue until my Dad slips me a
20. Luckily for my Mom’s
mental state, Andrew Jackson makes a pretty good case

in favor of slashing away at
the ole’ facial fuzz. I'll emerge
from the bathroom a cleanshaven man, pacifying my
Mom and restoring peace to the house.
Why did I grow the goatee in the first place?
My girlfriend, who actually digs the scrufty
look, complains that it scratches her face. The
goatee-in-progress doesn’t exactly complement
a suit and tie. My co-workers downtown say that
I look more and more “Long Island” every day.
But every guy that I know has toyed with
growing one. My friend Shawn, who is currently riding elephants through the jungles of
Thailand,

for Minority Educational Affairs.”
However, they are not willing to

take up this type of battle. Not
only do they not have the resources but they also cannot stage
a fight without the interest and
backing of the students. The students, if they really want it, need
‘to take this to the Administration

to see if they will cover some of
the costs of the respective houses.
I strongly believe that before I
can truly unite with individuals of
other races, I have to first take
"care of my people on the
homefront. I think that itis important to get to know ‘one another
but not at the expense on my
uniqueness and individuality.

Multiculturalism, if allowed to getout
of hand, will seriously¥eopardize all
that our forefathers fought for. We
want our ‘interests heard, not
marginalized in the interest of the all
students of color and the call for “diversity.” Think about it.
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Kendra Blackett is a senior in

the School of Foreign Service.

a well-defined beard. Senior Web Editor Jonah
Nolan won't let his infertile follicles keep him
down; after a few strokes of his'electronic paint-

brush

his columnist photo

suddenly

sports a

thick Fu Manchu.

4

Personally, my goatee and sideburns don’ ti
stem from my hair follicles; they stretch back to
my high school. At the all-male, Catholic |
Chaminade High School I had to keep a cleanshaven facade. By the time I was a senidr I was
shaving twice a day, just to assure the religious
brothers that my five-o’clock didn’t Tanke an
appearance until after school.
- And I can’tdeny that half the time I’ mish t00 :
damn lazy to shave.
Also, I just like pissing off my parents. What
post-adolescent male doesn’t? I’ve been so pathetically sedate this semester that growing a
goatee and long'sideburns is my subtle rebellion,
akin to some people’s marijuana habits or others’ obsession with rap or metal music. I guess
I’m just so lame, I get excited by literally watching my own hair grow.
So what? When I sell out to The Man in a little

over a year and go to work in The Man’s world,
I’ll long for the freedom to grow whateverI want
on my chin. So I’m gonna enjoy my last days of
facial fuzz freedom. Mom will just have to suffer
and laugh at the ridiculous growth off my chin, i

shaved his head but kept the beard.

Hoya Web Editor Billy Brownlow just graduated from growing facial peach fuzz to crafting

Days on the Hilltop appears Fridays in
THE Hoya.

Compiled by William G. Brownlow.
x
All flowers don’t smell the same.

99
’99
’99
’99

Patty Gaffney, MSB

You can’t say life is bad until
you’re living in a trash can with
’01

exthe
I’1l
me

choice, she’d vote against the

Jennifer Brass, SFS
Alan Ram, SFS
Peter Mielert, COL
Kristen Reed, SFS

How to count in Spanish.
2
Micah Bump, FLL

blatant sign of disrespect to that
group of black students who fought
for us to have the house in the first
place. However, I do believe that
the every group of color should fight
for their right to have their own
house. I suggested this to the Center

Mama, Don’ t Let Your Babies Be Hairy

The difference between near and far.

99

Underhill, Ph.D.

faced with the burden of being all-

Kendra Blackett

from Sesame Street that you
couldn’t learn at Georgetown?

Caitlin Whyte, NUR ’99

M.D., Carlos Suarez-Quian, Ph.D. and Charles

Inclusiveness Hinders Black Student Unity

What is one thing you learned

“The rubber ducky song.

Genie Makhlin, COL

Board cannot unilaterally breach them legally.

wa

!

contract, and a matter of basic contract law, the

Ph.D., Bonnie Green, Ph.D., Bennett Jenson,
M.D., Gloria Massaro, M.D., Donald Massaro,

a

It’s College Football Time

and low morale, intelligence dictates

This letter is signed by the following faculty
of the Medical Center: Robert I. Glazer, Ph.D.,
Leonard Chiazze, Sc.D., Steven Byers, Ph.D.,
Jack Chirikjian, Ph.D., Mark Danielson,
Ph.D., Karen Gale, Ph.D., Richard Gillis,

UGS

the Policy was to be disbanded and all faculty
affected by the Policy compensated for any
material harm suffered since its implementa-

concerns

that an effective administration should embrace its
faculty, rally its constituency and ask for extraordinary effort to address the problem at hand.
Instead, the Medical Center leadership has at-

courts decide.” This may be our only recourse.

TAT SESE

decision final. In accordance with that decision,

cal Center administrator candidly told the grievants atthe outset of this grievance process, “let the

a

Committee in Sept. 1998. On Nov. 6, the Univer-

sity Grievance Code Committee declared the grievance process completed and the Committee’s

tacked the very foundation of the faculty’s reason
for being, has driven out dedicated, talented and
well-funded faculty and misrepresented the financial problem to the faculty body.
Tenure should never have been made a part of
the financial deficit agenda, and the leadership at
this Medical Center should have had the wisdom
and foresight to understand that our tenure contracts are inviolable. The time is past for good faith
efforts to resolve this grievance for we have
followed the grievance process to the letter of the
law for almost 12 months, and have been met with
nothing but arrogance and disdain, As one Medi-

a
wpNE

contracts with the University.
The basis for this grievance was that the Policy
unilaterally violated the two fundamental guarantees of those contracts, academic freedom and
economic security, two cherished principles that
form the foundation of this University. Our grievance position was upheld by the University Grievance Code Panel in May 1998 and by the full

All faculty rights as defined in the Faculty
Handbook are in jeopardy because of the unprecedented action by the President and the
Board of Directors!
Without revisiting the arguments of the grievance hearings, suffice it to say that this Policy
should never have been implemented in the first
place, and that the grievance road is one that
should have been less traveled. This Policy was a
premeditated plan to coerce selected tenured faculty, including those that were grievants, into
early retirement in the name of financial urgency, and the end result of this Policy has
been the loss of these faculty to this academic
institution forever.
How does the Board’s action remedy this travesty of justice? The Medical Center’s Policy is the
embodiment of a lack of understanding of what
academia is all about, vis-a-vis. faculty and students, teaching and scholarship.
When an institution is faced with financial

RAIS

Directors in September 1997, violated our tenure

ance Committee, on Oct. 30, the Executive Com-

mittee of the Board of Directors nullified the
decision by the Grievance Committee and “on
O’Donovan’s recommendation ... to suspend
further implementation of the Policy.” The Board
further proclaimed, “all proceedings on any grievance relating to the Policy shall be suspended; no
recommendations in any such grievance shall
become final; and no new faculty grievance relating to the Policy shall be processed.” It continued,
“Decisions made to date with respect to the com- pensation of individual faculty members shall
remain in effect pending further review.” These
' proclamations violate the Grievance Code and are
again contrary to the rulings by both Grievance
Committees.
Instead of acting in a timely fashion to name a
designee to handle the Administration’s last appeal of the grievance, O'Donovan sought the
Board’s assistance at the 11th hour to nullify the
grievance process. In so doing, O'Donovan has
violated the Grievance Code, faculty governance

and our tenure agreement as set forth in the
Faculty Handbook, a document that is part of every
tenured faculty member’s contract, and to which we
have affirmed to abide. Not only are such fundamental issues as academic freedom and economic
security at stake in this grievance, but now faculty
governance and due process have been abrogated.
The Board invoked the financial difficulties of
the Medical Center as the reason for taking such
extraordinary measures, but this premise was found
to be baseless by both the Grievance Panel and the
full Grievance Committee. The Board has proclaimed that it is not bound by the Faculty Handbook, but the Grievance Code itself makes no such
disclaimer, and reserves no place forthe Boarditself
to play a decision-making role in the grievance
process. Furthermore, the Code subordinates the
President’s decision-making discretion to the dictates of the Code, and he was remiss in not carrying
out these procedures. The Code establishes that
academic freedom and economic security are rights
above all other rights that are NOT subject to Board
approval or authorization by any authority.
In that these rights: are the heart of our tenure

NESE

N Dec. 23, 1997, 18 TENURED FACULTY
from the Medical Center filed a grievW’ ance against President LeoJ. O’ Donovan,
S.J. and Dr. Sam Wiesel, Executive Vice President of the Medical Center, asserting that the
salary compensation plan policy (herein referred
to as the “Policy’’) announced by Wiesel and Ken
Blpem, CEO, and approved by the Board of

1, 1998, an implementation that

was contrary to the decisions by both Grievance Committees.
Unbeknownst to the Grievants and to the Griev-
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Medical Center Faculty
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Georgetown Medical Center Leadership Disregards Rights of Faculty
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Kari-Ellse Tryggestad, COL
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© Pepper Spray Use Rare

At College Athletic Events
WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY,
Nov. 11. 1998
— While
State Troopers at the West Virginia-Syracuse game handled
reportedly aggressive fans with cans of pepper spray, other

universities deal with their excited fans in alternate ways.
Sometimes celebrating so aggressively as to tear down
the goal posts, students at various universities have their

THE NATION

own ways of celebrating a big win. Police officers have their
own different ways of dealing with the celebration.

At the University of Tennessee, the Volunteers pulled off
anupsetagainst University of Florida at their firsthome game.

© Yale Professor Under
Child Porn Investigation
Former

No criminal charges had been filed against Lasaga as of

yesterday evening.
S
The inventory ‘of items removed has not yet been
released to the public, but that information could be known
as early as tomorrow, sources in the New Haven Federal
District Court clerk’s office said.
Lasaga shocked students and colleagues when he
resigned from his position as master last Friday.
Lasaga could not be reached for comment by telephone
or at his Cheshire residence last night.
University officials refused to comment on when they
first learned of the FBI investigation.
Interim Saybrook Master Harry Adams has said President Richard Levin telephoned him Thursday and asked
him to fill the post.
Yale College Dean Richard Brodhead told an assembly
of Saybrook students on Friday that Lasaga had stepped
down “for personal reasons.” “Prying is futile,” he said.
“We

trust your maturity,” he added.

University officials continued to decline to confirm the
investigation early this week, but the University released
a statement late yesterday night confirming that Lasaga is
under investigation by the U.S. Attorney’s Office.
The statement said that Yale will not comment on specific questions about the investigation since it is “in the

hands of the law enforcement authorities.”
“For the administration to speak about the investigation
when we are not conducting it would create the risk that we
would involuntarily convey imperfect knowledge or a false

sense of certainty,” Brodhead said.
Local, state and federal officials were also tight-lipped
yesterday.
U.S. Attorney Stephen Robinson,

Acting Chief of the

Yale University Police James Perrotti, and University Police
Lt. Russell Kozak, the Yale police official handling the
investigation, all declined to comment.
In addition to resigning -his position. as master of
Saybrook, Lasaga has taken an indefinite leave of absence

police force.
Richmond

from his teaching duties.
Lasaga remains a member of Yale's tenured faculty. But on
sufficient moral grounds, Yale could revoke his tenure in a
University tribunal.

The process is rare and extreme and has not been used in recent
memory, said Provost Alison Richard, Yale's chiefacademic and
financial officer.
There are currently no discussions about invoking it
now, she said.
:
It is rare for Yale to revoke a professor’s tenure, one member

of the Yale administration added. The standard is “moral turpitude, not criminal conviction.”
—Charles Forelle, Yale Daily News

® Men's Basketball Players
Choose NBA Before B.A.

Even with the wide variety of people on the field, there

or take

spray. Better to try and keep people safe,” Richmond said.
Penn State has the same existing policy of keeping fans

safe, but has been more aggressive on the use Cap-Stun.
“We aren’t going to try and stop 80 or 90,000 people from
coming onto the field,” Paul Sneath, PSU Police supervisor

for security and traffic, said. “Our main job is to protect
personnel,

Martin was not drafted or guaranteed a lucra-

a millionaire at 19 or 207”

Without the process of redshirting — remaining on the
team for an extra year without using up a year of eligibility
— it is difficult for student athletes to graduate before their
eligibility expires.
“If you wave an opportunity to make a million dollars (in
front of these players) they would be crazy not to pursue
that,” Metcalf said. “Guys are coming back to finish school.”
“Ultimately the individual must say, ‘Hey I want a
degree.” Then we have everything .in place for them,”

In 1997, only 41 percent of men’s basketball players across
the country

who

received scholarships

graduated

within six

years. That is 4 percent less than those who graduated in 1996,
according to an NCAA survey released this month.
Only one player out of the four who entered the team in 19901991 graduated in six years, which means that the University’s
graduation rate of 25 percent falls about 15 percent short of the
"national average.
The statistics ‘don’t allot for players who transfer to a
different school —

they’re counted as nongraduates

even if

slow a crowd with its use,” Sneath said. “When

“There has only been one rushing of the field since the

stadium was redesigned,” said Joe Persante, alieutenantin the
University of Michigan police department.
:
Cap-Stun is used at UM, but only in certain cases.

man year,” said Metcalf.

ke

However,

18
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ONE DAY LEFT!
Smith Center

Show @ 9pm

600 22nd Street, NW

2 Blocks from Foggy Bottom/GW Metro

$25 General Public
program board
The George Washington Universty®

@ All Ticketmaster Locations or call 202-432-SEAT

Email gwpb@gwu.edu or call 202-994-7313 to learn more.

the field,

Persante said, “We try to keep people off the posts to

y George Wa hi

Wednesday, November

it is illegal to rush

prevent injuries.”
!
The posts have been defended by members of the
University police force, as well as Ann Arbor police, deputy
sheriffs and state troopers.
—Sam Wilkinson, The Daily Athenaeum
—Compiled from the University Wire

—Sean Madigan, Minnesota Daily

$10 Open to GW

in Michigan

Persante said, adding that if the crowd is small enough, the
police will issue citations. However, if the crowd is too large,
the role then becomes safety-based.

The GW Program Board presents

with The Tragically Hip

it is used

though, some innocent bystander will get the fall-off of the
pepper discharge.”
At the University of Michigan, problems are rare.

Metcalf said student athletes recruited out of high school
into large Division I programs will use their eligibility in four
years.
“Blue-chip athletes will more than likely play their fresh-

:

public.”

tion of university, city and state officers.
;
“We have only had a few incidents in three years, and
those involved students resisting arrests, not trying to

Metcalf.

Haskins said.

and the general

Cap-Stun is used to control individuals, but never in an
attempt to corral a crowd. It is carried by the members of the
law enforcement who work each game, which is a combina-

“I always knew I was going to get my degree, but you can

20 back to school when you're 50 if you want,” Martin said.
Collegiate athletes playing revenue sports are faced with
decisions like this all the time, said former Gopher Rob

students

For PSU, it is a split-second judgement call for situations
at the football game.

tive contract, a year off from basketball to finish his degree
might have hindered his chances of trying out for a professional team.

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, Nov. 11, 1998 — For the
past eight years, the lure of million-dollar contracts has persuaded more men’s basketball players to drop out of college
in favor of short-term professional careers.
“We can sit around and talk about graduation ratios, but
that’s not realistic. It’s all about money,” said Gophers coach
Clem Haskins. “You can’t pass up an opportunity to make $50
[million] or $60 million dollars. Why would a young man wait
until he is 60 or 70 to make a million dollars when he can become

police do not carry

were no serious problems at the Florida game, according to
Richmond, and no serious measures had to be taken.
“At the Florida game and others, we have used no pepper

a shot at a life dream: playing professional basketball.
Eleven classes short of graduation, Martin decided to
postpone school and try out for the Los Angeles Clippers.
‘When factored info the NCAA's report, Martin would
not be counted as a graduate despite the fact that he
returned to the University five years later.
“The window is open for only a small amount of time,”
Martin said. “I knew that if I stuck around in school I would
have regretted it.”
Although

said that University

pepper spray or Cap-Stun, the pepper spray. that floated
into the WVU marching band after being sprayed at
belligerent fans.

they graduate from their new school.
The numbers also don’t allow for students who come back to
school after their professional days are over.
:
When Bob Martin’s eligibility to play .basketball at the
University expired, he had a choice to make. He could stay
at the University and finish up his degree program

TTT

Knoxville; and a field, which had pieces of turf cut from it.
UT uses a combination of Tennessee State Troopers,
Knox County sheriffs and reserves and the University

T&T

In the fans’ wake were a fence, which was torn down; two
downed goal posts, which were taken to various points in

TTT

1998

TTT

11,
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Saybrook Master Antonio Lasaga, who resigned suddenly
from his position last Friday, is the subject of a federal child
pornography investigation, television station WESB-TV reported yesterday.
FBI agents found several pornographic pictures of
children and two computers that were used to download,
store. and print child pornography, the station reported,
citing unnamed FBI sources.
The evidence was uncovered in Lasaga’s Saybrook
rooms during a search executed by the FBI last Friday.

i

UNIVERSITY,

“We were shorthanded for the game and didn’t have any
riot gear on hand,” Becky Richmond, a sergeant with the
University of Tennessee Police, said.
“We backed off and let the students take the field.”

ART

YALE

Fans, as expected, rushed the field.
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CENTER FOR AUSTRALIAN AND NEW ZEALAND STUDIES
ANNOUNCES ITS SPRING 1999 COURSES
ENGL
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"20th
Bill

Century
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GOVT

HIST
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First
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to
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America's
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4:15-5:30)

students,” Mulvihill said.
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Culture
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Films
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Plays,"

~ According to Food and Bever-

Woollongong.

age Director Jeannie Quirk, the most

(T 5:15-8:15)
Overseas
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study
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QIP,

available through SSCE,
Certificate,
687-7464.

College

Melbourne

687-5867.

and

Summer

687-7236.

For

Auckland

study

in

Leavey,

Sac

_ expensive damages were done to
New South conveyor belt, on which
about 20 slats had to be replaced.

is

Sydney

information

Academic Council
Create a College T-Shirt

e Submit design w/ name,
year to the CAC mailbox

on

Quirk said walls, ceiling tiles and

CANZ

light fixtures were also damaged,
and that a good deal of repainting
has had to be done. She also said
total costs have yet to be tallied
because some repairs have notbeen
completed.
Mulvihill also pointed out that,
contraryto popularopinion, Friday’s
block party and the food fight that
followed were not directly related

Presents

events, and therefore ultimate re-

sponsibility for the damage caused
to New South lies with students.
“The damage to the cafeteria was
the fault ofthe individual students,”

Mulvihill said, “notthe block party.”

phone #,
on 3rd Fl.

At the same time, Donahue said

that everyone atthe meeting agreed
thatthe students associated with the
Block Party needed to take responsibility for the fight. Donahue’s ap-

Office

proval is needed for the District to

e Submissions due 11/23
«Winner recieves $25 gift certificate
se,

to the Tombs
e t-shirts

to be

e Questions?
Sa

Dean’s Advisory Board,” said Ward, while

dents from trying to start a food
fight after the next block party.
Mulvihill said that he had already
offered $500 to help pay for the
damages to New South, yet stated
explicitly that no proceeds fromthe
block party have been or will be
donated.
“I didn’t want the money from
block party that goes to charity to
pay for the damage caused by the

Prof. John

Smithsonian

GUSA, FroM P. 1
praise of Glennon’s and Martin’s Executive Order.
“I really like the principle behind the

CLEANUP, From p. 1

"Contemporary Australian Government,"
Prof.
Pat
Turner,
Monash Visiting
Professor of Australian
Studies.
(T/TH 11:40-12:55)

Prof.
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GUSA to Reform Constitution

Block Party's
Future Depends
On Food Fight

|
sold

next

Call Dave

@

semester

|

grantaspecial events license for the
party, and he said that that approval
would depend on their ability to
“get the word out” that “if we do
have another food fight, there will

not be another block party.”,

337-1999

Dine Dutch
e Invite a Prof to Dinner
eLook for Signs around Campus

e Questions? Call Jen @ 625-6102

Correction

The article “Campus Muslim
Groups, Arab Studies Kick off
GU Islam: Awareness Week”

[THE

Hoya,

Nov.

10, pg.

1]

should have attributed the series -

of events to the Muslim Student
Association exclusively.

Andrews said he agreed with “99 percent
of what is being said at this meeting.”
As part of the Advisory Board plan,
students would apply for a position on the
board,

and Glennon

and

Martin

would

then appoint six of these students. The
Board would then meet with Dean Penny
Rue, who helped author GUSA’s current
constitution, and work to make whatever

changes they deemed necessary. Finally,
they would take these ideas and work with
Dean of Students James Donahue to get
his input and complete the process.
“We think this will be a manageable
way to deal with the issue...” said
Glennon, “I am willing to admit there is
a very strong push to address the topic
[of changes to the constitution], and it

would be irresponsible to ignore it.”
Both Ward and Andrews pushed for
a few changes to the Executive Order,

questioning the fact that there would be
only 6 students on the board, and asking
to increase the current number. In response, Martin indicated that the number
was not yet definite.
While the executive order seems to
conflict with the referendum already approved by the constitutional council,
Andrews noted thatthe end is more important than the means in this issue.
“The most important thing here is reforming the constitution and bribging about
change,” he said, “We won’t compromise
on that, but we are willing to compromise
on how to bring that about.”
j

With that idea in mind, Andrews

and ‘Ward, along with other GUSA
members, will meet with Glennon and
Martin this weekend in order to work

on a compromise.

Scholar Examines ‘The West’
By EmiLy Lyons

GK. Chesterton firstused the term “West- |

Hoya Starr WRITER

ern man,” he said.

Throughout his speech, Royal exThe origins and meaning ofthe oft-used
plained what he believes are the reasons
term “The West” need to be reexamined in
for the development of the term “the
today’s global community, Dr. Robert - West” as we know it. He believes the
Royal said in his speech entitled “Who Put
term “emerged not as a statement of
the West in Western Civilization?”
superiority or exclusivity but it became
Wednesday evening. Royal said he felt
necessary because the West began to
that Wednesday was an appropriate time
incorporate a number of things.”
to be reflecting on Western civilization
These things include the Bible and
because it was the 80th anniversary of the
its idea of the world as the creation of
end of World War I.
a good and loving God. According to
“We need to go back and reflect in a
Royal, if you consider that the world is
personal way where the notion of the
good, “you tend to pay attention to it.”
Westcame from,” Royal said. He claimed
This idea gave birth to scientific and
that we as a country need to understand
technological aspects that are characthe notion of the “West” in order to move
teristic of the West today, said Royal.
forward. Parts of this definition include
A second reason is the idea of uniliberty, inclusivity, universal justice and
versal justice that became characterisWestern successes and failures that he
tic of the societies of the West and its
claims help identify the United States
relations with other peoples. Royal
and other nations.
concluded his speech by saying that
Royal, a vice president and Olin Felwe need to be better acquianted with”
low in Religion and Society at the Ethics
our historical past because “many
and Public Policy Center in Washington,
people before us have already achieved
said that we are in a stage where a type of
many great things.”
global civilization is emerging, and that
Royal was brought to Gaorgetown
“a clear idea of the West and Western
by The Independent, a monthly stucivilization is necessary for this global
dent news and commentary journal.
civilization.” The West, Royal claims, is
He has published several books ingoing to be the basis of this new world
cluding “1492 And All That: Politiorder.
cal Manipulations of History’ and
Royal said that people often use the
“Reinventing the American People:
term Western civilization as if they know
Unity and Diversity Today.” In 1998
exactly what it means and where it came “he will be releasing his next book
from. He claims that, in fact, the term is
entitled “Dante Alighieri: A ‘Spiriquite recent. It was only in 1907 that
tual Legacy.”

The Investment Banking subsidary of PRICEAATERHOUSH(OPERS @
Please come to an information ssession on Investment Banking
PricewaterhouseCoopers Securities, LLC

with

Monday, November 16
6.00 - 8:00 PM
Leavey Center

All Seniors in the Business School, College, and School of Foreign Service are
invited to learn about opportunities in investment banking in the world's
largest professional services firm. If you are planning to attend, please call

Lizette Romero at 212-596-8075. Thank You
Refreshments Provided
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WGTB Petitions for Low-Level Transmitting
TRANSMITTER,

rom

p. 1

do is interfere with the signal. The lis-

service.”
A press release by proponents of
licensing low-power FM broadcast-

tener has to be able to still make the

stations in every large and medium
market in the country. CBS Corporation is one of the most active members of the NAB, particularly against
LPFM, illustrating how wealthy and
powerful the corporations comprising the NAB are.”
“The reason why the National Association of Broadcasters is vehemently
against low-power FM is because it

choice. But [the increased competition]
is obviously good for the listener.”
The FCC has already completed
both the initial comment and replycomment periods on Aug. 21, 1998,
is expected to issue in November one
of two notices on the petitions to license low-power FM broadcasting.
The first possibility is a Notice of
Inquiry, which instates another comment period and reply-comment period to gather information and additional points of view from the public
on the original petitions.
The second possibility is a Notice of
Proposed Rule-Making, which according to information provide by WGTB

will take listeners away,” Kohn

“includes

ing states that, “The

NAB

is an ex-

tremely powerful group of communications conglomerates that each own
hundreds of stations throughout the
United States, and often own several

said.

“If you’re living in Georgetown, and
you finally have the option to listen to
a news program, a sports program or
some radically different music that is
centered around this university — a
station that exists for your community
— obviously you might change the
dial from some of the larger stations in
D.C. So it is increased competition,
which is one of the reasons why the
NAB doesn’t want it.”
Kohn added, “The thing that it can’t

another

brief comment

and

reply-comment period after which the
FCC would have to pass new legislation
or strike down the proposal.”
It continues,

“the upcoming

com-

ment and reply-comment periods ...
would be ideal opportunities for Washington, D.C. residents, students and
businesses to stand up for their rights
and go on record with the FCC in
support of low-power FM broadcasting. Every community deserves to
reap the benefits of local, commu-

nity-oriented programming.”
It is during this time that WGTB
would urge members of the Georgetown community to actively show
their support for low-power FM
broadcasting. “Contact your congressmen,” advises Kohn. “This is
like any other kind of activism...you
have to contact your congressmen,
inform them of the issue and tell them
where you stand. Get them involved,
because it affects you.”
He also stated that “since WGTB supports low-power FM and feels that it
would be a tremendous benefit for university students, faculty, staff and local area
residents and businesses, we are going to
try to get Georgetown University to go on
the FCC’s official record in support of
low-power FM broadcasting.”
In regard to possible low-power FM
broadcasting at Georgetown, Kohn
added, “We're really trying to get the
community involved in this. This hypothetical Georgetown low-power FM station would not just be by students, for
students. We would really want students to try to embrace the community.
The whole idea behind this is community-oriented programming — embracing Georgetown the community and not
just Georgetown the students.”

Georgetown Alumni Win 16 Seats in Congress
Coin
i SRS
Hers SE
SRE

Several Georgetown alumni fared successfully in the Nov. 3 elections, with 16
winning Congressional races and one gaining the governorship of Alabama. Almost
all of Georgetown’s alumni representatives on Capitol Hill received over 65
percent of the vote in their respective elections.
Don Siegelman (LAW *72), was elected
as Alabama’s first Democratic governorin
16 years. With 58 percent of the vote,
Siegelman ran his campaign on the issues

of economic development and a unique
college scholarship lottery to fund education, enabling students maintaining a “B”
average who choose to attend one of
Alabama’s private colleges to receive a
yearly $1,500 grant. Born and raised in
Mobile, Siegelman graduated from the
University of Alabama, joined the Air
National Guard, and later becameapoliceman on Capitol Hill, receiving a law degree from Georgetown in 1972.
A former Alabama secretary of state,
attorney general and lieutenant governor,
Siegelman crossed party lines as he prom-
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Studies
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university intellectual environment.
of core courses which
‘The program begins with a choice
from

many

different

dence for Hyde's investigation, Starr, at-

President Bill Clinton (SFS 68) and Rep-

tended George Washington University
duringthesameyearsthat
President Clinton

attended Georgetown. Starr, who was a
clerk to former Supreme Court Justice
Warren Burger, has brought forth evidence making President Clinton the first
president ever to receive a Grand Jury
+ subpoenato testify ina criminal investigation. Both Clinton and Starr have daughters who are undergraduate students at
Stanford University.
Other alums that were elected or reelected include: Sen. Patrick Leahy
(LAW ’64),D-Vt.;Rep. Bob Barr (LAW

resentative Henry Hyde (COL ’47), R-II.

’77),

Next week, Hyde, chair of the House Judi-

(LAW ’56),R-Va.; Rep. Michael Castle
(LAW ’64), R-Del.; Rep. John Dingell
(COL 49, LAW °52), D-Miss.; Rep.

ciary Committee, will convene impeachment inquiry hearings in order to make a
“summary judgment” on whether IndependentCouncil Kenneth Starr’s findings could
be grounds for impeachment of Clinton.
An expert on constitutional interpretation, Hyde also sits on the International

Relations Committee and in 1987 served
on the Iran-Contra investigating committee. Hyde easily won re-election with 6 7per-

Lane

R-Ga.;

Evans

Rep.

Herbert

(LAW

Bateman

°78), D-Ill;

Rep.

Martin Frost (LAW *70), D-Texas; Rep.
Steny Hoyer (LAW ’66), D-Md.; Rep.
William Jefferson (LAW °96), D-La.;
Rep. Charlie Norwood (DDS ’69), RGa.; Rep. Peter Visclosky (LAW ’82), DInd.; Rep. Frank Wolf (LAW ’65), R-Va;;

and Rep. Albert Wynn (LAW *77), D-Md.
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Interestingly enough, the source of evi-

Alabamaare taxed enough. They are taxed
when they earn it, they are taxed when
they save it, they are taxed when they
spend it, and when we die they tax us
again.”
Representative Tom Bliley (COL °52),
R-Va.received 74 percent ofthe vote from
the seventh district of Virginia. The House
Commerce Committee chairman, Bliley
implemented a $20.25 billion state-bystate allocation of “kidcare” to give states
the resources and power to tailor healthcare solutions to low-income children.
Two other Georgetown alumni include
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Introduction to Catholic Studies
IDST
- 210 or Philosophy
178. TR
2:40 - 3:55
taught with guest lecturers
and
organized
and methodology,
introduction to issues, themes,
An
—- the iciea that
The course centers on the concept of “incarnation™
from various departments.
this concept
Inova
explores
It
world.
human
the
within
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enfleshed
the divine has somehow
in Light
incarnation
and considers
thought,
the interplay of Greek and Hebrew
through
emerged
History,
the Arts, Government,
including
to a variety of academic disciplines
of tapics relevant
to
students
introduces
course
The
Studies.
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and
Sociology. Theology,
Literature,
perspective.
specific
a
intellectual inguiry from
of interdisciplinary
Studies as a mode
Catholic

Prof.

Frank
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Department.
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Hoyas Take Whole
Game to Find Net

Georgetown Has No Easy Task with Connecticut

Kvello Scores Winning Goal
With 21 Seconds Left in OT
MEN’S SOCCER, From Pp. 14

admission-and a lot more. The two teams

are without a doubt the most loaded

Big East, besides Connecticut’s two, with

goal’s against of 0.79 and 0.82 respectively.
Look for this gametobe 1-Oor2-1 atthemost,
with the winner earning the celebration that
will surely follow this semifinal game.
The games will be played on the campus of Rutgers in Piscataway, N.J., on
Friday with Georgetown taking on Connecticut at 6 p.m. and St. John’s playing
Rutgers immediately after. The two winning teams will meet for the championship game on Sunday at noon.

overtime,

Providence

again

was knocking on the door, as
Andrew McConville ripped one
from 20 yards out, hitting the top
crossbar squarely, just missing a
surely backbreaking goal that late
in the game.

The

Hoyas survived these
few
Friar
opportunities,
though, and their star player
again stepped up, as he has
been doing all year long.
The play that led to the winning goal was started with a free
kick by junior midfielder Kevin
Shaw, who found sophomore for-

ward Khary Robinson at the top
of the box. Robinson penetrated
‘into the zone, and passed to an
open Kvello, who put the ball
into the back of the net with just
21 seconds left in the overtime

sity in Piscataway, N.J. Connecti-

cut advanced to the semifinal after dominating West Virginia, 4-0,
in the quarterfinal.
Although offense is sure to be
the focus of the game with these

two teams, Tabatznik
is confident
in his backers after Sunday’s performance.
“Hopefully now we understand
the importance of team defending,” Tabatznik said, “[Sunday]
we didn’t give up that many good
chances.”
In the other semifinal game,
which will be played immediately
following the Georgetown vs.
Connecticut game, No. 2 seed St.
John’s will: battle No.3 seed
Rutgers. St. John’s advanced with
a 2-0 win

over Notre

Dame,

and

Rutgers survived Seton Hall, 3-1,
in double overtime.

SAILING

RuaGBYy

Georgetown Teams Take

GU Wins MAISA Freshman Championship
By MATT SERVENTI

Couple From Catholic

the Atlantic Coast Championship with
the victory atthe MAIS A Freshman Championship, registering 90 points. Old Dominion finished second with 102 points
while St. Mary’s finished third with 115.
Hoyas Ken Ward and Caroline Braga

Hoya STAFF WRITER

The Georgetown

sailing team came

away with much success this past week-

end, finishing first at the MAISA Freshman Championship at SUNY-Maritime,
second at the ICYRA Sloop National
Championship

at Michigan

and

won

the “B”

division

with

32 points,

extending their win streak to five regattas. In the “A” division, Curtis Flood and
Alex Holton finished fourth with 58
points. The women’s squad also finished first at the MAISA Championship.
At the ICYRA Sloop National Championship, the Hoyas finished second
with 42 points. Eighth-ranked Charleston garnered first with 41 points. It was

sev-

enth at the War Memorial at Navy.
In doing so, the coed squad moved
up to llth in the Sailing World poll
while the women’s squad moved up to
. sixth. The women’s, freshman, and coed

squads also qualified for this weekend's
Atlantic Coast Championship.
Georgetown’s freshmen qualified for

Georgetown’s highest finish ever at
this event. Seniors Andy Herlihy, Ian
Burman and Brian Caldwell raced for
the Hoyas. in this regatta.
A seventh-place finish at the War
Memorial was enough to qualify
Georgetown’s coed squad for the Atlantic Coast Championship. St. Mary’s won
the regatta with 102 points followed by
Navy with 153 points. Sophomore sKipper Ryan Costello and sophomore crew
Dana Scalere and Gavin Weiss finished
sixth in the “A” division with 107 points,
while in the “B” division, sophomore
John Camera led freshman Leah Williams and sophomore Raoul Magana to

a seventh-place finish with 113 points.
Head Coach Michael Callahan was
particularly pleased with the performance of his freshmen, which he referred to as “the best freshman team in
the country.” He was also happy with |
the performance of Andy Herlihy and
the entire Sloop team.
“Callahan has set high goals for this
weekend's Atlantic Coast Championship. |
“I want our team to be the top school
out of all-three because
we are a great |
coed team, a great women’s.team and a
real good freshman team,” Callahan
said. “This event will give us a chance
to showcase the talent that we have.”

INTRAMURALS
—

Wiffleball

Rough

-—er

Hoya STAFF WRITER

The Georgetown club rugby
team finished its fall season on a
winning note, with-the “A” team
coming out with a 24-19 win over
the crosstown-rival Catholic Cardinals and the “B” team shutting
out its Catholic counterpart 33-0.
In the “A” game, junior fullback
Jim Goodfellow ruled the day, scoring all 24 of the Hoyas’ points to
lead the team to victory. In the
first half, Goodfellow took a pass
- from senior scrumhalf Rob Wrona
and ran past two defenders for a
“try (the, equivalent of a touchdown)

and

made

the

conversion

to give the Hoyas a 7-0 lead.
Catholic countered, though,
cutting through a lax Georgetown
defense with two tries and a conversion to take a 12-7 lead into
halftime.
In the second half it was more of
the same for Goodfellow. Ten minutes into the half, Georgetown was

awarded a scrum and got the ball to
Goodfellow, who scored a try and
then converted it for a 14-12 lead.
After a Catholic penalty left a
Georgetown
man advantage,

ahead, 21-12.

After Catholic
try,

Goodfellow

scored another
responded

once

again with a penalty goal (like a
field goal) to give the Hoyas the
final 24-19 advantage.
The “B” team dominated its
game from the start to earn its first
victory of the season. They got
tries from senior wing Steve Yang
(converted by sophomore center
Hap Proesel); freshman flyhalf
Chris Proesel (assisted by Hap,
his cousin); freshman Greg Bassi
(who converted the touchdown
himself); senior fullback Phil

Strunk and Hap Proesel.
The “A” team finished up the fall
campaign with a mark of 5-3, 4-3 in

its matrix, which includes Catholic,
Maryland, Towson, George Mason,
Penn State and Navy.
-The spring season will again
involve the Cherry Blossom
Tournament,
as
well
as
Georgetown’s defense of the
Capital Cup, which it recaptured
from Catholic last season for the
first time in-§ix years.

Beta Maida,

Field 2
Monday, Nov. 16
Half in the Bag vs. Justin Time, 8 p.m.,

Football

Goodfellow got the ball in the open
on the sideline and scored again.
The conversion put Georgetown

vs. Sega

Saturday, Nov. 14
Cano’s Meat/Chocolate Thunder vs.
Boyd Aviation, 5 p.m., Field 1
Desire vs. VOLS, 5 p.m., Field 2
2001 vs. Horsemen, 6 p.m., Field 1
Harbin 2 WB’s vs. Primetime, 6 p.m.,

KEeLLY CRONIN/SPECIAL TO THE HOYA

By Sean P. FLYNN

Riders

Field 2

Scores
Thursday, Oct. 29
Yates Staff 18, Yanks 3
For Trois 9, Mets 0
Monday, Nov. 2
Yates Staff 14, Spalding 2
Yates Staff 8, Argyle Sox 4
For Trois def. Desire, forfeit

Hooker Dan Oldroyd tries to evade some Catholic defenders.

|

Ae

The game also features the top three
players in the conference in Georgetown’s
Eric Kvello and Connecticut's Maurizio
Rocha and Bobby Rhine. All three seniors,
they are 1-2-3 in the Big East points standings, respectively. The three have come up
huge for each of their teams already in the
tournament, as they have scored all of their
team’s goals thus far. Kvello notched the
game winner against Providence in double
overtime, Rhine had a hat trick and Rocha
registered his 12th goal of the year in a 40 defeat of West Virginia.
Additionally, the Big East announced
that Rocha edged out Kvello as the
league’s Offensive Player of the Year, a
title Kvello earned in 1997.
si}
The game will undoubtedly come

ond

A

with the Huskies second
defensive side, Connectishutouts with 11 while
third with 8.

narrowly, 1-0. Rutgers should be tough in
their home stadium, and they always play
tough, close games. Seventeen of Rutgers’
games were decided by one goal this year,
so this game should most definitely be a
close one. As the Georgetown vs. Connecticut game should be a high speed offensive match-up, this game will be slower and
much more defensive.
Rutgers and St. John’s are 2-3 in the Big
East in goals-against behind Connecticut
with, letting in 0.79 and 0.83 respectively.
Jon
Conway for Rutgers and Dan Popik of St.
John’s are the two best goalkeepers in the

BAG A

62,
the
in
i is

down to the team defense played by
Georgetown. If they come out with the
effort they did against Providence in the
first round, or Rutgers on Sept. 27, another 1-0 shutout, the Hoyas could be
able to contain the high-octane Huskies.
Head Coach Keith Tabatznik’s decision
to move freshmen Kenny Owens from
forward to backer has certainly paid off,
as not many people can get around
Owens speed and strength.
Freshman Mark Manning has been
the Hoyas most consistent defender this
year and become virtually impossible
to score on as the season has wore on.
Along with sophomore Jeff Boehling,
the Georgetown defense has the ability to stop Rocha and Rhine.
With the season on the line and the
championship game as the reward, look for
this game to be much closer than the regular
season match, if not go into overtime.
The nightcap on Friday should be just as
entertaining, as No. 2 seed St. John’s takes
oh No. 3 seed Rutgers. The two played on
Oct. 28 at Rutgers, and St. John’s won

out

Cw

the analysis begin for this weekend's
semifinal and championship games.
This regular season in the Big East
featured close game after close game,
with no team to be taken for granted, and
the tournament is very much the same.
Two of the four first round-games went
into overtime. Georgetown won its
quarterfinal game with just 21 seconds
remaining in the second overtime period.
This weekend should prove to be no
different.
In the first game this Friday, the Hoyas
go against the seventh-ranked Connecticut Huskies to determine the first spot in
Sunday’s championship game. This
game is a rematch of the Sept. 20 game in
which UConn rolled, 4-0. On paper,
though, this game is worth the price of

assists with
with 53. On
cut is first
Georgetown

the conference. Connectilead in the conference in
compared to second-place
46, while Hoyas are firstin

and come

CARA

After the whirlwind that was the first
round of the Big East men’s soccer tournament, the dust is now settled, and let

offensively in
cut holds the
goals with 49,
Georgetown’s

behind

and play as well as we did.”
Now the tables are set for a Big
East
semifinal ~
between
Georgetown and Connecticut on
Friday at 6 p.m. at Rutgers Univer-

Scores
Monday, Nov. 2
Himanshu 22, Desire 19
Walker 20
Hilltoppers 19, Consensual 6 VCW

Women’s

0

15, Champs by Forfeit 9

N.A.D.S. 14, Harbin 2 WB’s 8
Tuesday, Nov. 3
Beens

9, Boyd

Aviation

def.

0

Gentlemen’s

Club,

forfeit
Wolfpack 14, Champs by Forfeit 8
Wednesday, Nov. 4
Harbin 2 WB’s 6, Cano’s Meat 0
K-Masters 27, Wolfpack 0
Darnall

5 Women

7, No Mercy

0

Thugs 26, C-Hawks 0
Cremasters def. Wilsusen, forfeit
Has Been’s

25, Primetime

Schedule
Undergraduate
Thursda,y Nov.
Furious Styles
Field 1
Cano’s Meat vs.
Field 2

6

Division
12
vs. 40 oz.,

Division

Thursday, Nov. 12
Darnall 5 vs. No Mercy, 8 p.m., Field 1
Final
Tuesday, Nov. 17

Harbin 2 WB’s 18, Sega Beta Maida 0
40 oz. 12, Desire 7
:
Thugs 12, K-Masters 6
Cremasters 14, Turnenkoff 8
Illegitimates

Thursday, Nov. 19
D-Love vs. Wilsusen/Turnenkoff,
8 p.m.
Those Guys vs. Night Train, 10 p.m.

Ultimate Frisbee

Thugs 24, Illegitimate Children of Ryan

Has

Field 1
Liti-Gators Vs. Spin Doctors, 4 p.m.,
Field 2

Field 2
Has Been’s vs. 40 oz./Furious Styles,
9 p.m., Field 2
N.A.D.S vs. Himanshu, 9 p.m., Field 1

C-Hawks

p.m., Field 2
Saturday, Nov. 14
Cremasters vs. Remaindermen, 4 p.m.,

9: p.m.

Chocolate Thunder,

Med-02,

Darnall 5/No Mercy,

8 p.m.,

Field 1
Freshman

Division

Thursday Nov. 12
Hilltoppers vs. Champs

Scores
Sunday, Nov. 8
Maddog & the Brickouse def. Harbin 3,
forfeit
Devils def. Himanshu, forfeit
Maddog & the Brickhouse 10, Devils 7
Snoochie Boochie’s 18, Ambrosio 3
Slam Duncans def. Macroeconomic &
Behavior, forfeit
VCW 3&4 Men def. Masters, forfeit
Macroeconomic & Behavior def. Spin
Doctors, forfeit
Team Spank ‘Em, def. Hilltoppers,
forfeit

by Forfeit, 7

p.m., Field 1

Basketball

C-Hawks vs. Consensual 6 VCW, 7
p.m., Field 2
Monday, Nov. 16
Thugs vs. C-Hawks/Consensual 6
Tuesday, Nov. 17
Gentlemen’s Club vs. Illegitimates, 7
p-m., Field 1
Wolfpack vs. Goats, 7 p.m., Field 2
Hilltoppers/Champs by Forfeit vs. KMasters, 8 p.m., Field 2
Open Division
Thursday, Nov. 12
Huber MBA vs. Peggy’s

Speical,

10

Scores
Monday, Nov. 2
Digglers 60, Duty Crew 39
Paul Kates Is a God 39, McDonough
Men 30
Appetite for Destruction 48, Sult’s
Studs 25
Sequoyah 40, Hilltoppers 38
Team Meadie 36, Beano 33
Ganzo’s 27, OI’ Dirty Ballerz 20
Tuesday, Nov. 3
Bruins 42, Players’ Club 35
Cole Red def. Scoring Machine, forfeit
Hilltoppers def. Gentlemen's Club,

py

in

By MicHAEL MEbici
Hoya STAFF WRITER

Richomnd]

EN

Look out! Freshman Truls Engebretson Sars himself from a penalty kick during Georgetown’s 1-0 double-overtime victory last weekend on Harbin Field.

astonishment; hit the

ground almost as fast as Robinson
took off his shirt streaking up the
sideline in celebration.
“This was a game we deserved
to win,” Tabatznik said. “It was a
great
effort
to
leave
Wednesday's
[5-4
loss
to

SSC

WiLLiam-G. BRowNLow
5/T HE Hoya

absolute

NS Pe

first overtime period, Purtill made

perhaps the biggest save of the
day, as Providence’s sophomore
forward Kevin Jones advanced
into the box and fired to the right
corner. Purtill dove to his left
just in time to slap the ball wide
of the goal to preserve the scoreless tie.
With 4:30 remaining in the sec-

period.
All of Providence’s players, in

Pe

den death period would follow.
Although the Hoyas had controlled regulation, the Friars were
still very much alive.
In the second minute of the

Richmond] behind and

come out and play as well
as we did.”
— Keith Tabatznik

PE

mained tied after that, then a sud-

deserved to win. It was a
great effort to leave
‘Wednesday’s [5-4 loss to

RA

yards out right into the post.
For the game the Georgetown
offense outshot Providence 2115 and had an 11-7 advantage in
corner kicks.
With the game still tied 0-0 at
the end of regulation, the Hoyas
and Friars went into two 15-minute
overtime periods, which were not
sudden death.
If the score re-

CR

kicks, but headed the ball from 10

“This was a game we .

SRR

forward Jason Partenza had an opportunity off one of those corner

forfeit
Gatorsnakes def. Deez Nutz, forfeit
Wednesday, Nov. 4
6-Packs def. Digglers, forfeit
Legion of Doom 48, Slam Duncans 17
Under 6 44, Myers Midgets 42
Hacks 53, Hi-Noon 46
Sunday, Nov. 8
Bucks 39, Whirling Dervishes 33
Niki Phoros Jane def. Hacks, forfeit
Slam Duncans def. McDonqugh Men,
forfeit
Mystery Machine 51, Village B 8 10
Legion of Doom def. Scoring Machine,
forfeit
R.0.0.T.S. 57, Appetite for Destruction 45
Junk Show 53, Def Squad a1
2001 41, Boyd Aviation 40
OI’ Dirty Ballerz 50, Showtime 45
Under 6 62, Humidor of Love 37
Team Meadie 44, Tastes Good 36

INTRAMURAL
NOTES:
All schedules are final.
There will be no rescheduling of games.

The Turkey

Trot 5,000-

meter race will be held Thursday, Nov. 19 at 4 p.m. Entries are available on Level
3 of Yates. The first 10 entrants will receive a free
long-sleeve T-shirt.
Flag-football players:
check game times with your
captains

Women’s Hoops...
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From Russia, No Love
By Sean P. FLYNN
Hoya STAFF WRITER

In their last exhibition, the Georgetown women’s basketball team was shut down by the Russian Select Team,
81-53, before 429 spectators Tuesday evening in
McDonough Arena.
Center Maria Stepanova had a double-double to lead the
Russians — 12 points and 10
rebounds to go with five assists and two blocked shots.
Forward Diana Gustilina led
the Russians in scoring with
16 points. Forward Natalya Vodopyanova added 11 points
and nine rebounds.
Despite 5-for-14 shooting, sophomore guard Katie SmrckaDuffy notched 16 points for the Hoyas in the defeat, and
forward Corey Borgman had 10 (3-for-9 shooting). Sophomore guard Mimi Ritter added eight points, five rebounds,
three assists and two steals in 19 minutes.
But all in all it was a miserable performance for the Hoyas,
who face no easy task in their season opener, when they
travel across Rock Creek Monday evening to battle 16thranked George Washington, The larger Russian team out-

rebounded the Hoyas 53-31 and had eight blocked shots to
the Hoyas’ one.
Besides that, the Hoyas did not help themselves by
struggling from the floor, making only 15 of 63 shots for a
lowly 23.8 percent, including a 2-for-14 performance from
senior guard Melba Chambers. In fact, no Hoya shot better
than Smrcka-Duffy’s 36-percent mark.
It was an ominous sign for the season, as Georgetown is
trying to rebound from a 1997-1998 campaign in which the
Hoyas finished 9-19, including a 5-13 Big East mark.
The game with the Russian: Select Team was quickly
out of hand for Georgetown. After Chambers scored the
first basket of the game for the Hoyas on a steal and
transition layup, Russian Select followed with the next
six points.
After Smrcka-Duffy made a layup to make Russia’s lead
6-4, the Russians went on a 16-3 run to take a 22-7 advantage
with 9:51 remaining in the first half. Georgetown would get
no closer than 12 points for the rest of the game as Russian
Select headed to the break with a 42-23 advantage.
The Hoyas’ game with the Colonials at the Smith Center
begins 7 p.m. Monday. George Washington was the winner
when these two teams met last season, taking a 83-62
decision at MeDonough Arena.

From the Historica Perspective: The Relevance of HiHis doy
Monday, November 16, 1998
12 Noon McGhee Library
Talk featuring David Paterson, Deputy Historian
of the Department of State, and Richard Baker,

Chief Historian of the United States Senate
Lunch will be provided

3:45 ICC 664-

Panel discussion on * Why Study History?”

Bian McCase/TiE Hora

Sophomore glad

Expect the best.

Katie Smrcka-Duffy scored 16 points in Gobigetown’ S Joss to Russia Select

;

You're about to graduate and put your education to work. You know you're capable of great things. Gap Inc. knows
you are, too.
That's what our San Francisco-based Retail Management Program is all about. Through a series of job rotations,
special projects, and training classes, we'll teach you our business inside and out. We'll encourage you to reach
beyond your job description, run with your ideas, and tackle professional challenges

most college grads simply dream

about. After completing the |3-month program, you'll have the opportunity to interview for a job as an Assistant
Merchandiser, Distribution Analyst, Production Assistant, or Marketing Coordinator.
Gap Inc. A smart, progressive company with a real presence in the marketplace. A creative, stimulating environment.
An employer who expects you to be the best. The opportunity to prove that you are.
.

Interviews will be held on Friday, January 22nd. For more information and to drop your resume please visit the
MBNA

Career Education Center by Wednesday, November

|8th. All majors welcome.

EOE

a

Inc.
Banana Republic
Old Navy

Www.gap.com

Ea

i.

098

iE
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CELEBRATE SESAME STREET'S 30TH ANN [VERSARY

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1998 -- 4 PM
PIERCE READING ROOM, LAUINGER LIBRARY

SING-A-LONG- “C IS FOR COOKIE"
COOKIES, PUNCH, AND PRIZES FOR
THE THREE GEORGETOWN STUDENTS
WITH THE BEST "SESAME STREET"

COSTUME.
The Special Collections Division of the Lager hn Honors
Sesame Street's co-creator, Joe Raposo whose music collection

will be present ted to the Hn on November 16, 1998.

Event Limited to the Georgetown University Community.

+ FOOTBALL...
Winner of Six Straight, GU

VS.
Georgetown

Austin Peay

Hoyas

Governors

Bill Rutkoske

LG

61

OC
RG

LT

LDE

43

Paul Miller

Kevin Merse

NG

51

Scott Pogolarec

73

Robert Quigley

RT

52

Matt

Sollitto

60

Scott Wolfe

RDE

91

Mike

Halen

79 Oliver DeLaHoz

RT

66

Skender

ILB

2

Anthony

24

Matt Mattimore

ILB

54

Mike

QB

14

J.J. Mont

LCB

3

Jim

FB

31

Charlie

TB

28

Rob

WR

15

Gharun

PK

32 ‘George Gummere

No.

REecorps: Georgetown 8-1, 6-1 Metro Atlantic

Athletic Conference; Austin Peay 4-5.
Last WEEK: Georgetown d. Iona 34-0, Austin Peay
d. Tusculum 20-7

Last SEAsoN: Did not play
Series History: First meeting
Aout GEORGETOWN: The Hoyas have won six
straight, but their only loss of the season (against
Fairfield) could cost them the MAAC Championship.
Junior quarterback J.J. Mont completed 26 of 40 passes
for401 yards and three touchdowns last week.

MARISTES
ae a
HOEY CROSS. hh,
atFairfield. ... . .

es

14
.0
hs
A7
3 Hed ge 23

4
. .

> ST'PETER'S

;

54.

AON

Nov. 14. . ily

+AUSTIN'PEAY :

ass

i tae

Georgetown

7-1

Fairfield

. Noon
12:30 p.m

stomping of Iona, 34-0.
Austin Peay will run a balanced offense, with a

STANDINGS
OVERALL

PCT.

.875

Since the start of last season, Georgetown has been
near unbeatable against Metro Atlantic Athletic
Conference opponents, winning. 15 of 16 matchups.
But this Saturday, the Hoyas will lineup against
an unfamiliar opponent when they take on the
Governors of Austin Peay, on Kehoe Field at noon.
Austin Peay is a member of the Ohio Valley Conference, but the football program is independent.
The Governors enter Saturday’s contest with a
4-5 record, riding a two-game win streak. Austin
Peay defeated Cumberland 29-21 on Oct. 31 and
topped Tusculum 20-7 last weekend.
The Hoyas come to the gridiron with an 8-1
record overall and a 6-1 record in the Metro Atlantic
Athletic Conference. Georgetown has won six consecutive games, the most recent being last week’s

MAAC
W-L

=)

..

Nov. 21; ..:%
. at Fordham.
Home games in CAPS

SCHOOL

7

|..."

Mean

MAAC

7
“12
.24

W-L -

8-1

PCT.

.889

PF

PA

268

104

strong running game and a steady quarterback.
Junior tailback DeAunta McAfee will be leading
the way on the ground for the Governors. The 5°87,
185 1b. junior has rushed for 614 yards on 154 carries
this season and has scored a team-high ten touchdowns. A versatile player'who could be a challenge

for the Hoyas’ defense, McAfee has also caught 24
passes for 190 yards and two touchdowns.
Austin Peay’s aerial game will feature senior
quarterback Adam Pineo and senior flanker Vince

5-1

.833

7-2.

2778

2272

1:125

Duquesne

4-2

667

6-3

1.667

282

143

Marist

4-2

.667

6-3

-.667

254

115

Tweddell. Pineo, a 6°4”, 225 1b. passer, has thrown

St. John’s

2-4

333

3-5

375

103-137

for 1578 yards and completed 118 of 209 passes.
Pineo has thrown nine touchdown passes, but has

Canisius

2.4

333

3-6.

.33%

Siena

1-5

.167

45°

444

90

132

243

also

221

Tweddell is currently ranked 20th in Division IAA in receiving yards per game, with 92.0. He has
racked up 822 yards on 51 passes this season and

fona

0-0

000

45

44

214

28

St. Peter’s

0-5 - .000

0-8

.000

47

268

thrown

seven

interceptions.

has scored five touchdowns.
Defensively, look for senior linebacker Tommy Leaf

Anthony

Bartolomeo

RCB

33

Michael

Turnamian

P

31

Charlie Turner

ROSTER

Pos. Yr. Ht.

Wt.
175

|,

46Justin

Wiggs

"LB

Fr.

6-0

47 Ryan

Cooper

S

Fr.

5-11180

SS

Sr.

2

‘Anthony

LB

Sr. 5-11220

48 Brian O'Neill

DB

Sr. 5-9

Pizirusso

6-0

I=

Brian Dwyer

1

195

180

3 Jim Gallagher

DB

Jr.

6-0

180

49 Keith

Marshall

DB

Fr. 5-10175

4

Chris

Jordan

WR

Jr.

5-7

150

51 Scott

Pogorelec

NG

Fr.

6-1

245

5

Carl

Neuhaus

TE

Jr.

6-4

245 | 52Matt

Sollitto

DT.

dr.

6-3

268

6

Alex

Fonti

RB

‘So. 5-11190

‘Lee

DE

So. 6-2

205

7

Brian Dwyer

Sr.

6-0

220

8

Rob’ Belli

LB

So. 6-0

215

9

Michael

LB

Fr. 5-11215

Gray

DE

J.

6-2

235

60 Scott Wolfe

“00

Ir.

6-1

255

"

‘

Romaszka

O'Donoghue

Coblentz
Cerminaro

53 Scott

S

Sr

6-2

205

54 Michael

RB

Jr.

6-0

215

57 Mark Shea

FB

Sr. 6-0

225

58 Matthew Craffey

$

So. 5-11 185

Sidr.

8-111193

59 Doug

MelchiondaLB

,

QB

So. 6-1

190

61 Kevin

Merse

OG

Jr.

6-2

250

Fr.

6-2

180

62 Scott Taylor

OG

Jr.

6-0

240

QB

Jr.

6-3

195

64 Brett Beilfuss

OG

So. 6-3

240

Hester

WR

So. 6:4

200

65 Mark Focht

C..

Fr..6-0,250

16 Jack Schweder

LB

Jr.

6-2

225 | 66Skender

Derti

OT

Sr. 6-3

260

to make a major contribution for the Governors. The 6foot, 210-Ib. linebacker has recorded a team-high 54
tackles this season. Sophomore linebacker Justin

18 Sean Peterson

QB

Fr.

6-2

205

Thornton

DE:

Sr.

6-2

225

19 Aquil Stinson

RB

Sr. 5-8

180

68 Lars Siegfried

OG

Jr.

6-3

255

Schrader is not far behind, registering 50 tackles:

20 Dewayne

RB

So. 5-7

165

69 Alexander Grau

DT

Jr

6-2

255

WR

So. 5-10175

70 Sean

DT

Sr.

6-4

255

Johns

OC

Jr.

6-3

245

Tortolani

OT

Jr.

6-4

270

CN

hiie-2270

the season

record

game,

should

the

Governors

put

the

pressure on Mattimore and Hester.
Defensively, the Hoyas will be trying to shut the
. Governors down on the ground, targeting McAfee.
Georgetown’s pass defense unit — led by senior free
safety

Anthony

Bartolomeo,

senior

strong

safety

Brian Dwyer and senior defensive end Mike Halen —
is ranked first in Division I-AA football and has only
allowed an average of 74.5 yards per game this
season. The Hoyas have performed ‘consistent on
defense all season and need to keep that intensity
going through Saturday’s game, despite the fact that
their last two games

21 Mike

Louis

Mattia

22 Josh

Walz

| 67 Craig

Brady

QB

Jr.

LaVorgna

DB

So. 6-0 "185

72 Ben

24 George

Sumner

WR

So. 6-1

175

73 Robert

25 Michael

Tomon

DB

So. 6-0

185

75 Stephen Cook

WR

Fr.

5-10175

76 James

LB

Jr.

6-0

220

TB

So. 5-8

160

S$

So0.6:0 175 | 81Bill Rutkoske = TE Jr. 6-3 225

DB

So. 6-1

23 Marc

26 Brad

Belsher

27 Adam

Krugman

28 Anthony

Tuozzo

29 Brett

Crowder

30 James

Noone

31 Charlie

for touchdowns.

There should be no surprises on offense for the
Hoyas, as Mont will be looking to throw to senior
wide receiver Matt Mattimore and sophomore wide
receiver Gharun Hester. Sophomores receiver Reid
Wakefield and Mike Mattia have been stepping up
late in the season and could be a key factor in
Saturday’s

Ciccone

15 Gharun

Junior strong safety Tennille Hudgins will be leading the Governors’ attack on the Hoyas’ passing
game. The junior has picked off three passes this
season and will be looking to stop Georgetown junior
quarterback J.J. Mont and his offensive arsenal.
And speaking of the Hoyas’ explosive offense, the
question will be, Can Mont keep his streak going and
post the same impressive statistics against a new
Division I-AA team, a team outside of the MAAC?
Mont is coming off of his best performance at
Georgetown, last week's win over Iona. The junior
passer completed 26 of 40 passes for 401 yards and
threw three touchdowns. Mont set five new school
records in the process, breaking the single game
record for total offensive and passing yards, the
season record for total offensive and passing yards,
and

°1 3 Matthew
141.J. Mont

— CowmpiLep By KAREN TRAVERS
Hoya STAFF WRITER

7

QB

Hoyas Set for Inaugural Meeting vs. Governors

SCHEDULE

SS
FS

Anthony Bartolomeo

12 Mark

GRAHAM Buck/THE Hoya

By KaReN TRAVERS

Gallagher

1

11 Ed

Senior Aquil Stinson eludes a defender in Georgetown’s 34-0 victory over lona last Saturday.

is Austin Peay’s most explosive player.
PrepictioN: Georgetown 21, Austin Peay 20

28.
JCANISWIS
28 shieiiaa
ASLO IS
28.
AH dal at Duquesne.

Hester

Pizirusso

Melchionda

:

££,

Vince Tweddell (51 catches, 826 yards, five touchdowns)

. at Siena. .

Name

10Ryan

~ Aout AusTIN Peay: The Governors have had a
rocky season, winning three of their past four games after
losing three straight to start the season. Wide receiver

42,

Turner

Belli

HOYAS

WHERE: Kehoe Field

SS
oaiow i ae
do0s
0
nh

Derti

87 Brian Blankenship

WR

Wan: Noon

24.
13.
We

LT

am

81

LINEUP

~

to Leave Austin Peaved

TE

STARTING

=m

HOYAS
GAMEDAY

PROJECTED

O® = OO

MATCHUP
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Turner

5-10185

185

71 Henry.

Quigley

“OT

Fr. 6-3

265

OT

So. 6-4

280

78 Oliver De La Hoz

OT

Jr.

6-5

280

79 Bob

oT

Jr.

6-3

260

Byington

Lenihan

82 Bob

Reidel

FBP Sr. 5-11220

84 Reid Wakefield

So. 6-1

185

TE

So. 6-4

225

32 Paul

Wiorowski

Ki

J

86 Chris Murphy

NG

Fr. 6-3

215

33 Mike

Turnamian

DB

So. 5-10175

87 Brian

DL

Fr.

6-4

235

Jr,

WR

Sr.

6-1

175

36 Kevin

Hetherington DB

37 Aaron

Brown

5-11185

WR

Blankenship

6-0

190

88 Matt

FB

Fr. 6-1

220

89 David Cote

WR

Fr. 6-5

210

FB

Fr.

90 Kevin

DL

Fr.

240

DB

So. 5-10185

91 Mike

Halen

DE

Sr. 6-2

220

Fugit

TE

Fr. 6-2

205

92 John Cupps

DE

Jr.

6-5

213

41 Ryan Merse

FB

Fr.

6-1

210

93 Eric

DL

Fr.

6-3

240

42 Keith

Bott

LB

Jr.

5-11215

94 George

DT

Fr.

6-6

220

43 Paul

Miller

38 Steve

Katz

39 Matthew
40 Ryan

Bonanno

5-10210

Mattimore

Komelasky

Speron
Gummere

6-3

DE

Jr.

6-3

230

95 Will Toussaint

DT

Sr. 6-5

255

44 Steve

Duggan

LB

Jr.

5-11195

96 Joel Mercadante

TE

So. 6-5

240

45 Keith

Tornichia

DB

Fr. 5-11190

98 Josh Thomas

DT

Fr. 6-3

260

have been blowouts.

§

Defense Posts

NATIONAL ROUNDUP

If It’s Tailgating 101,

§

Second Shutout
FOOTBALL,

From p. 14

full quarters, with Georgetown breaking into the

Louisville Gets an ‘A’

endzone

KFC Conducting ‘Ultimate Tailgating Search’
(U-WIRE) GAINESVILLE, Fla. — Tailgating is a big part of the college football game
experience. And this year, fans can help their college become the best tailgating
college in America by voting in the KFC Ultimate Tailgating Search contest.
Throughout the 1998 football season, fans can vote for their college, and the results

will be announced at the Fiesta Bowl in Arizona on Jan. 2.
Based on voting before the weekend of Oct. 31 through Nov. 2, The University of
Louisville was ranked No. 1.

Tailgating started in the 1940s and 1950s when station wagons were the popular cars
to own. People would put the back door, or tailgate, down and use it as a table.
UF journalism professor Jon Roosenraad gathers with 50 to 80 people before each
Gator game at Finley Elementary School to do things like roast pigs and take Jell-O

visiting the web site at http://www .kfc.com,

or voting at the Tailgating RV at selected games during the season, said contest
committee member Erica Barto.

There are more than 600 schools in the NCAA, and all of them are eligible for the
contest. Once a month, a voter is picked at random to win a KFC Tailgating Scholarship
worth $1,000. Several hundred people have voted for their favorite college, Barto said.
There is a monthly update of the rankings on the web site, as well as the tour’s
schedule, photos and Top Ten Tailgating Tips.
Professional tailgater Joe Cahn is judging the contest. He has been on the road for three years tailgating at both professional and college games.
Cahn calls tailgating “the last great American neighborhood,” a place where you are
judged’solely on the color of your jersey and the community can come together, he

are Navy,

Penn

State,

Ohio

State,

Georgia,

LSU,

Louisville,

Nebraska,

GRAHAM Buck/THE Hoya

Junior quarterback J.J. Mont, who is having the most prolific passing season in Georgetown
history, set five school records last week against lona.

eight tackles, including 2.5 sacks.
On offense, the Hoyas racked up a seasonhigh 505 yards with Mattimore catching a career-high 161 yards. Sophomore Gharun Hester
caught seven passes for 107 yards.

217
A

and recorded six sacks.
Senior defensive end Mike Halen, named the
MAAC Co-Defensive Player of the Week, totaled

said.

University of Washington and Florida.
“I base it on the friendliness as you walk around and the hospitality,” Cahn said.

¢

Georgetown continued to roll over Iona, with the
Hoyas’ defense forcing the Gaels to punt on their
next possession. Georgetown began its drive on
its own 35-yard line. The Hoyas moved the ball
downfield to the Gaels’ 38-yard line and set up
‘Mont’s 20th touchdown pass of the year, a 38yarder to junior tight end Bill Rutkoske with 4:16
on the clock in the third period.
The Hoyas put the finishing touch on the game
in the fourth quarter. Junior cornerback Jim
Gallagher intercepted a pass from Iona quarterback Rob Violante and returned it 33 yards for the
score, giving Georgetown the 34-0 victory.
Georgetown’s defensive —
ranked first in
Division I-AA football in pass efficiency — held
Iona to 172 yards of offense and just 106 yards
passing. The Hoyas also forced five turnovers

Fans can vote for their favorite school in three ways: by calling the KFC Tailgating

colleges

Mont

to senior wide receiver Matt Mattimore.

shots.
“We get kind of carried away,” Roosenraad said.

the contest on spirit, happiness and ingenuity. He said some of the best

halftime.

On their first possession of the second half, the

By Kathy Howe

Cahn judges

1:06 before

Gaels were stopped by the Hoya defense, turning
over possession in just three plays. Georgetown
capitalized on the possession, moving the ball
down to the Iona 24-yard line. With 11:14 left on the
clock. in the quarter, senior tailback Aquil Stinson
took the ball the distance, running 24 yards into the
endzone to give the Hoyas’ a 14-0 lead.
Iona could not hold onto the ball on its next
possession, fumbling at its 39-yard line. GU’s Eric
Speron picked up the loose ball and Mont delivered
on the next play, tossing a 39-yard touchdown pass

INDEPENDENT FLORIDA ALLIGATOR (U. FLORIDA)

Toll-Free Hotline at 1-877- 26 AW ARD,

first, with

found sophomore tight end Reid Wakefield in the
end-zone for a five-yard touchdown pass — his
first collegiate touchdown. Freshman placekicker
George Gummere’s kick was good and the Hoyas
took a 7-0 lead into the locker-room.
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GU Suffers at Coaches vs. Cancer
Georgetown Starts 0-2 for First Time in Thompson's Tenure
By JEFFREY GOLDSTEIN
HovYA STAFF WRITER

NEW YORK — Georgetown disappointed in its first two ‘games of the
season, losing to No. 7 Temple 65-49 Tuesday and dropping Wednesday's
consolation game 65-50 to Illinois. The 0-2 start is Georgetown’s first since
1971 and the first during the 26-year reign of Head Coach John Thompson.
The Hoyas owned the lead for only 1:02
ys. Temple and just 1:09 against Illinois.
The two Madison Square Garden games
were part of the Coaches vs. Cancer Classic, which Temple won by defeating Wake
Forest 59-48 Wednesday.
“We've got to go through this, particu‘larly with so many kids who a lot of this is
new to,” Thompson said.
Tuesday, junior forward Lamont Barnes and junior guard Quincy
Wadley paced the Owls with 17 points apiece. Barnes grabbed five
offensive rebounds in the first half, while Wadley hit all three of his firsthalf three-point attempts as the Owls used their experience to work the
inside-outside game to perfection.
~ Tuesday’s game against the Owls provided the Hoyas with a quick
evaluation of problems that may nag them throughout the season.
Throughout the preseason, Thompson stressed that the Hoyas must avoid
foul trouble in the frontcourt and injuries to be successful. But in the first minute
of the season, senior forward Jameel Watkins picked up a touch foul; Watkins
picked up three in the first half and only played seven minutes in the half.
With Watkins on the bench and sophomore center Ruben BoumtjeBoumtje picking up the first extended streak of playing time in his Georgetown

GEOFFREY P. GolclonSratnt 70 THE HOYA

Head Coach John Thompson gives instructions. to senior forward Jameel Watkins.

Temple
Owls

FG

FI

0-T

A

Barnes

37

8-14

1-4

6-9

1

Karcher
Lyde..

21
31

2-7
3-5

Brokenbaugh
Sanchez

31
29

3-9
1-5.

Greer:
Wadley

17.
22

0-4".°2-2.7:0-3
“1.
6:9
0-0
«1-21

22 | "Beyers:
2-17 |. Johnson

Sanders

6

0-0.

0

1

0 |

Archibald

6
0-0
0-0
0-00
200 23-53 13-2311-35
8

1°
14

0}
65 |

Campbell
TOTALS

Rollerson
TOTALS

career, the Hoyas were overmatched down low. During the first half, Watkins

and Boumtje-Boumtje combined for as many turnovers, three, as rebounds.
Despite the frontcourt weakness, Georgetown stuck close with Temple

Georgetown

clawed to within

15-12. Illinois then went on an 11-2 run,

capped by a Cory Bradford three pointer, a Boumtje-Boumtje turnover and
a laylip by reserve Robert Archibald. Bradford and Archibald led Illinois
in scoring with 19 and 14 points, respectively.
GU played sloppy ball throughout the game. In the first half, the Hoyas’

PF Pts. |
1

17 |

0-20-2205 |
8-10.
4:8
0
1
14 |
0-1
0-2
2
2-40-63

0-0

0-3

1
"3

6 |
4 |

Percentages: FG-.434, FT-.565. Three-point goals:
6-17, 353 (Karcher 1-5, Brokenborough 0-2, Sanchez

for most of the half. A little over a minute into the game, freshman guard

Kevin Braswell hit his first shot as a Hoya, a three-pointer, to give
Georgetown a 3-2 lead. Georgetown then went into a full-court man-to-man
press, forcing Temple into a turnover. Georgetown failed to capitalize,
though, when sophomore Anthony Perry threw a bad pass to allow Temple
to regain possession.
Most of the evening went just like that for Braswell and Perry — an
excellent play followed by a freshman mistake. The duo combined for seven
turnovers and 27 points on 11-for-29 shooting. “I’ve had some very
experienced backcourts but I would much rather have these two young
guys because I can see the light at the end of the tunnel,” Thompson said.
Georgetown crawled back to within 21-20 with 1:01 remaining in the half
with a 7-0 spurt, keyed by a Braswell three-pointer, a Boumtje-Boumtje
dunk, and a Braswell five-foot jumper off the dribble.
Temple bounced back in the last minute, though, getting a jumper and
a free throw from Barnes. Georgetown had the ball with eight seconds
remaining, but Braswell traveled and Wadley came back with a 30-foot bank
shot at the buzzer to put the Owls up 27-20.
Temple was never in danger in the second half, as Georgetown never
moved their deficit under four. Perry paced the Hoyas with eight rebounds,
amassing two more ‘than Watkins and Boumtje-Boumtje combined.
Georgetown didn’t make much progress Wednesday night against
Illinois. The two teams exchanged mistakes in the first 10 minutes of the
consolation game, each committing more turnovers than field goals, as

Illinois 65; Georgetown 50

65, Georgetown 49

Min.

-1,

Greer

(Barnes

0-3,

2, Lyde

Wadley
2, Sanchez).

5-6).

Blocked

Turnovers:

shots:

5

4, Barnes 3, Greer 3, Brokenborough 2, Karcher 2,
Sanders). Steals: 8 (Sanchez 3, Lyde 2, Barnes,
Brokenborough, Wadley).

:

_
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Anthony Perry takes a left-handed scoop shot vs. Temple Tuesday.
assist-to-turnover ratio was 0-14. They finished the game with 20 turnovers
and only three assists on 19-for-48 shooting. Illinois dominated down low,

grabbing 44 rebounds — including 24 offensively — to 30 for Georgetown.
Braswell and Perry again struggled to find a shooting touch. Braswell
shot 4-for-12 while his backcourt teammate went 4-for-11.
“You’ve got to do some dumb things — and we did a lot of, them — to
grow up,” Thompson said.
Thompson played freshman Willie Taylor for 22 minutes vs. the Illini
after leaving him on the bench Tuesday. Senior swingman Trez Kilpatrick
was ineffective in only seven minutes of playing time, while senior forward
Daymond Jackson, a starter Tuesday, played only three minutes Wednesday. Neither senior saw action in the second half.
“No matter how it looks, I'm going to use the younger guys until they
grow up and-until they get to a point where they are very comfortable,
particularly if the guys that have been here are not doing what they are
supposed to do,” Thompson said.
The Hoyas will try to stop their losing streak Shriday when they face off
with Hartford at the MCI Center at 2 p.m.

goals:

5-14,

.357

(Braswell

SG Cowen Securities Corporation
invites all students to an

Investment Banking

Information Session
An informal 0&4. session with

=

investment bankers and recruiters es f

Monday,

3-6,

Perry

2-5,

Burton

0-

3). Blocked shots: 2 (Watkins, Boumtje-Boumtje).
Turnovers: 16 (Braswell 4, Boumtje-Boumtje 3,
perry 3, Watkins 3, Jackson 2, Kilpatrick). Steals:
2 (Kilpatrick, Touomou).
Halftime: Temple 27, Georgetown 20
Technical fouls: None. Attendance: 13,239. Officials: Jim Burr, Reggie Greenwood, Frank Scagliotta.

November 16

Leavey Center - 6:30pm
RSVP to Debbie Chang (212) 278-5148
SG Cowen Securities Corporation is an integrated, full-service U.S. securities and investment banking firm focused on

select growth industries. With more than 2,200 professionals located in 18 offices in the U.S. and abroad, SG Cowen
provides innovative financing and investment solutions to clients and investors worldwide. The organization complements
the extensive commercial banking services and resources provided by SG, the international finance division of Société
Générale Group.
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0-6"

0-T
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0-0-:71-6%
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1
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"0:7
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Chukwidebe:i21
#:2-5
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1962.10,

0-07.2-270.:
4
0-40
k=3.
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"4
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1.5
"3-3..73.3,
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36.

~

6-8
4-9:

2
2.
3:08"

20 3-10
1970-0

3-3
"3-4.

2-4
4
2.53

2056-9"

|. 2-3::3.5".0"~3

-3°70-1"
0-0
0-0°0
200 23-59 14-1715-33 15

19
-11

4
10
735.3
0
20

14

0
65

Percentages: FG-.390, FT-.824. Three-point goals:
5-10, .500 (Brown 0-1, Bradford 4-5, Beyers 1-4).
Blocked shots: 3 (Beyers, Johnson, Archibald).
Turnovers: 19 (Beyers 4, McClain 4, Brown 3,

16 (Sanchez

HOYAS
Min.
FG
FI
0-T ‘A PF Pts.
Jackson
If
0-3
0-0
0-0-1
1
0
Watkins
20
2.77.:5-6
72-4. :0
4
"9
Bmtje-Bmtje 29 . 2-4
0-0
‘1-2
0.
4.
:4
Braswell
36... 6-13
0-00-53
“115
Perry
35
5-16.
J0-0
"2-82"
2
"12"
Gibson
24
.:::0-4"
"0-0-42-3
0-72
0:
Kilpatrick
14
2-5
3-4
2-4
0
1
7
Berry
;
3
0-0
0-0
0-0
0
0
O
Touomou
13:
0-1:
0-0:0-1
0:
3
0]
Burton
12:-..0-3
2-3:
10-10:
1
2
Bolden
3:,.0-0.:.0-0:
0-0:
0,
1
0
TOTALS
200 17-56 10-13 9-28
6 21
‘49
Percentages: FG-.304, FT- .769. Three-point

Illini

Chukwudebe

2,

Hawkins

2,

Johnson

2, Archibald,

Bradford). Steals: 10 (Brown 2, McClain 2, Archibald,
Beyers, Bradford, Chukwudebe, Hawkins, Johnson).
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|

HOYAS
Min.
FG
FI
0-T. A: PF Pts.
Burton
17:50)
2431-50"
1
2
Watkins
34
4-8
2-3
4-7
'0
3
10
Boumtje-Bou 30,
3-6:
0-3.
.3-6.0
2
6
‘Braswell:
29
4-12
0-0
0-0
1
4
9
Perry
314-100
2-85-30
2
C10
Taylor
2243-6.
22-10
4-79
Gibson
125+0-17.0-0.:.0-0::0
0:20:
Touomou
11.
+0-0".0-0
=0-0"
01.220
Kilpatrick
This
ale3
232-3090
0:25
4
Jackson
3.-0-00-0
0-00
0
0
Bolden
4-0.0-0:0-0.:0-0-0
0
0
Percentages: FG-.396, FT--.526. Three-point
goals: 2-10 (Burton 0-1, Watkins 0-1, Braswell 1-4,
Perry 0-3, Taylor 1-1). Blocked shots: 7 (watkins
4, Boumtje-Boumtje 2, Bolden). Turnovers: 20
(Braswell* 5, Boumtje-Boumtje 3, Burton 3, Perry 3,
Taylor 2, Watkins 2, Bolden, Touomou). Steals: 8
(Braswell 3, Perry 3, Burton, Taylor).
Halftime: ‘Illinois 31, Georgetown 19

Technical

fouls: None.

Attendance:

12, 589. Of-

ficials: Ted Valentine, Jim Burr, Reggie Greenwood.
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SWIMMING

TENNIS

Georgetown Squads
Rout Towson, Prepare

Hoyas’ Fall
Season Ends

For Potomac Invite

OnSour Note

Women's Team Gets Next Week Off,
Men Face Virginia Military Institute
next semester.
four

years

for the team., Bower said. “She has

demonstrated a great deal of leadership and perserverence.”
Freshman Sophia Adkison won
the 100-yard freestyle in a time of
54.38, only eleven one-hundredths
off the Georgetown record. Meghan
Welch continued to be a triple winner in the 200-yard individual medley, 200-yard breaststroke and as
part of the 400-medley relay. She
remains undefeated for the season.
Junior Christine Gibaldo had a season best swim winning the 200-yard
freestylein 2:02.21.
The women divers ‘‘continue to
show great improvement,” Bower

Senior Ryan Raffaelli won the 1,000-

10:14.97.
Georgetown Head Coach Beth
Bower said that Raffaelli’s performance was “an inspiring race, and
was the key to how the meet continued.”
The Hoyas swept the 50-yard
freestyle
event
with.
Chris
Hazleton placing first with a time
of 22.08, Chris Lengle placing second in 22.22,
and Brenden
Moynihan taking third swimming"
a22.78.
The outcome of the meet was expected to be much closer, But “the

BiLLy G. BRowNLow 5/ THE Hoya

2, 6-2. Senior Justin Berman was also

defeated in the first round by Brendan
Milone

said, “and although they are still

said Bower.

She

also said

that she was very pleased with the
intensity they demonstrated.
The women’s record stands at 42 and the team is off this weekend.
The men will enter their meet
against Virginia Military Institute
with a record of 5-1. Both squads
will compete in the Potomic Invitational where they will swim against
some of the top schools in the area

Bower

said. Although they may not have
been sure of their capabilities, Bower
definitely was, as the men easily came
out on top.

The women also dominated the
meet after losing to Towson by thirty
points last season. Senior Gia
Goodman placed second in the 200yard backstroke with a time of

like

George

Washington;

Going

BiLLy G. BRowNLow 5/ THE Hoya

Sophomore

Richard Dennis comes up for air during a race.

Classifieds
Road NW, Washington, DC 20009. 202625-7403. Visions@igc.org Website:
wWwWw.visionsinaction.org.

EMPLOYMENT
STUDENTS

needed to work

a few afternoons

PT OFFICE Assistant- Needed for a national women's organization to help with
general office duties and some research

12:30-5:30. Assisting owner
of one of DC's finest
men's shops. Good pay and liberal discount. Call

Mr. Fox at 202-783-2530.

projects. Flexible schedule. Starting at $8/
hour. Located in Dupont. Call (202) 6599330.

$10/hr Flextime 20-40 hrs/wk. Must have car. Busy
lawyer/mom

needs personal assitants to run er-

734-9164. Ask for Sue.

QUIEN quiere ensenar me? Busco estudiante
nativo, latino paradarme clases cada semana
entre martes y vieunes 15 horas en el leavey
Center. Pago en effectivo cada vez.
Escriliame e-mail: calbdrs @erols.com 0

Sales Professional. An opportunity of *

alifetime. Whether you want to ba a sales professional during your college term, or continue on after

faxme: 301-299-7720 "Pablo"

you graduate. This is truly an opportunity of a
lifetime. We are a world recognized manufacture of

CHILD CARE. Spring Valley, D.C.
Carpooling/homework Live-In- 15-20hours
a week. Live-Out- Flexible (202)966-1383.

quality kids apparel. Bearing the colors and logos of
your university. Our reputation has earned us the
Earnee award for the last two years. We offer a
generous compensation package. Sales programs
designed
to fit your needs. Call Mr. Harvard @ 1-

SALE
SPRING BREAK travel was 1 of 6 small busi-

sitter for 2 or 3 afternoons per week. Must have car

nesses in the US recognized by Better Business
Bureaus for outstanding ethics in the marketplace!

10/hour plus milage. Call jan at 301-657-8350.

springbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386.

NANNY - Bethesda/ 15 mins. Georgetown. $ 10/hr

EARLY SPRING Break Specials! Bahamas Party

+ bonus, sick, vac. pay. 12-20 hrs/wk for kids 2 &
$. Long-term. Own car. Call202-885-4405.

Cruise! 6 Days $279! Includes Most Meals! Awesome Beaches, Nightlife! Departs From Florida!
1998 BBB Award Winner! springbreaktravel.com

pleted webpage. Must have transportation. $15-20/

EARLY SPECIALS! Cancun & Jamaica! 7 Nights

work.)

Drinls, Parties! 19998 Better Business Bureau
Award Winner! springbreaktravel.com 1-800-6786386.

Air & Hotel from

$399!

Includes

Free

Food,

A George

the

* South Padre. Travel Free and make lots of Cash!

nearly impossible to win. Head Coach
Rich Bausch said: “It gave us an opportunity to see what the competition in
the East is like.”
The ITA Championships mark the
end of the fall season for both the men
and women. They will resume play in
late January.

Iton For 5 leg

8200:
22%
Aco
F000
www.endlesssummertours.com
JEEP-'90 Wrangler, Sspd4 cyl, black, softop,

91k, $5,700. FORD- '95 Escort LX, 5spd,

A #1 Spring Break... Hours of free drinks!
Earn 2 Free trips & $$$$! Cancun, Jamaica,
Florida, Barbados, bahamas. Lowest Prices/
Best
Meal
Plan.
1-800-426-7710.
www sunsplashtours.com

Ie

ul | | I

"STOCKDAY TRADER Training- Learn to
trade NYSE and NASDAQ listed stocks on
real time system from home or office. Call
Alternative Training 703-448-2002."

o MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
Sponsored by Miller Lite

EARLY SPECIALS! Panama City! Room With
Kitchen $129! Includes 7 Free Parties! Daytona

price

$149! New Hotspot-South Beach $129! Cocoa
Beach $149! springbreaktravel.com 1-800-6786386.

Guaranteed.

Call

now

for

details!

www .classtravel.com 800-838-6411.

G-TOWN STUDENTS! Still haven't found a
job this semester? What are you-waiting for-start earning $$ NOW! Hoya alum hiring for
part time help. Few minutes walk from campus, casual attire, fun atmosphere, work with
your friends! $10-20/hr. Call Jamie for details

FURNITURE-Retail sale of used hotel furniture.
Beds, Sofas, Sleeper Sofas, Dressers, Lamps,
Tables, Mirrors at unbelievably low prices! Visit
ourshowroomat8001 Newell Street, Silver Spring,
MD 301-587-7902.

(202) 342-0400.
*** ACT NOW! Reserve your spot for SPRING
VOLUNTEER with nonprofit organizations
in’ Africa or Mexico. Six or twelve month
placements in human rights, journalism, refugee

relief, microenterprise,

youth,

commu-

nity development, environment, more. Our
5th annual Working for Global Justice conference on careers and activism in international development will be held March 2629,1999 at American University in Washington, DC. Register by January 25 for an early
bird discount! Visions in Action, 2710 Ontario

BREAK!

South Padre (Free meals), Cancun, Ja-

maica, Keywest, Panamacity. Reps Needed. Travel

Free, Earn Cash. Group Discount for 6+.
WWW.LEISURETOURS.COM/ 800-838-8203.
SPRING BREAK '99- Cancun & Bahamas:
Sign up now and get Free meals/drinks!

florida, Jamaica and South Padre availiable!
Sell trips and travel Free! Call for free bro-

chure 1 (888) 777-4642.

the

tournaments,

* Mazatian * Acapulco * Bahamas Cruise * Florida
Top reps are offered full-time staff jobs. Lowest

In

knew that it would be

1-800-678-6386.

hour & accessto ascanner. Call Paul 301-299-7725:
(Also looking for gal friday to help with office paper

SPRING BREAK 99! Cancun * Nassau * Jamaica

6-2.

$399. Bahamas $459. Panama City $99. 1-

- Natural- Free samples. Call Now! (703) 538-1140.

todrive 2 children (12 andd 10 yrs. old) to activities.

STUDENT NEEDED- to help finish a 75% com-

#1 SPRING BREAK SPECIALS! Book early
& Recieve a Free Meal Plan!!! Cancun flights
available from Dulles!!! Cancun & Jamaica

"LOSE weight like crazy! Upto 7 lbs. per week.
~

800-919-1903.
CLOSE-IN Chevy Chase family needs afterschool

6-2,

“black, 72K, $5100. Call 703-443-2353.

rands, file, type, make calls, drive kids, Call 703-

WANTED-

Brown

into

Georgetown

Ameri-

can University, and the University
of Richmond in a two-day competition.

of

doubles competition, Berman and
Sklavounos teamed up but were unable to beat the Bucknell tandem of
T.K. Kelly and Steve Bomberger, losing 8-3.
The women faced similar troubles
in their competition held at Pennsylvania.
In singles, junior Sarada Ravindra
was soundly defeated by Sherri
Puppo of James Madison 6-1, 6-0 in
the first round. Likewise, the doubles
team of senior Erin Kamemoto and
junior Missy Mendes were unable to
get a victory, falling 8-2 to Kristin
Wasniewski and Rachel Dencker of
Delaware.
:
While the results from the weekend
were rather lackluster, the caliber of the
Hoyas’ opponents must be remembered. Numerous nationally ranked
players took part in the competition.

without some of the degree of difficulty, they are beginning to flourish into competitive college
divers.”
The women “showed a lot of competitiveness and really finished their
races,”

tition, freshman Nick Sklavounos fell

to Jordan Szekely of Pennsylvania 6-

Freshman Sophia Adkison won the 100-yard freestyle with a time of 54.38.

o NIGHTLY DINNER SPECIALSs

o[IVEBANDSs
Tuesdays & Sundays ~~

|

OO

last

fort serving as one of the tri-captains

yard freestyle with a personal best of

themselves,”

the

UN

“Over

[Goodman] has given tremendous ef-

Ota

Both Georgetown’s men’s and
women’s swim teams crushed
Towson this past weekend in Yates
Field House. The men outscored
Towson 130-95, while the women also
won by a large margin, 133-93.
The men’s win was encouraging,
considering the Hoyas won by only
one point against Towson last year.
Triple winners include Jun Watanabe
in 200-yard individual medley, 200yard butterfly and 400 medley relay,
and John Willey in the 200-yard
freestyle, 500-yard freestyle and 400yard freestyle relay. Senior Brian
Campbell won both the one-meter
and three-meter diving competitions.

elevated

Both the men’s and women’s tennis teams competed this past weekend in the ITA Regional Singles and
Doubles Championships. The winners of the tournaments, featuring
the top college players from the East,
advance to the ITA National Indoor
Singles and Doubles Championships
in February.
The Hoya men had a disappointing
showing in their matches played at
Princeton.
In the first round of singles compe-

2:19.23. This was Goodman’s last
home meet, as she will be taking
part in a nursing internship abroad

Hoya STAFF WRITER

men

By Steve HARRIS
Hoya STAFF WRITER
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PREVIEW

Hoyas Take Whole
Game to Find Net

Georgetown Has No Easy Task with Connecticut

Kvello Scores Winning Goal
With 21 Seconds Left ini or
MEN’S SOCCER, FROM P. 14
forward Jason Partenza had an opportunity off one of those corner
kicks, but headed the ball from

10

yards out right into ‘the post.
For the game the Georgetown
offense outshot Providence 2115 and had an 11-7 advantage in
corner kicks.
With the game still tied 0-0 at
the end of regulation, the Hoyas
and Friars went into two 15-minute

“This was a game we
deserved to win. It was a

great effort to leave
Wednesday’s [5-4 loss to
Richmond] behind and

come out and play as well
as we did.”
— Keith Tabatznik

overtime periods, which were not

sudden

death.

If the

score

re-

mained tied after that, then a sud-

WiLLiam-G. BRownLOw 5/THE Hoya

Look out! Freshman Truls Engebretson guards himself from a penalty kick during Georgetown’s 1-0 double-overtime victory last weekend on Harbin Field.
By MicHaeL MEebici
Ho YASTAFE WRITER

After the whirlwind that was the first
round of the Big East men’s soccer tour‘ nament, the dust is now settled, and let
the analysis begin for this weekend’s
semifinal and championship games.
This regular season in the Big East
featured close

game

after close

game,

with no team to be taken for granted, and
the tournament is very much the same.
Two of the four first round-games went
into overtime. Georgetown won its
quarterfinal game with just 21 seconds
remaining in the second overtime period.
This weekend should prove to be no
different.
In the first game this Friday, the Hoyas
go against the seventh-ranked Connecticut Huskies to determine the first spot in
Sunday’s championship game. This
game is a rematch of the Sept. 20 game in

offensively in the conference. Connecticut holds the lead in the conference in
goals with 49, compared to second-place

down to the team defense played by
Georgetown. If they come out with the
effort they did against Providence in the

Georgetown’s 46, while Hoyas are firstin
assists with 62, with the Huskies second
with 53. On the defensive side, Connecti-

first round, or Rutgers on Sept. 27, an-

that Rocha edged out Kvello as the

though, this game is worth the price of

league’s Offensive Player of the Year, a
title Kvello earned in 1997.
The game will undoubtedly come

UConn

rolled,

4-0.

On

admission and a lot more. The two teams

are without a doubt the most loaded

the Hoyas could be
high-octane Huskies.
Tabatznik’s decision
Kenny Owens from

cut is first in shutouts with 11 while
Georgetown is third with 8.
:
The game also features the top three . forward to backer has certainly paid off,
as not many people can get" around
players in the conference in Georgetown’s
Owens speed and strength.
Eric Kvello and Connecticut's Maurizio
Freshman Mark Manning has been
Rocha and Bobby Rhine. All three seniors,
the Hoyas most consistent defender this
they are 1-2-3 in the Big East points standings, respectively. The three have come up . year and become virtually impossible
to score on as the season has wore on.
huge for each of their teams already in the
Along with sophomore Jeff Boehling,
tournament, as they have scored all of their
the Georgetown defense has the abilteam’s goals thus far. Kvello notched the
ity to stop Rocha and Rhine.
game winner against Providence in double
With the season on the line and the
overtime, Rhine had a hat trick and Rocha
championship game as the reward, look for
registered his 12th goal of the year in a 4this game to be much closer than the regular
0 defeat of West Virginia.
season match, if not go into overtime.
Additionally, the Big East announced

paper,

which

other 1-0 shutout,
able to contain the
Head Coach Keith
to move freshmen

- The nightcap on Friday should be just as

entertaining, as No. 2 seed St. John’s takes
on No. 3 seed Rutgers. The two played on
Oct. 28 at Rutgers, and St. John’s won

narrowly, 1-0. Rutgers should be tough in
their home stadium, and they always play
tough, close games. Seventeen of Rutgers’
games were decided by one goal this year,
so this game should most definitely be a
close one. As the Georgetown vs. Connecticut game should be a high speed offensive match-up, this game will be slower and
much more defensive.
Rutgers and St. John’s are 2-3 in the Big
East in goals-against behind Connecticut
with, lettingin 0.79 and 0.83 respectively. Jon
Conway for Rutgers and Dan Popik of St.
John’s are the two best goalkeepers in the
. Big East, besides Connecticut’s two, with

goal’s against of 0.79 and 0.82 respectively.
Look forthis gametobe 1-Oor2-1 atthemost,
with the winner earning the celebration that
will surely follow this semifinal game.
The games will be played on the cam“pus of Rutgers in Piscataway, N.J., on
Friday with Georgetown taking on Connecticut at 6 p.m. and St. John’s playing
Rutgers immediately after. The two winning teams will meet for the championship game on Sunday at noon.

period.
All of Providence’s players, in

den death period would follow.
Although the Hoyas had controlled regulation, the Friars were
still very much alive.
In the second minute of the
first overtime period, Purtill made
perhaps the. biggest save of the
day, as Providence’s sophomore
forward Kevin Jones advanced
into the box and fired to the right
corner. Purtill dove to his left
just in time to slap the ball wide
of the goal to preserve the scoreless tie.
With 4:30 remaining in the sec-

absolute

ond

overtime,

Providence

was

knocking

on the door,

cut advanced to the semifinal after dominating West Virginia, 4-0,
in the quarterfinal.
v
Although offense is sure to be
the focus of the game with these
two teams, Tabatznik is confident
in his backers after Sunday’s performance.
“Hopefully now we ‘understand
the importance of team defend-

again

as

Andrew McConville ripped one
from 20 yards out, hitting the top
crossbar squarely, just missing a
surely backbreaking goal that late
in the game.
The Hoyas survived these
few
Friar
opportunities,
though, and their star player
again stepped up, as he has
been doing all year long.
The play that led to the winning goal was started with a free
kick by junior midfielder Kevin
Shaw, who found sophomore for-

ward Khary Robinson at the top
of the box. Robinson penetrated
into

the zone,

and

passed

to an

open Kvello, who put the ball
into the back of the net with just
21 seconds, left in the overtime

astonishment,

hit

the

ground almost as fast as Robinson
took off his shirt streaking up the
sideline in celebration.
“This was a game we deserved
to win,” Tabatznik said. “It was a

great

effort

to

leave

Wednesday's:
[5-4
loss
Richomnd] behind and come

to
out

and play as well as we did.”
Now the tables are set for a Big
East
semifinal
between
Georgetown and Connecticut on
Friday at 6 p.m. at Rutgers University in Piscataway, N.J. Connecti-

ing,”

Tabatznik

said,

“[Sunday]

we didn’t give up that many good
chances.”
In the other semifinal game,
which will be played immediately
following the Georgetown vs.
Connecticut game, No. 2 seed St.
John’s will battle No.3 seed
Rutgers. St. John’s advanced with
a 2-0 win over Notre Dame, and
Rutgers survived Seton Hall, 3-1,

in double overtime.

SAILING

RuGBy

Georgetown Teams Take

Couple From Catholic

‘GU Wins MAISA Freshman Championship
By MATT SERVENTI
Hoya STAFF WRITER

The Georgetown sailing team came
away with much success this past weekend, finishing first at the MAISA Fresh-

man Championship at SUNY-Maritime,
second at the ICYRA Sloop National
Championship’ at Michigan and seventh at ther War Memorial at Navy.
. In doing so, the coed squad moved
up to 11th in the Sailing World poll
while the women’s squad moved up to
sixth. The women’s, freshman, and coed
squads also qualified for this weekend's

the Atlantic Coast Championship with
the victory atthe MAIS A Freshman Championship, registering 90 points. Old Dominion finished second with 102 points
while St. Mary’s finished third with 115.

Alex Holton finished fourth with 58
points. The women’s squad also fin* ished first at the MAISA Championship.

Georgetown’s highest finish ever at
this event. Seniors Andy Herlihy, Ian
Burman and Brian Caldwell raced for
the Hoyas in this regatta.
A seventh-place finish at the War
Memorial was enough to qualify
Georgetown’s coed squad for the Atlantic Coast Championship. St. Mary’s won
the regatta with 102 points followed by
Navy with 153 points. Sophomore skipper Ryan Costello and sophomore crew
Dana Scalere and Gavin Weiss finished

At the ICYRA Sloop National Cham-

sixth in the “A” division with 107 points,

Hoyas Ken Ward and Caroline Braga
won

the “B”

division

with

32 points,

extending their win streak to five regattas. In the “A” division, Curtis Flood and

pionship, the Hoyas finished second
Atlantic Coast Championship.
with 42 points. Eighth-ranked CharlesGeorgetown’s freshmen qualified for - ton garnered first with 41 points. It was

while in the “B” division, sophomore
John Camera led freshman Leah Williams and sophomore Raoul Magana to

a seventh-place finish with 113 points.
Head Coach Michael Callahan was
particularly pleased with the performance of his freshmen, which he referred to as “the best freshman team in
the country.” He was also happy with
the performance
of Andy Herlihy and
the entire Sloop team.
~ Callahan has set high goals for this
weekend’s Atlantic Coast Championship.
“I want our team to be the top school
out of all three because we are a great
coed team, a great women’s team and a
real good freshman team,” Callahan
said. “This event will give us a chance
to showcase the talent that we have.”

INTRAMURALS
\

Wiffleball

Rough

Yates Staff 8, Argyle Sox 4

Saturday, Nov. 14
Cano’s Meat/Chocolate Thunder vs.
Boyd Aviation, 5 p.m., Field 1
Desire vs. VOLS, 5 p.m., Field 2
2001 vs. Horsemen, 6 p.m., Field 1
Harbin 2 WB’s vs. Primetime, 6 p.m.,

For Trois def. Desire, forfeit

Field 2

For Trois 9, Mets 0
Monday, Nov. 2

Yates Staff 14, Spalding 2

KELLY CRONIN/SPECIAL TO THE HOYA

By Sean P. FLYNN
Hoya STAFF WRITER

The

Georgetown

club rugby

team finished its fall season on a
winning note, with the “A” team
‘ coming out with a 24-19 win over
the crosstown-rival Catholic Cardinals and the “B” team shutting
out its Catholic counterpart 33-0.
Inthe “A” game, junior fullback
Jim Goodfellow ruled the day, scor-

ing all 24 of the Hoyas’ points to
lead the team to victory. In the
first half, Goodfellow

took a pass

from senior scrumghalf Rob Wrona
and ran past two defenders for a
try (the equivalent of a touchdown)

and made

the

conversion

to give the Hoyas a 7-0 lead.
=

Catholic

countered,

though,

cutting through a lax Georgetown

defense with two tries and a conversion to take a 12-7 lead into
halftime.
In the second half it was more of
the same ‘for Goodfellow. Ten min-

5

utes into the half, Georgetown was
awarded a scrum and got the ball to
Goodfellow, who scored a try and
then converted it for a 14-12 lead.
After a Catholic penalty left a
Georgetown
man advantage,
.

—

Goodfellow got the ball in the open
on the sideline and scored again.
The conversion put Georgetown
ahead, 21-12.

After Catholic scored another
try, Goodfellow responded once
again with a penalty goal (like a
field goal) to give the Hoyas the
final 24-19 advantage.
The “B” team dominated its
game from the start to earn its first
victory of the season. They got
tries from senior wing Steve Yang
(converted by sophomore center
Hap Proesel); freshman flyhalf
Chris Proesel (assisted by Hap,
his cousin); freshman Greg Bassi
(who converted the touchdown
himself); senior fullback Phil

Strunk and Hap Proesel.
The “A” team finished up the fall
campaign with a mark of 5-3, 4-3 in
its matrix, which includes Catholic,
Maryland, Towson, George Mason,
Penn State and Navy.
The spring season will again
involve the Cherry Blossom
Tournament,
as
well
as
Georgetown’s defense ,of the
Capital Cup, which it recaptured from Catholic last season for the
first time in six years.

vs. Sega Beta Maida,

Field 2

Scores
Thursday, Oct. 29
Yates Staff 18, Yanks 3

Hooker Dan Oldroyd tries to evade some Catholic defenders.

Riders

Monday, Nov. 16

Football

Field 2

Monday, Nov. 2
Himanshu 22, Desire 19
Thugs 24, Illegitimate Children of Ryan

Walker 20
Hilltoppers 19, Consensual 6 VCW 0
C-Hawks 15, Champs by Forfeit 9

- N.A.D.S. 14, Harbin 2 WB’s 8
Tuesday, Nov. 3
:
Has Beens 9, Boyd Aviation 0

18, Sega Beta Maida 0

40 oz. 12, Desire 7
Thugs 12, K-Masters 6
Cremasters 14, Turnenkoff 8
Illegitimates

def.

Gentlemen’s 5 Chun,

forfeit
‘Wolfpack 14, Champs by Forfeit 8
Wednesday, Nov. 4
Harbin 2 WB’s 6, Cano’s Meat 0
K-Masters 27, Wolfpack 0
Darnall 5 Women 7, No Mercy 0
Thugs 26, C-Hawks 0
© Cremasters def. Wilsusen, forfeit
Has Been’s 25, Primetime 6

Women’s Division
Thursday, Nov. 12
Darnall 5 vs. No Mercy, 8 p.m., Field 1
Final

Tuesday, Nov. 17
Med-02, Darnall 5/No Mercy, 8 p.m.,
Field 1
:

Styles

vs.

40

Field 2

Under 6 44, Myers Midgets 42

Thursday, Nov. 19
D-Love vs. Wilsusen/Turnenkoff,
8 p.m.
Those Guys vs. Night Train, 10 p.m.

Hacks 53, Hi-Noon 46
Sunday, Nov. 8
Bucks 39, Whirling'Dervishes 33
Niki Phoros Jane def. Hacks, forfeit

Ultimate Frisbee

forfeit
:
Mystery Machine 51, Village B 8 10
Legion of Doom def. Scoring Machine,
forfeit
R.0.0.T.S. 57, Appetite for Destruction 45
Junk Show 53, Def Squad 41
2001 41, Boyd Aviation 40
OI’ Dirty Ballerz 50, Showtime 45
Under 6 62, Humidor of Love 37

Saturday, Nov. 14
Cremasters vs. Remaindermen, 4 p.m.,

Field 1

oz.,

9 p:m.,

Field 1

Cano’s Meat vs. Chocolate Thunder,

Slam Duncans def. McDonough

. Scores
Sunday, Nov. 8

Maddog & the Brickouse def. Harbin 3,
forfeit
Devils def. Himanshu, forfeit
Maddog & the Brickhouse 10, Devils 7
Snoochie Boochie’s 18, Ambrosio 3
Slam Duncans def. Macroeconomic &
Behavior, forfeit
VCW 3&4 Men def. Masters, forfeit
Macroeconomic & Behavior def. Spin
Doctors, forfeit
Team Spank ‘Em, def. Hilltoppers,
forfeit

Freshman Division
Thursday Nov. 12
Hilltoppers vs. Champs by Forfeit, 7 .
p.m., Field 1
Basketball
C-Hawks vs. Consensual 6 VCW, 7
Scores
p.m., Field 2
Monday, Nov. 2
Monday, Nov. 16
Digglers 60, Duty Crew 39
Thugs vs. C-Hawks/Consensual 6
Paul Kates Is a God 39, McDonough

Tuesday, Nov. 17

:

Gentlemen’s Club vs. Illegitimates, 7
p:m., Field 1
Hilltoppers/Champs by Forfeit vs. KMasters, 8 p.m., Field 2

Undergraduate Division
Thursda,y Nov. 12

Field 2

Has Been’s vs. 40 oz./Furious Styles,
9 p.m., Field 2
N.A.D.S vs. Himanshu, 9 p.m., Field 1

Wolfpack vs. Goats, 7 p.m., Field 2

Schedule

Furious

Liti-Gators vs. Spin Doctors, 4 p.m.,

forfeit
Gatorsnakes def. Deez Nutz, forfeit
Wednesday, Nov. 4
6-Packs def. Digglers, forfeit
Legion of Doom 48, Slam Duncans 17

Half in the Bag vs. Justin Time, 8 p.m.,

Scores

Harbin 2 WB’s

“p.m., Field 2

Open Division
Thursday, Nov. 12
Huber MBA vs. Peggy’s

Speical,

10

Men 30
Appetite

for Destruction

48,

Sult’s

Studs 25

Team

Meadie

44, Tastes Good

Men,

36

INTRAMURAL
NOTES:
All schedules are final.
There will be no reschedul-

ing of games.
The Turkey

Trot

5,000-

meter race will be held Thurs-

day, Nov. 19 at 4 p.m. Entries are available on Level

Team Meadie 36, Beano 33

3 of Yates. The first 10 entrants will receive a free

Ganzo’s 27, OI’ Dirty Ballerz 20
Tuesday, Nov. 3
Bruins 42, Players’ Club 35
Cole Red def. Scoring Machine, forfeit
Hilltoppers def. Gentlemen’s Club,

long-sleeve T-shirt.
Flag-football players:
check game times with your
captains

Sequoyah 40, Hilltoppers 38

~ Men’s Basketball Team Blow

OYA
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VOLLEYBALL

Eleven Is Enough: GU Streak Ends at Notre Dame
By KrisTEN BERG

Friday’s game with an unusually low team
hitting percentage (.128) and a large num-

Hoya Starr WRITER

In its first loss since Sept. 19, the women’s
volleyball team fell to Notre Dame last Friday. They returned to their ususal level of
play and defeated Syracuse on Sunday.
This puts the Hoyas in a three-way tie for
first place in the Big East, with an overall
record of 21-4.

South Bend proved to be unfriendly territory for the Hoyas this weekend. In four
games (8-15, 15-11, 15-8, 15-9), the Irish
quashed the Hoyas’ hopes of a perfect
record in the Big East.
Head Coach Jolene Nagel said, “We played
a little tentative, and we didn’t play our
normal aggressive game.”
The Hoyas were truly out of sync in

ber

of service

errors

(15).

Senior

middle

blocker Melissa Tytko played her usually
strong game, with nine kills, five digs and
six blocks,

but her teammates

had

trouble

keeping up. Freshman outside hitter Yulia
Vtyurina had 17 kills on 49 attempts for a
percentage of .102. Kiran Gill also
contibuted 13 kills, but she also had a very
low hitting percentage, not typical of her
play, of .100.
These low hitting percentage numbers
are due to the height and power behind the
Irish middle blockers. They combined for 31
total blocks in contrast to the Hoyas 16
blocks.

“We

were toe tight,” Nagel said. “There

were

moments

when

we

looked

very

good,

like in game two, but we couldn’t sustain it
in other games.”
:
Syracuse looked to add a second loss to
the

Hoyas’

Big

East

record,

but

the

Orangewomen couldn’t contain the momentum of the Hoyas after their loss. In
five games the Hoyas regrouped and
grabbed another victory, 15-7, 13-15, 15-8,
15-17, 15-12.
“We realized we didn’t play up to our:
abilities against Notre Dame,” Nagel said,
“so that’s how we went into Syracuse ... we
played more

of our game.”

Their game was on, especially freshman
Megan Mullen. She had 13 kills, five assists and 10 digs. Nagel said of Mullen’s
play, “[She] really contributed, played

Millen Caugh

some good defense and covered well for
the team.”
Other outstanding effort was contributed
from Tytko, and junior Elisa Davidson. Tytko
had 15 kills, 11 digs and a hitting percentage
of .444. Setter/outside hitter Davidson contributed 11 kills, 59 assists and nine digs.
Powerhouses Gill and Vtyurina provided 21
and 23 kills reppectively, but their hitting
percentage remained low at .190 and .129,

respectively.
The Hoyas play Seton Hall at home on
Saturday at 5 p.m. Then on Sunday, Rutgers
enters McDonough at 5 p.m. for the Hoyas’
last conference. game.
“If we win

both matches

puts us in good

position

this weekend,

for the Big

Championship.”

it

East

:

FooTtBALL

Mont Reaches New H eights in Hoyas’ Win
Junior Quarterback

Sets Five Passing
Records vs. lona
By Karen TRAVERS
Hoya STAFF WRITER

It didn’t take much for the Gaels to get
blown over.
The Georgetown football team rode a
strong second quarter and an outstanding
performance by its starting quarterback to
breeze by lona, 34-0.

The Hoyas improve to 8-1 overall — the
second consecutive eight-win season for
Head Coach Bob Benson and his squad.
Georgetown finished play in the
Metro
Atlantic
Athletic Conference at 6-1.
Junior quarterback J.J. Mont lit up the field
in the win for the Hoyas, throwing for 401 yards
on 26 completed passes and shattering five
school records for passing and total offense. Mont’s 401 yards passing not only broke
the single-game passing record of 393 yards,
set by Bill Jenkinson in 1991, but also set a
new mark for total offensive yards. Jenkinson
held that same record, with 371 yards.
Mont has been a stand-out for the Hoyas
* this season, compiling 2,125 yards passing,
2,087 yards of total offense and throwing 20
touchdown passes in nine games. Each of
these statistics is a new Georgetown record.
Bill Ward (COL 98) held the previous records

in each of these statistics, with 2,081 yards
passing, 1,880 total offensive yards and 19
touchdown passes.
Despite Mont’s impressive final stats, the
game did not get going offensively until late
GRAHAM Buck/THE Hoya

Junior running back Rob Belli claws his way through lona’s defense during the Hoyas’ 34-0 win over the Gaels last Saturday on Kehoe Field.

in the second

:

-

Men’s Hoops

quarter.

Both teams were scoreless for almost two
See FOOTBALL, p. 10

On Campus,
Arrested Again
MILLEN,

rroM Pp. 1

two counts of simple assault and one
count of unlawful entry onto the
Georgetown campus after having been
served a university barring notice, “due
to [his]

past

behavior,”

according

to a

Georgetown University statement. He was
released on $2,500 bond on Nov. 6.
D.C. Superior Court officials were unable Thursday to locate the records regarding the Nov. 4 arrest.
Georgetown Senior Sports Communications Director Bill Shapland refused to
specify the
date:
“-" of
Georgetown’s
original barring notice,
while
DPS
Sgt. Gilbert
Bussey said
he did not
know the date.
Shapland
said that the
Nov. 5 court
order
had
GEORGETOWN MEDIA GUIDE
been issued
Kevin Millen
on top of
Georgetown’s
barring notice by presiding judge F.D.
Dorsey.
The affidavit for Millen’s arrest warrant on the harassment charges, issued
Sept. 18, alleged Millen had made at least
37 threatening phone calls to the office of
Georgetown Men’s Basketball Head
Coach John Thompson since February.
The affidavit says that on Feb. 4, Millen,
when told that Thompson had not received a Feb. 2 message from Millen, said,

“I have a game plan. If he doesn’t call me
back, I'll f— him up.”
The calls started in January, the affidavit says, when Millen had enlisted
Thompson’s help in getting a job. Although Thompson had been able to find
one a job for Millen, the harassing calls
continued.
the

For the last three months, according to
D.C. court records, the 25-year-old

Millen had been employed at Memphis’
White Haven High School as a teacher
and

assistant

basketball

coach,

but

for

unknown reasons had stopped working
there only a few days before first appearing at Georgetown. Shapland would not
comment on whether this job was the one
Thompson had obtained for Millen.
Before getting the job, Millen had been
unemployed for three months after three
years as a substitute teacher.
The court date for the latest offense is
Nov.

17, while he is scheduled to show

up in court for his Nov. 4 offenses on
Jan. 26, 1999.

MEeN’s SoccCER

—

Georgetown Stays Alive
With Double-OT Victory
Kvello’s Goal Sets Up Semifinal Meeting with No. 7 UConn
one

You knew they were going to win.

They had to. For the entire game,
Georgetown played its game, controlling the midfield and dominating
in their defensive zone. The tempo
was Set by the Hoyas from the beginning

and,

through

both overtime

both

periods,

halves

and

they

looked

like’

‘they

0

were going
to score any
second.
They just
waited for a while. A long while.
In the

119th

minute,

with just 21

seconds left in the second overtime
period, senior captain Eric Kvello
scored his fourth game-winning goal
of the season to give the Hoyas a
dramatic 1-0 victory over Providence
in the quarterfinals of the Big East
Tournament, last Sunday aftenroon
on Harbin Field.
On a cold, rainy and windy Wash-

Conference Semifinal
Who: GU vs. Connecticut
When: Friday, 6 p.m.
Where:

Piscataway,

See Preview, page
ington,

D.C.,

day,

the

N.J.

13
postseason

situation

and

cleared

the

ball

nicely. If a Friar did get an angle,
junior goalkeeper Tyler Purtill was
there time and time again to make big
saves. It was Purtill’s eighth shutout
of the season.
“They played big time in the
back,” said Head Coach Keith
Tabatznik. “And Tyler made a couple
of great saves.”
With the Hoyas controlling the
game, they did have several opportunities during regulation to score,
but they missed by inches. In the
35th minute, junior midfielder Mert

atmosphere reigned over on the’
crowd and the players.
Like postseason play in any other
sport, defense took center stage Sunday. With great efforts put in by
freshmen Mark Manning and Kenny

Incekara sent a nice up-ball to
Kvello, who fired from 20 yards out,
just missing the left post as
Providence’s goalkeeper Daniel
Pires dove to his left.
The Hoyas came out firing in the

Owens and sophomore Jeff Boehling,
Providence’s offensive attempts
were short lived at best. Whenever a

second half, keeping the ball in
Providence’s zone for much of the

forward

broke through,

these back-

ers always won the ball in a one-on-

first 15 minutes, getting repeated corner kicks. In the 48th minute, junior
See MEN’S SOCCER, ». 13

*

By MicHAaeEL MEebici
Hoya STAFF WRITER
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2 Compiles
Greatest Hrs

By CHris HALE

BY HEATHER BURKE

Hoya Starr WRITER

Hoya Starr

A tale of confused identity, deception and
convoluted love emerges from “Twelfth Night,”
the Shakespeare Theatre's latest production. With
- the help of an accomplished cast, director Daniel Fish is able to
render an interpretation of the play in a way that would satisfy
the mostrigid Shakespeare puritan while entertaining the average theatergoer at the same time.
For many, the thought of Shakespeare renders painful memories of endlessly long high school literature classes involving
antiquated vocabulary and intricately complicated themes.
However, Fish is able to make the forbidding script and story
line remarkably entertaining and accessible to the 90s audience. With the aid of such seemingly bizarre props as a polar
bear costume, a stuffed teddy bear, and a creative set consisting
of various pianos of different shapes and sizes, the production
provides a fresh perception of the seasoned play without
sacrificing quality.
¢
The twisted plot begins as Orsino (Graham Winton), the
Duke of Illyria, hopelessly longs for the love of Olivia (Melissa

singer Bono’s concert reincarnations as the Fly
there was the U2
of high-octane,
spective anthems
tuality, love and

and McPhisto,
of the 1980s, full
rhythmic introexploring spirisocial concerns.

The mid-1980s were the heyday
of the Irish band’s public social
consciousness, when it would use

its concerts as a forum for political
and social issues. Instead
of jumping out of an oversized lemon as
he did in last year’s Popmart tour,
Bono would parade around stage
in support of Amnesty International and peace in Ireland, rant-

Bowen), a noblewoman. She rejects him, and Orsino’s love

ing against apartheid and U.S. involvement
in Central America. By

the end of the 1980s, U2 was one
of the hottest bands in America.
This era is captured in the
group’s new double-CD set, “The

Best of 1980-1990.” Following in
the tradition of successful 1980s
bands such as Depeche Mode, the

Cure and the Police, U2 has taken
its most successful radio hits be-

fore

“Achtung

Baby”

and

fun-

neled them together onto one disc.
If you’ve ever wanted to make

suitor is tricked by Olivia’s uncle, a licentious noble named Sir

a mix of your favorite U2 songs,

Toby Belch (Ted Van Griethuysen), into believing that he has
a chance at winning her hand.
As if this plot of bizarre love triangles was not enough,
Olivia’s egotistic servant Malvolio (Floyd King) also secretly
hopes that Olivia will one day take his hand, thereby elevating
him to her status. However, his self-righteous attitude gains him

put that cassette tape away, ladies
and gentlemen — they're almost
all on Disc A of this compilation.
The CD explodes on with the re-

peating,

rhythmic,

powerful

melody of “Pride (In the Name of
Love),” U2’s timeless tribute to
Martin Luther King. Jr. that, fif-

many enemies around the home of Olivia, and the maid Maria

(Marceline Hugo) is a perfect example. As revenge, Maria
forges a letter from Olivia toher “‘secret love,” leaving it where
Malvolio will find it. In his vanity, he assures himself that the
letteris meant for him, and follows its ridiculous instructions that
include wearing yellow stockings. When he behaves in this
way in front of Olivia, she believes him to be crazy and locks
him away.
Under this strange context, the puzzling story unravels in a
way that only Shakespeare could devise. In the process, the play
expectedly touches upon a variety of themes, including the
nature of frivolous love, deception, and vanity.
The cast is able to exude these themes and advance the story
line commendably with their expert skill, and this aspect proves
invaluable in a play of this sort that runs a risk of becoming
bogged down. Furthermore, anew dimension is added with the
actors’ intermittent use of pianos throughout the production.
This element is perhaps the most striking aspect of the theatre’s
creative interpretation, saben gtheplayinasalientyetsubtle
manner.
Clearly, “Twelfth Night” proves to be a production for
anyone to enjoy. The engaging plot, enhanced by the theatre's
inventive artistic interpretations, allows theatergoers who are
not Shakespeare experts to gain a newfound appreciation of the
playwright. As aresult of these elements, the production is sure
to give the audience a perception of Shakespeare that would
make any high school literature teacher proud.
Editor's Nore: Twelfth Night will run until Jan. 2 at the
Shakespeare Theatre. For information call (202) 547-1122.

WRITER

Once, upon a time, before the electronica of
“Discotheque” and lead

grows in passion as a result. Meanwhile, a shipwreck throws
Viola (Tari Signor) into the land of Illyria, and in order to gain
herbearingsin this unfamiliar
land she disguises herself as being
amale and presents herself to Orsino as aman named “Cesario.”
The duke gains admiration for this “man” and sends him as a
messenger to court Olivia. However, the audience soon learns
that Viola has fallen in love with Orsino herself.
Nonetheless, “Cesario” proves to be a superb messenger in
spite of her feelings, giving a moving speech to Olivia on
Orsino’s behalf. However, once Viola leavesitbecomes apparent that Olivia has fallen in love with this “Cesario,”” aman who
does notexist. Soon afterwards, Olivia gains anotheradmirer by
the name of Sir Andrew Auguecheek (Paul Mullins). This
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teen ‘years after its release; still
receives regular play on rock stations. Bono’s powerful voice and

the ringing

harmonies

of bass

player Adam Clayton and The
Edge’s ringing harmony draw the
| listener into the song and the CD,
Songs on the disc include “I
Will Follow,” ‘the earnest tribute
to Bono’s deceased mother that

was the group’s first major U.S.
hit in 1980. The driving guitar
riffs on this song, a trademark of

U2’s style, are found, in a more
mature form, on “I Still Haven't
Found What I'm Looking For”

and “Where the Streets Have No
Name,” popular singles from the

group’s massive hit album “The
Joshua Tree.” The CD also includes “Sunday Bloody Sunday,”
the group’ s musical protest against

the violence in Ireland, complete
COURTESY SHAKESPEARE

THEATER

with driving, military-like staccato guitar rhythms and drumbeats.

SEE U2, p. 6G

WOMAN OVERBOARD: Or so it seems, because Viola (Tari Signor), upon being shipwrecked in an unfamiliar land, begins to dress like a man.

A Wild Night at the ‘Cabaret’
By CHris HALE

this character scared the hell out of me, he

Hor Snir Wim

becomes a highly effective symbol of the
desired carefree atmosphere.

inspiration in Berlin, seems to provide the

Ernst Ludwig,

(COL 01). Once at the club, Cliff soon

sympathize.

catches the eye of Sally Bowles, a bar
entertainer played by Mayu Horie (SFS
’02). Her personality seems to follow an

As

we

follow

the events

A licentious nightclub, a
The story line continues as Cliff
setting in 1930s Berlin,and ~~ Bradshaw, played by Tim Tracy (COL
an assortment of disillu01), arrives at a Berlin boarding house
sioned characters smoothly connect in = ownedby Fraulein Schneider,
is portrayed
“Cabaret,” Mask and Bauble’s second
by Amy Clarke (SFS 99). Cliff, a strug-

around Cliff’s life in and outside the cabaret, we gain an understanding of the volatile circumstances of the environment.
Shortly after settling
into his room at the
boarding house, heisinvited
to the Kit Kat

production
of the season. Themusicaltime ~~ gling writer from America looking for

Klub by a German acquaintance named

archetype of sophisticated oblivion, and it

clashes with the relatively inexperienced
and practical demeanor of her objective.
This fact, combined with Cliff’s

capsule, based on
Joe Masteroff’s
novel with lyrics
andmusicby Fred
Ebb and John

cumstance soon leads to
an unorthodox relation-

ship between the two.
Within this microcosmic situation, the audience witnesses the effects of the all-encom-

passing change of Berlin in this period. Even
within the cabaret itself, an escape from the
outside world where
“life is beautiful,” no.ticeable changes be-

a

bawdy emcee entertaining
the
crowd

with

come apparent in the atmosphere.

his

With

charming songs
and alluring dancers. Pete Hahn

signs,
onset
jokes,
denly

(MSB '99) excel-

-

highly un-

likely, but chance cir-

gradual transition
of Berlin during
this watershed period while centering on a popular
cabaret called the
Kit Kat Klub.
The play begins
inside the nightclub on a bustling
with

pro-

fessed homosexuality,
makes the prospect of
their union

Kander, chartsthe

evening,

played by John Sudol

audience with someone with which to

lently portrays this
vigorously lascivious
indi-

telltale

ambience in a much differentlight. Instantly, the
club seemstorevert from

vidual, a cross between
Hugh

Hefner and Richard Simmons with
face paint and a
German accent.
Although at first

certain

such as the gradual
of Jew-slandering
the audience sudviews the festive

a lively animated venue

Keren Moscoviter/ Zz Hoya

to a breeding house of
future horror. Director
Hannelore Wegner (FLL
00) compares the cabaret

TWO GIRLS?: The emcee of the Kit Kat Klub, potFayed by Pete Hahn, indulges in lewd fun with two of his Tiller Girls. to Pandora’s box, saying,

Keren MoscoviteH/
7%: Hori

FRESH FROSH: Mayu Horie (right) seductively delivers as San
A unique aspect of

Bowles.

“Cabaret” involves

“It is beautiful and seductive on the outside, but it is masking the danger of the
inside.”
With a brief introduction to the plot
established, we can now turn to the

production. Even before the play begins,

performance

foreground.

aspects

of the musical.

Most noticeable is Pete Hahn's energetic portrayal of the emcee. He lights

up the stage in perfect form and provides a much-needed

comic

relief to

the production. Of course, this role is
by no means his only function, butitis
definitely an important one in a play as

the effect of immersing
the audience in the
the cabaret patrons create the nightlife
ambience by socializing together in the
They sustain this impression by repeating this activity before the opening

of the second act as well. Although this
element may seem alittle strange at first,
itproves to be rather effective in creating

the desired ambience.
Not to be overlooked, of course, is the

weighty and complex as this one.

band. Under the direction of Melissa

Also deserving mention is Mayu
Horie as Sally Bowles. The Mask and
Bauble rookie seems born for this char-

Fox (FLL ’99), it enhances the produc-

tion nicely, being careful for the most

valuable asset to the theatre troupe in
the coming years. Also, all of the cast
members with German roles were usually able to render the accent effec-

partnotto drown out the singers. Furthermore, it proves to be an integral elementin
settingthe mood forthe contrasting scenes.
Editor's Note: “Cabaret” will run on
Nov. 13, 14, 18, 19,-20 and 21 at Stage
III in Poulton Hall. All shows begin at 8

tively — singing ina simulated accent is
surely not an easy feat.

and $12 for general admission.

acter, and her skills will surely be a

p.m., with ticket prices of $7 for students
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Rialto’s Album Provides CEff Notes to Britrock
By Nei. CORCORAN
SreciL ro THe Hoya

uled for later this month. So let’s speculate a

weeks

ago,

at

Halloween

Havoc, the hopes and dreams of many
a wrestling fan were shattered when

Bill Goldberg successfully defended
his World's Heavyweight Champion-

ship against DDP, in one of the best
matches in recent memory.

DDP was

perhaps the best shot we had. He had
been on a tear as of late and getting a
shot on a pay-per-view event only
seemed to help his cause. He was in the

best shape he had been in in a long time
and he was injury free. But, alas, the

Diamond Cutter was no match for the
SpearandJackhammer,
and despiteall the
hype and even my own predictions, DDP

felltothe former Georgia Bulldogasheran
his record to some new ungodly number
of consecutive victories.
So now, pretty much the only chance of

Goldberg falling is in a rematch of some
kind: unless of course I get my wish and a

new wrestleris introduced as a contender.
While that is unlikely to happen anytime
soon, especially since the gutless Chucky
ordeal (whichIamstill quite bitterabout,in
case you couldn’ttell), there are very few

people left who have a shot at winning a
rematch and even fewer who haven’t
gotten a shot yet. We must assume that

Goldberg willlose; the mancan’tgoundefeated forever. So who willitbe? Who's
next? The next scheduled opponent
who poses a threat is the winner of

This

little on the possible victors of World War Ill
and the biggest threats to Goldberg's reign.

Booker T: Since returning from his knee
injury, The Harlem Heater has looked better
than ever. Surprisingly, he has focused his
tour of vengeance directly at Scott Hall, the
man responsible for the knee injury which
kept him out for three months. There was no
declaration of anger towards his own brother,
Stevie Ray, who not only lost Booker T's

TV belt, but then countered with a jump to
the dark side, joining NWO. This was all
disappointing, asamissionagainsthisonetime
tag team partner would have been great entertainment.
* But instead of righting all the wrongs, he
focused his wrath on Scott Hall. And he has
come prepared. His first appearance in his
return served as a harbinger of whatis tocome.
He demolished Hall in his first match back and
made Disco Infernolook like one ofthe Village
People as he showed that in his time off he
worked on more than his knee. He either
logged serious hours in the gym or had time to
finish a cycle of steroids. Booker T has probably as good a shot as most anyone else to win
World War III and taking the belt would complete his comeback.
Wrath: Currently onhisownmini-Goldberg
type tear, Wrath has shown that the Meltdown
canhandle anyone. Heis one of the mostfinely
conditioned athletesintheleagueandhistenacity is matched, perhaps, only by Goldberg.
Having paid his dues for a long time (he’s the
Ww restler formerly known as Atom Bomb), its

Week

Where’s the love?: Continuing his
" cheapshot - streak, Bret Hart took attempted to end the career of yet another
big name wrestler as he worked the knee
of Konnan with a folding chair and with

the Sharpshooter. He had already sent
DDP to the hospital and had taken his

shots at Luger during another match, but
Hart is out to ruin his own name. After
low balling Konnan, he then interfered
with a later tag team bought, preventing
the Wolfpack from defeating theirNWO

opponents in a quality match. Someone
needs to take the Hitman out and don’t
expect Goldberg to sit back and watch

as he’s one of the biggest proponents of
a fair fight.

Hi, mom?????: In perhaps one of the
most annoying and overplayed plot lines
currently running, the saga between Buff

Bagwell and his mother Judy continued
for yet another week. As Buff and Scott
Steiner called out big brother Rick; they

were surprised to see Buff’s mom, Judy,
accompany him out, wearing one of the

A Genre

moves (except for DDP, thatis) that it would

take and all seem too preoccupied with other
affairs. Allwecandois waitand see. Theend
willhavetocome sometime andforGoldberg
and the rest of the WCW and its fans, the
sooner the better.

on

Nitro

aN
@

The boys over at China
Records have done it again:
They ve gone out of their way

to research and develop the cutting edge
of Britrock with their latest venture,
Rialto’s self-titled album is yet another
stunning display of hyper-produced
kitsch.

The first track “Monday Morning
5:19” seems to give some validity to
our assumptions, with its Pulpish
lamentings, abject use of violins and a
lone harpsichord solo. Louis, the dapper vocalist, leads us through a ballad
of love and loss with his strained fournote

range.

Its

dark,

somber

and

strangely catchy. And Louis’s final
heart-wrenching question “is #zis the
end?” seems profound and universal,
provoking tears of empathy and accord from the audience.
At this point you feel like you have
got Rialto nailed down. It is another
band
of
disenchanted
young
Britrockers spawned from the same
culture as Pulp, Portishead and The
Cure. The album continues on, each
track a regurgitation of a different artist. I have focused up until now on the
failures of Rialto as a band, and not
given them the full credit they deserve.
There are many fine reasons for purchasing this stellar album, unfortunately creative energy is not one of

use really mean to anyone? The scary thing

is that the guy could actually have a shot,
between fan voting and younger voters

who would just vote for him as a joke. Can

album.

Instead of spending

your entire

life listening to every British rock album,
you can enjoy the whole spectrum in
forty-eight minutes. Granted, in this
manner you will forego a great deal, but
what

you

sacrifice

in terms

of talent,

depth and originality you gain in convenience and kitsch. Save time and money
with Rialto, the eiiff notes to Briaoek.

"H.6. Wells once wro
history of Nev

tell the story of the\
Timothy "SP

them. On the other hand, one can not

fail to acknowledge Jonny, lead guitarist and background vocalist as having
engineered the perfect album. I assume
Jonny is the master mind behind Rialto,
for he has been given the dubious title

EL
ORR

you just see Hogan showing up, with his
bleached mane and fu manchu, at the next
Yalta Summit, with Scott Hall downing
vodka with Boris Yeltsin?...Enough already! How painful is it to watch Alex
Wright come outinto the ring every week?
Hey Alex, no one cares if you're the best
European wrestler ever. This is America.
We don’t recognize anyplace else. And
would you please learn how to speak English before you try to trash on the various
crowds you torment every week. Your
insults might be more effective if we could
understand them. If you insist on being so
obnoxious, talk to Jericho. He’s learned
how to master it while turning it into priceless entertainment....
The gang that no one
likes took another blow this week as Eddie
Guerrero failed againin his attempt
to force
Ray Mysterio Junior into a membership.
Don’tthese guysrealize thatthe only people
who want to be in their cheesy little treehouse gang are chumps like La Parka, who
stink on their own and might as well stink
in a group effort?

tag team belts. The sides jawed ateach other
for a while, with Buff taking a swing at his
own mother, but missing badly as Judge
Judy countered with an open-handed slap
to the face, knocking hersonto the floor. the
ordeal ended with Rick challenging the two
to a match at WWIII; Rick and Judy vs.
Buff and Papa Pump, which the two thugs
accepted. Againstany other opponents, this
would mean nothing, but Big Papa Pump is
the kind of low life who will actually take a
shot and someone’s mother and likely will
not miss.
All Hail the Chief: In response to the
monumental victory by Jesse “The Body”
Venturain the Minnesota gubernatorial election, Hollywood Hulk Hogan announced
that he will top his former colleague and run
for president in the year 2000. The country
seems to have no problem with in-office
fellatio, so what would a history of steroid

bum. Think of it this way: Instead of
spending hundreds of dollars on countless albums, you can purchase one Rialto

Li All Rights Reseries.

still t
miss:

strip]
Big Rig/Mereury

Hoya Starr Writer

Three

time forhimto getashotand that’s likely what
the WCW brass has had in mind in recent
weeks. While its possible he could surprise
everyone and conquerall at WWIII he likely
needs to get more time against bigger opponents and work his way up a little more
gradually. But look for him to start getting
matches with bigger name wrestlers and begin his rise to the top.
Sting: Sting was the only wrestler to make
areal threat for the title and likely would have
wonitifnotforHollywood Hogan's interference. Sting is the franchise, the only wrestler
who is left from the hard luck days when the
WCW was still a second rate league (those
days are over, by the way). He deserves to
regain the belt more than anyone and with the
Stinger Splash and the Scorpion Deathlock,
he has the only combination of moves which
seem to pose a problem for Goldberg.
The Ultimate Warrior: He posseses the
fire to win the belt, but will he ever get off of
hisHogankick?
The fate of the beltmightrely
on Warrior's reluctance to widen his range of
opponents as he has the moves and experience to possibly dethrone the champ.
The rest of the field — the Giant, DDP,
Scott Hall, Hogan, Big Sexy, Lex Luger —
have all missed their shot. Goldberg now has
hadthemintheringandknowshowtohandle
them all. None of them have dominating

World War III, the next pay per view sched-

wd
boom
By
Justin
LAcuance

“programmer” in the liner notes. This distinction only confirms my earlier suspicions that Jonny has merely taken all of
Rialto’s favorite songs, plugged them
into the infamous iMac and utilized that
devilish “programming” talent in an attempt to distill success in its purist form.
In doing so, Rialto has genetically engineered the perfect album, summing up all
the successes of their predecessors and
compiling them in one convenient al-
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Panic Takes 9:30 Club by Storm Two Days in a Row
By Brent Haas
SreciaL 70 THE Hora

For the majority of the
| Georgetown student body,

lo) Monday and Tuesday nights
are notespecially importantin the greater
scheme of things. For the two capacity
crowds at the 9:30 Club, however, they
offered a unique opportunity to see one
of their favorite bands in a crowded,
sweaty club atmosphere.
Constantly puzzled at how few students
here have even heard of Widespread, I
was, in a recent interview, able to suck up

flow of the notes. The group’s jams are

not the aimless notes of a soloist
over lackadaisical rhythms delivered
by uninterested musicians, which is
often the downfall of other current

Instead

they

rely

The band is a versatile blend of Southblues,

funk

and

occasionally

rockabilly. It has captivated arenas and
pavilions all over the country.
Monday’s show was an intense musical experience. Once the crowd caught
that initial whiff of Widespread’s infectious grooves, peerless percussion

chance, you just might experience a show
like those of late.

were

rific third (or seventh, if you’re a diehard
that includes his indie efforts) album of

11 (+1 power chord-driven bonus track
called “Diamond

Bollocks”)

songs im-

bued with heartfelt lyrics delivered in an
often flat and almost insincere manner.

Alas, such is the nature of Beck Hansen.
He's a damn weirdo, but he’s a damn
genius too.
Dropping words like, “Doldrums are
pounding/Cheapskates are clowning this
town” (on “Dead Melodies”) Beck is

quite the mindblower. I mean, “Holdin’

ANTHONY

HOPKINS

groove on while Beck and his little band

ers. The final track, “Static,” is one of the

corded over two short weeks, the sopo-

move.

Also on the album is “Tropicalia,” a
bizarre bossa nova-inflected tune. It
evokes images of Brazilians getting their

organic and loose.

And it’s mellow.

body to

still pretty cool.

break it down in the back with their
cowbells, acoustic guitars and sequenc-

The man has co-produced (with
Radiohead collaborator, Nigel Godrich)
an opus of humble proportions.
Re-

listener’s

ways on the road, and if you give them the

Campbell, Beck’s father. The track features strings and sitars coalescing mournfully, achieving an effect that’s uncannily similar to the opening chords of The
Doors’ “The End.” Nevertheless, it’s

from that stunning sample-crazy beat of
1996’s ““Odelay’’ to something much more

most phenomenal tracks offered by
“Mutations.” Over an easygoing guitar
and sandy drum, Beck audibly wrings his
hands: “It’s so easy to laugh at yourself/
and all those jokes have already been
written/Seems like another vain attempt/
to let yourself fall out of the oven.” Then,
a hint of a Smashing Pumpkins-inspired
lick of distorted electric guitar seeps in
and then fades out, as Beck’s lyrical
delivery excellently mellows out. It’s a
great way to cap off a sleepy album like
“Mutations,” but Beck, being Beck, has
to throw in the uncredited “Diamond

Bollocks.” This song really possesses a
great mix of Beach Boys and Beatles with
a little Mamas and the Papas laced in.

hands with an impotent dream/in a brothel
of fake energy/put a nickel in the grave-

Awesome.

yard machine/I get high on the low end,”

the mack.

Community

service and he’s still

from “Bottle of Blues”? What is

that?I don’t really know what Mr.
Hansen is talking about (as per
usual), butit’seasytocatchhis
vibe.
His junk just sounds cool.
Sure, sure. Lyrics are fine and

dandy, but what of the music?
Well, Beck certainly has redirected himself sonically, but, as
on “Odelay,” he is once again in

rare form. Granted, the lyrics on
“Mutations” take a greater precedence than on the fantastically produced (by the Dust
Brothers) “Odelay,” but this
was clearly intentional. Apparently, back in 1996, the focus
was on the sampling, the drum

§

looping and the overall sound;

=

the singing was always the last &
thing to be laid down. On “Mu- §
tations,” the process was some- |
what reversed. Singing was the
main order of the day, but they
also tried different methods of
overall recording. On the hazily

haunting “Nobody’s Fault But
My Own,” Beck sings over a lazy
andmysterious soundscape based
upon

arrangement

by

David

Courtesy DGC RECORDS

BECKON CALL: The album serves its purpose.
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member

enough, the sets were continuous with
improvisational segues leading into the

they

Beck Flexes, Evolves

missing. Our man Beck has undergone a
stripping-down; his sound has regressed

each

As if the

guitars,

sets, with a half-hour encore.

Beck al-

Instead,

weaves solos over skillful and dominating
changes
of ‘beats
and
basslines, with the waves of the crescendos
somehow
forcing
the

high pace of ‘the group’s jams wasn’t

astounding

swept into a frenzy of dancing. The
shows each consisted of two one-hour

machine” on the new

jam bands.

This fall tour will culminate in the spectacular annual tradition of New Year's
Shows at the Fox Theater in Atlanta, with
the band playing from the 28" to the 31% of
December. But keep your eyes open for
tour dates near you. These guys are al-

and

\&
bum, “Mutations.” His devil's
haircut has grown out. The microphone’s
still there, but the turntables are definitely

song, “Red Beans Cooking.” The second

upon

ern

There’s no “sex with a drum

in the last song of the en-

core, a raucous cover of an old-time rock

stream.

through word of mouth.

Hora S7ArF WRITER

culminating

a...ahem... widespread reputation in the
south and a touring community of
“Spreadheads” to recruit new fans

together overadecade, theirunwillingness

By MicHAEL DART WADSWORTH

power of its riffs. This continued as soon
as the band stepped onto the stage for
the second set, ripping through such
favorites as “Wrangler” and “Diner”,

to create a so-called “radio-friendly” album has kept them out of the main-

asked Sonny why no one here knew them.

He related how although they have been

LET IT RAIN: Widespread Panic sold out the 9:30 Club two nights in a row this past weekend, showering enthusiastic fans with some raw power.

country and bluegrass influences and
physically assaulted the crowd with the

night attained a much mellower mood
throughout, for which I was actually thankful because my body could not have
handled another night like the first.
The band’s strength lies in its uncanny ability to craft improvisational
jams that pulls the crowd into the group’s
groove and rolls them along with the

my fear of offending one of #e guys and

COURTESY OF CAPRICORN RECORDS

every song. For the first set, the band
soaked up the crowd’s energy and returned it with a whirlwind of a music that
simultaneously emphasized the group’s

®

998 UNIVERSAL CITY STUDIOS PRODUCTIONS, INC.

NOVEMBER
www.meetjoeblack.com
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Times

STARS

Title

Plot Summary

<

Show

9:50

SimonBirch—5:00,7:30,
10:00(Sat-Sun2:30)
Ronin— 4:35,7:05,9:35

(Fri-Sat: 12:45) Mon-

12:30)

Mon-Thu: 1:25, 5:30,
7:50, 10:00

Vampires—1:40,

The Mask
Of Zorro—

Sun: 1:20, 4:30, 7:20,

7:30, 10:00, Fri&

3:50,6:40,9:30(Sat-Sun:
1:00)

Mon-Thu: 1:30, 4:30,

Sun 12:20) Mon-Thu:

ClayPigeons—4:50,7:20,

Beloved— Fri-Sun:

Of Oz—

8:00, 10:15) Mon-Thu:

Practical

7:10, 9:40 (Sat-Sun:
2:10)
- Touch of Evi— 4:30,
7:00, 9:30; (Sat -Sun:
2:00)
Slam— 4:50, 7:20,
9:50 (Sat-Sun: 2:20)

1:15)

Practical Magic—

Fri- Sun (Sat & Sun

May Come—

I'll Be Home For
Christmas—1:15,3:15,
Beloved— 1:00,4:30,

8:00
Belly—2:00(except

Fri-

1350

19th

Velvet
Goldmine— 1:40,
4:30,7:20,9:50 5 65

2

Practical Magic—

Sun: 12:30, 4:00, 8:00;
Mon-Thu: 1:00, 4:40,

3426

Taking
a much-deserved vacation on a tropical
island, Julie (Hewitt) and Karla (Brandy) face

just like

last summer.

James Woods, Maximilian Schell,
Sheryl Lee, Daniel Baldwin

Voices of Woody Allen, Sharon
_ Stone, Sylvester Stallone, Gene

Connecticut

Ave.

Waterboy

‘ Adam

Sandler, Kathy Bates Henry

Winkler, Jerry Reed, Fairuza Balk
—

After several flops, John Carpenter is back with a
vampire film. James Wood leads a pack of wooden
stake wielding hunters in this vampire western.
Dreamworks Studios finally comes through with a
computer animation feature film, aboutan anguished
ant (Woody Allen) who wants to express his individuality, in the masses of other antz.

Adam Sandler reunites with director Frank
Coraci in this heartwarming sports comedy
about a water boy who becomes a star

running

Practical Magic
Pleasantville

Sandra Bullock, Nicole Kidman,
- Dianne Wiest, Stockard Channing

Tobey Maguire, Jeff Daniels, Joan
Allen, William H. Macy, J.T. Walsh,
Don Knotts (yes, Don Knotts)

back.

Inthisadaptationof the Alice Hoffman novel, Sally
andGillianaresisters schooled inthe family tradition of

sorcery by theireccentric New England aunts.
Two modern-day teenage’ siblings (Maguire
and Witherspoon) find themselves mysteriously trapped in the “eerily pleasant” world of a
1950s sitcom family.

GPB Presents
Gaston Hall
Fri.-Sun. -

1:30,4:40,7:10, 10:00

L815

1:10,4:20,7:00,9:30

Hapiness— 1: 20,

Remember what they did last summer?

Uptown

American History X—

Meet Joe Black-—Fri-

theiradventure of love, friendship and betrayal has
justbegun.

the hook style gruesome murders —

‘Hackman

1:20,4:30,7:30,10:10
1:00, 3:10,
5:20,7:30,9:40
ivi
1:50,
4:20, 7:00,9:30
3
1:40,4:50,
7:20,9:50

Ave.

St.

Antz

Did Last Summer—

assachusetts

Dupont CINEMA

Mon-Thu: 1:40, 5:15,
7:20,9:40
Rush Hour—
FriSun: 5:45, 8:10, 10:40
(Sun: 10:30) Mon-Thu:
5:40,7:55, 10:20

| Still Know What You

Sat.),4:30,7:00,9:30

Sun: 8:15 (Sat& Sun:
1:30) Mon-Thu: 8:00

3:00, 5:10,7:15, 9:40;

Wisconsin AVENUE
4000
Wisconsin:
Ave.

5:15,7:15,9:15

Last

John Carpenter’s
Vampires

Meet Joe Black—
12:30, 4:15 (except
Wed), 8:00 (Wed:
8:30)

TeNLEY THEATER
4200 Wisconsin Ave.

2:00) 5:00, 7:30, 10:00
(Fri & Sat 12:10 pm)
Mon-Thu: 6:00, 8:15,
10:30
Beloved— Fri-Sun:
(Sat-Sun:'12:45)4:15,
7:45, (Fri-Sat: 11:15)
Mon-Thu: 5:15, 8:30
What Dreams

Did

Jennifer Love Hewitt, Freddie
Prinze Jr., Brandy

Summer

Magic—

Fri-Sun: 1:30
Mon-Thu: 1:20
Antz—Fri-Sun: 12:50,

onn. Ave.
TheCelebration—
4.40,

Sun: 10:30; Mon-Thu:
5:15;7:45,10:20

You

Sat: 11:30); Mon-Tue:
1:10,4:50, 8:25

THEATRE

Loud— Fri-Sat:
(Sat: 2:00) 5:15, 7:45,
10:15, 12:20; Sun;
2:00, 5:15, 7:30, 10:00
Mon-Thu: 6:00, 8:15,
10:30
Pleasantville—
Fri-Sun 5:15, 8:00,

| Still Know What

12:40,4:15, 7:50, (Fri-

5:45,8:00, 10:10

Living out

10:05)

7:15,9:55

9:50(Sat-Sun: 2:20)
Sliding Doors—
Sat, Mon-Thu: 4:55,
7:25),9:55; (Sat-Sun
2:23)

Fri-Sun: (Sat-Sun
12:45, 3:00) 5:30,
8:15, 10:30; (Sun:

( Sun:

When an international team of former intelligence
agents and Cold War warriors meet in a warehouse,

Jean Reno,

Stellan Skarsgard, Sean Bean,
Natalie McElhone

_—

5:30, 8:00, 10:30

Ronin

Pleasantville— Fri10:30

Robert DeNiro,

(Renfro) and aformerNazi warcriminal (McKellen).

Still Know What You
Did Last Summer—
Fri-Sun: 1:00,4:45, 7:00,
9:30; (Sat-Sun: 12:15)
Mon-Thu: 2:00, 5:45,
8:00, 10:15
Waterboy— Fri-Sun:
12:15,
2:30, 5:00, 7:30,

4:10,6:50,9:40
The Impostors—
1:00, 3:20, 5:30, 7:40,
10:00

Next Stop

Wonderland —
1:30,4:00,7:10,9:20

wokackxk®
All times daily, unless otherwise notedxk

Fie Ho¥A INVITES YOU TO A)
SPECIAL. ADVANCE SCREENING

Ask for fare code

hn

Nov.l12-

xLeave flexi ne

Jan.3l

call I-800-UsA-RAILCor visit Jo

Came
SCREENING

"11/12/98-1/31/99 (all travel must be completed

I~ BoO~USA RAIL

. [Povtastwdent- discount

Pimira KE shdentd count
1-800-USA -RAIL

1-B00-UsA-BAIL

Amivalshlent discount

l=

Ci

©00-Ush- RAIL

“USA -RAIL

Arevent

oliscournt

8c: ep TRAIL

d ent

A

ISCO

FBO-USA-RAIL

=:

www. noriheast.amirak. com

Amira student

Ww

Pecker— 4:40,7:10,9:40
(Sat-Sun: 2:10)

Based on a novella by Stephen King, it explores
the deadly friendship ofa wholesome teenage boy

10:15)

Mon-Thu:1:35, 5:00,
7:30,10:10

7:15,9:45(Sat-Sun:
2:15)

Ian McKellen, Brad Renfro, David
Schwimmer, Bruce Davison, Joe
Morton

w

4:25,9:20(Sun:

OneTrueThing— 4:45,

1:30) 5:00,

Apt Pupil

Thu: 1:35, 5:00, 7:30,
10:10

(Sat-Sun:2:05)

Waterboy— (SatSun: 1:45) Eri-Sun:
5:45,8:15, 10:30 (FriSat: 12:30) Mon-Thu;
5:30,7:45, 10:00
The Siege— (Sat

10:45 (Sat-Sun

promoter, Oprah Winfrey, and directed by Jonathan
Demme (“Silence of the Lambs’).

The Siege— Fri-Sun:

mo

(Sat-Sun: 12:30) (FriSun: 4:15) 4:45, 8:00,
((Fri-Sat 11:30)

Wizard

ToniMorrison's Pulitzer Prize-winning novel comes
tothe big screen, starring today's most popular literary

1:00, 5:15,7:45,10:15

Meet Joe Black—

& Sun:

Oprah Winfrey, Thandie Newton,
Danny Glover, Kimberly Elise

NMS

(Fri-Sat:

wD

FounpRY THEAT
1055 I'homas
Jefferson St.

wm
0
0
<
®
Q

COURTHOUSE PLAZA
3150, Clarendon
Blvd
Arlington, VA

¢

by 1/31/99). Blackout dates: November 25, 26,
29, 1998. Applicable for coach travel.on the
following Amtrak Northeast Corridor trains only:
NortheastDirect, Empire, Keystone, Vermonter,

# Ethan Allen, Adirondack, & select Metroliner® trains.
i 10% discount is applicable to students holding al
4 valid/current student ID requesting fare code x271,
: qualifying students holding a valid/current Student
# Advantage ID card + a valid/current student ID may

i also add their existing 15% discount. (To join
# Student Advantage please see an Amtrak Ticket
i Agent, your local travel agent or call Student
i» Advantage at 1-800-96-AMTRAK.) Not applicable
‘2 on the Canadian portion of joint Amtrak/VIA service.
“i
Cannot be combined with any other offers or dis-|
Le
Seats are limited. Advance ticketing and/or]

reservations and other restrictions may apply.
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PICK UP YOUR PASSES AT

THE Hoya OFFICE
421 LEAVEY CENTER
ELIZABETH OPENS NOVEMBER

20™

21

Vv Boavital TEAM player
/ Contribute your CREATIVE talents
/ Continue a valued Georgetown TRADITION

tableside. Some of my finest epicurean

By DouG SNYDER
Withthe re-emergence of Georgetown’s
basketball team as a possible force to be
reckoned with, there is no doubt that we
Hoyas will be spending more time around
the MCI center. While it may be far from
campus, we should, in truth, think of our-

selves as quite lucky. Surrounding the
home of Hoya hoops are numerous good
and interesting restaurants. One of my
favorites, located two blocks away, is the

modern and fashionable Café Atlantico.
Upon entering tfe soaring three story
tribute to the colors and vibrance of both
Latin America and the Caribbean, it is
impossible not to realize that you are in for
a true dining experience. Large parrots,
glowing with color dangle from the ceiling, causing your eyes to gaze upwards
and revel in the whimsical feel. The decor
is a hybrid; a David Rockwellian,

Residence Life

Allison

for the carnivore. The ribeye is large and
well seared, coupled with a creamy potato
pared in front of me, by a maitre’d at some
purée and a tamarind sauce. This steak,
restaurant, its refined flavors improved by
especially when served rare to medium
seeing it created. This form of service has _ rare, would make any steak eater’s mouth
become a lost art in America, popping up
water. The pheasant, wrapped with bacon
at only the occasional elegant restaurant,
and vanilla, is served in a wonderfully rich
especially’those of French tradition. At
and complex mole sauce — the kind that
Café Atlantico, while your appetizers and
makes you kind of smack your lips in
entrées will not be prepared tableside, if
wonderment in the attempt to figure out all
you choose to start with, the guacamole,
the flavors. For those of you who prefer
part of the “To Whet Your Appetite”
lighter options, Atlantico offers several
course, not only will you see it prepared
fish options, the best of whichisalightand
tableside, but you will not be disappointed.
flavorful salmon, which marries well with
Mixed to your taste in a giant stone pestle,
the papayas and potatoes with which it is
a whole avocado is combined with the
served. There is even a vegetarian option,
traditional accouterments, to make one of
of fresh mushrooms, whoserich earthiness
the bestand certainly freshest guacamoles
satisfies even the hungriest of vegetarians.
you will ever taste. Butif guacamole is not
Alloftheentrees at Atldntico are creatively
yourthingorif you justaren’t hungry, skip
presented, paying tribute to the chefs belief
it and move on to the appetizer course.
and my own, that how the food looks is
The appetizers at Café Atlantico are
almost as important as how it tastes. Also,
all of the dishes come with a variety
of interesting accompaniments,
which not only satisfy and play off
of the food well but pay homage to theroots of this cuisine. However, if
these accompaniments are not
enough, Atlantico offers eight difmemories are of perfect caesar salads pre-

Hoa Starr Writer

MAKE A DIFFERENCE

Wonderland

fantasy,

which only highlights the native
artwork specially commissioned
from six Latin American and Caribbean artists. As you are led
skywards to either the second or
third floor dining areas (although

ferent side dishes, such as coconut

“textured” rice and Colombian
arepas to add to your meal.

there are tables on the first floor, the

upstairs levels are much more airy
and open and are away from the
downstairs bar which can become
crowded

ings,

sweep

murals,

and

overall

Tha Residont Assistant position is open fo rising Juniors and Seniors

The Apartment Assistant position is open fo rising Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors

Comms ori

at

are interesting,

vibrant

and

a

is the family intellectual, pursuing a
career in writing. Upon reading my

varied, playful and interesting. Building

articles, he presented me with a question.

limes, sugar and a special Brazilian liquor,
tasting like a cross between alight rum and
white tequila—this happens to be one of
my favorite beverages, so tart, but yet
sweet, reminiscent of amargarita, but with
flavors of a rum punch.
If the sourness of a caipirinha does not

on the whimsy of the decor, tunaceviche is
presented on seven spoons, instead of in a

Following the post-modernist tenets set
out by authors like Paul Auster'and Tom
Wolfe (free plug: read his new book, I am
in the midst and it’s really good) he wondered what the chéfs were thinking. He
wanted me to write an article about the
thoughts that captivated achefas he sauced
the chicken or tossed pizza dough high
into the air. He wondered what went

derived

from

in a mini martini glass or a bottle of wine
from a well priced and fairly extensive
wine list. With a beverage in hand, you
are now ready to conquer Café
Atldntico’s menu.
I’vealways hada thing for food prepared

(For students studying abroad Spring of 1999, the application deadline is December 7, 1998 )
For additional information, contact Tara Millar in the Office of Residence Lifs, 530 Leavey Center, 687-3655

dinner

flavorful, and yet somehow
whimsical. My dinners at
Atléntico have been delicious and
the texture and interesting compositions of the food make this a
complete dining experience. For
this reason I always think of Café
Atlantico as a top pick on my list
of restaurants. My brother was
down visiting me last weekend. He

Café Atlantico features three floors of colorful decor.

appeal, a more mellow pisco sour, served

Deadline for filing applications is DECEMBER 14, 1998.

one’s

muddled

tent concoction

LEAVEY PROGRAM ROOM, 12:00 NOON for AAs and RAs

—

color

scheme makes you feel very comfortable. However, if you should
feel intimidated take the time to
order a Brazilian caipirinha, a po-

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1998
b

you

with a friendly hello. Take a momentto greetthem back and to take
intheartistry thatis surely transpiring before your very eyes.
Seated on either the second or
third levels, one does not feel confined at all; the open feeling and
warmth derived from the paint-

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1998
* LEAVEY PROGRAM ROOM, 7:00pm for AAs, 8:00pm for RAs

a

noisy)

and his sous chefs will greet you

All applicants MUST attend an informational meeting.
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1998
LEAVEY PROGRAM ROOM, 7:00pm for RAs, 8:00pm for AAs

:

and

Ultimately,

Café Atlantico is an experience.
From the decor to the dining,
. this is a fitting palace that fills
the senses without overloading!
Dish after dish, including the
deserts — I recommend the
chocolate banana bread pudding

past the open kitchen, where 29year-old chef José Andres does
such an exemplary job. If the restaurant is not too crowded the chef

APPLY 70 BE A RESIDENT OR APARTMENT ASSISTANT

pr

SSOGOSISIISISLOIPIOISGSISGSISGIOGIOSISGIOSISOIFOGIEOGIEFSINOTSIOGIFOPOIPOOPLOOTOTIOSDPOGFOSIOIBGLOIOGIFOGIOGIOGIOTIOTOOOSISPOAOOTITIBOOGIGGIGOGOOLOLOOO®
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Dinner with Doug: Café Atlantico

/ Develop your LEADERSHIP abilities

i
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Forget about choosing a major.

traditional bowl or plate. Each spoon is a
bite unto itself, allowing you to savor the
coconut marinated raw tuna, whose lime
tartness is nicely balanced by the sweet
milk. Pumpkin soup manages to be light,
but hearty, the sweetness of the pumpkin
balanced with a salty almost soy sauce like
topping. Seared scallops overcoconutblack
rice and fresh squid mixes the crunchiness
of toasted rice and the silkiness of the
scallops to create a delightful texture in the
mouth. Other standouts mix Latin Ameri-

through the tosser’s mind as, as if in slow

motion, the pizza revolved skyward defying gravity and then suddenly descended
into waiting arms. It was his contention
that this was the story of food and of a

can and Caribbean flavors with less indigenous ingredients, creating interesting and
unique combinations. Pineapple and
salmon ravioli as well as salmon belly

restaurant, that it was not how the food

mixed

for

however will continue to write as I

satisfying ‘ways to start your meal. One
thing holds true throughout the various
appetizer choices, texture and lightness are

write, and — withstanding an existentialist revolution — will continue to
contend that what comes out of the
kitchen is what we should judge. To
this end, I welcome your comments
and criticisms, as well as your suggestions of different and interesting places
to review. Please send them to THE
Hoya, attention me.

with jicama

and corn

make

key components in this kitchen’s repetoir,

leaving plenty of room for the main course.
Entrees at Atldntico are interesting and
large. My favorite is the duck leg confit.
Crisp skinned with a brown sugar crust,
this duck makes a bold statement. Accom-

was presented or what it tasted like —
these were the fill-ins for the complete
picture. Perhaps some of you agree. I

panied by plantain like dumplings and a

passion fruit sauce, the duck is both hearty
and delicious. The Cubano ribeye, pheasantand lamb lion are also excellent choices

FEditor’s Nore: Café Atlantico is located at 405 8th St., NW. For more
information, call 202.393.0812.

THE BARBER SHOP OF GEORGETOWN
Wisconsin

Barber

& Hairstyling
1518 Wisconsin Ave & P St NW

+

Blocks

From

Sd
Student's

«Professional Barbers &

Hatrcuts:

Men's

the shop

OPEN SUNDAYS

$512

Salons

Parking
in the near of

Banstylists

$10

Wonten’'s

Hair

Washington, D.C. 20007
Tel: (202) 338-3116

for

Men

and

Women

Introducing the Chevy Chase
Student Banking Package.
Everything a college student needs to make life on campus a

little less stressful:

Checking with no minimum balance
- Branch near campus at Wisconsin
Avenue and Q Street, NW

- ATM near campus in Georgetown
Park Mall

700 FREE Chevy Chase ATMs
» Opportunity to establish credit
Free Chevy Chase Check Card
Overdraft protection

Chevy Chase Home Banking
For more information on the Student Banking Package, call

1-800-987-BANK.

with your student 1.D. No double discounts. With select
stylist only. Present this ad and receive a FRE iE T-shirt,
while supplies last.

CHEVY CHASE BANK
Insured

www.chevychasebank.com

Students 20% discount on all Hair Services

[ENDER
All credit products subject to credit approval. ©1998 Chevy Chase Bank, FSB.

WASHINGTON

e MARYLAND

°* VIRGINIA
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sheet, which explained “Failure to show

win a Nintendo
doubt

Hoya's is rarely as popular as it was
last night during the Bond Nintendo 64

up at designated time, pay registration
fee ($3) results in automatic disqualification.”
The format of the tournament was

tournament.
You all know the game. No doubt you

simple.
through

dom,

to the frustration of competitors who
showed up at six (as instructed on the
fliers), aiid a waiting list developed. Upon

arrival contestants received the rules

Keren Moscovitch/
7x: Hor

Finalists prepare for the final round.
The level and weapons for each game
were picked at random out of a hat, with
the rest of the options left up to the
competitors. The 24 competitors who
came out of the first round with the most
kills moved on to the second round and
after that each round worked in flights.
The winner of each four-player round
moved on to the next round, hoping to

Disc A draws the listener in and
keeps him or her riveted in happy
recollection.

The only “new” song on Disc A is
“Sweetest Thing,” a previously
unreleased song from the late 1980s.

Like many of U2’s songs such as
“Without or Without You” and “All
I Want Is You,” “Sweetest Thing” is
a melancholy love song. However,
Bono's warbling and the rolling, pop
melody of “Sweetest Thing” do not
stand up to its more sensual, fervent
counterparts. In “Sweetest Thing,”
Bono croons, “I wanted to run/but
she made

me crawl...I’m losing you/

. you're love's the sweetest thing.”
However, in “With or Without You,”
the best U2 song, he sings of ardent
but tortured love, “My hands
tied/My body bruised, she got

are
me

with/Nothing to win/and nothing left
to lose,” slowly building up into a
passionate wail. “Sweetest Thing”
never achieves this emotion or drama.
While the first disc contains popular classics, the second disc, “The B-

Sides”

contains

unreleased

songs

that many fans except diehards may
never have heard before. Some of the
songs such as “The Three Sunrises”
may

be

CDs

such as its 1985 four-song live

found

on

lesser-known

U2

CD “Wide Awake in America,” while

a live version of “Silver and Gold”
can be heard on “Rattle and Hum,”
U2’s 1989 concert album, where it
receives a much more dramatic and
satisfying treatment than it does. on
“The B-Sides.”
All in all, after listening to the “The
B-Sides,” it is understandable why
U2 never chose to release many of these
songs as singles. There are some master-

pieces such as “Dancing Barefoot,” a
sexy, rhythmic love song that explores
the dizzying spiral of falling in love. “Spanish Eyes” is another love song that contains a frenzied beat and innate sensuality. “Endless Deep,” which came out in
1983, is a whirling, reflective, interesting

instrumental piece that has many similar rhythmic patterns to songs on the
“War” album that came out the same
year. However, “Bass Trap” is a

dreamy but boring instrumental that
is better suited for a New-Age Enya

rest of the songs are mediocre, not
awful but not memorable either, al-

at the Heartbreak

Hotel” has some of the hard, almost

bluesy guitar rhythms
“Rattle and Hum.”
U2 uses many

found

on

similar melodies,

a

fact that becomes apparent from listening to this two-disc compliation which
juxtaposes songs from different parts
of the decade together. “The Best of
1980-1990” shows U2’s musical development and maturation over the decade. While diehard fans may find some
of the B-sides disappointing; it'is a fun
album that will send the listener on a
trance-like trip back to the past, to the

days when Madonna was still married
to Sean Penn and MTV actually played
videos. It puts all of U2’s gems from its
first seven albums onto a handy two-disc
set while adding some extra surprises.

applaud,

(COL

Nick

Johnston

’99),

straight in the eyes and says, “you can
do better than that.” Nick, attempting
to fire back with a snappy remark comes
up with the brilliant one-liner “I'm
sorry.”

The

dancer,

proving

that she

has a brain to go with that body says, “I
know, that’s why you're here.” Nick
sank down low in his seat as we laughed
at him. Nick eventually redeemed himself when he started throwing around the
dollar bills. That’s just the beginning.
Good Guys is a living, breathing con-

doesn’t do anything for me anymore,|
&
want to go home.”

for a beer, but only $1 dollar for an all-

ing a shot from this waitress who puis
down her bra and shakes her breasts jy

nude in-your-face, dance. Literally,
there is about a foot between you and
the dancer. The great thing is, the strip:
pers bare all. No holding back here.
Moreover, there are three of them danc-

ing at any given time, crammed into an
area the size of an ICC classroom.
I would give you more details but we
are under strict orders from the editors
not to make any overtly sexist remarks.
Why don’t I let the guys who went tell
you about it.
Brian ($20 dollar bill) Egolf (my infamous coauthor) — “I think that brunette works across the street at Block-

buster, or maybe she goes to Georgetown.”
:
Tim Gregor (SES 99) — “This was

so much

fun when

I was

18. It just

We remedied Tim’s whining by buyZEEE

in front of the
routine, the
with the exwill follow
applaud her
a member of
nervous too

tradiction; seedy, yet beautiful; fun, yet
pathetic; cheap, but expensive. What
amazes me is the fact that you pay $6

your face while you drink it. Surpris-

ingly enough, he didn’t want to leaye
.
after that.
Andrew Geiger (COL ’99) — «Jp ¥/

bed

Ruling:

Wessitdown ata bar, right
stage. After finishing her
dancer begins applauding,
pectation that the crowd
suit. When only two guys
laborious efforts she looks
our group who was too

not too in-your-face, like the New York

strip club scene. It’s pretty chill, yoy
know. I like it.
Justin Cheezman (COL ’99) — “This
place is awesome, man. I mean, you
don’t want to come here too often ,

Just every two weeks or so, right?”

§

Justin had two of those “body shots
I, on the other hand, had to go to the

Nick

ATM.

just

to go to the

had

Men’s room.
Editor's Note: Good Guys is located
at 2311 Wisconsin Ave, NW. For more 8

}

information, call 202.333.8128.

—

Drian’s Ruling:
Loyal

compilation.
U2 also does some covers on
this CD. While “Everlasting Love”
is interesting to listen to in Bono’s
raspy voice, the group hacks up the
Righteous Brothers’ slow romantic
classic “Unchained Melody.” The
“Room

Daniels

am

Ward
(MSB
°’02) and
Kevin
Hetherington (MSB ’00) were taking
one last practice round. The final was
fast and furious: The style was “License to Kill” which meant that any
shot in the upper body was fatal. The
round was tied throughout its 10 minutes duration, ending in the last splitseconds (no exaggeration) to give
Hetherington the win.
Did you miss out on all the fun? No
worry, GPB coordinator far the event
Arjay Yao (COL ’00) explained that
GPB might follow up in the spring with
a tournament made up of two player
teams. Judging from the turnout for
this event, a follow up would be an
event to see. Stay tuned to the Guide
for more details.

though

MoeTes

rocket

U2 Releases ‘Fun’ Double CD
From U2, p. 1G

AT

Im

featured

RL

Bar Review

fans,

Dan

and

I

have something very special in store for
you this week. As you may have guessed
from the hints in last week’s column,
Dan and I this week, under mandate

dance at Good Guys.
Dan and I were seated by the afore-

of

mentioned bouncers
of stage one which

from the shots subsidize the dancers’

in the front row
gave us a good

view of the “artists” dancing and the
bar as a whole.
Across the stage from us was a guy

the

evening.

Jennifer,

the

Shot

Lady, was telling us that the proceeds
full-body waxing expenses which, gp- |
parently, can really add up. The more§
we learned about the inner-workings
of Good Guys, the more I began to

who I swore was Gary Busey and two
men who looked like extras from a 60s

notice Mr.

embarked upon a fact-finding mission
to a local gentleman’s club.
Good Guys was our target, and you,
the loyal reader, will get all the facts
you need before you take a trip there
yourself.
:
Dan and I were not alone in our trip;
we were accompanied by Famous
Hoya Columnist Nick Johnston (COL

samurai movie. They drank beer
through straws and brought #zezr wives
to sit behind them while they flung

told me that he was sad that “no girls
from Georgetown were dancing to pay

greenbacks at the nude dancers.

Springer.” Sorry, Mr. Saunders, we all¥
feel your pain.
:

’99), Andrew Geiger (COL ’99), Justin
Cheeseman (COL .’99), and Mr. Kat
Saunders (SES 99).
:

guys was from Alexandria Nissan who
must have spent $500 and kept getting
pages from his wife and three-year-old
daughter.
?
.

from

God,

country, and

THE

Hoya,

Upon entering Good Guys, you will
be immediately struck by the amazingly stereotypical ’70s-movie strip
bar atmosphere. There are three
stages with one dancer each along
the back wall with three rows of chairs
on

each

side.

Flashing

neon

lights,

illuminated dance stages, jungle gym
bars

for the

dancers,

enormous

mir-

rors emblazoned with “DO NOT
TOUCH THE DANCERS” behind the
stages, huge bouncers, scantily clad
waitresses, and the most unappealing clientele imaginable are all in abun-

Our seats also gave us a great view of
the random men who would wa/k up to
the stage for a private dance. They just
stand there and watch while the girl
dances. The most memorable of these

By the way, the dancers are totally
nude,

and they have no compunction

about getting their nudity, in its entirety, right up close to whomever is
dangling a dollar in front of his chair.
So as a warning to the weak, sit back if
you're not ready. Also be aware of
the “Shot Lady” who pushes shots
hard then places them between her
enormous breasts for the patron to
drink them.
Geiger was intrigued by the process
and became quite proficient by the end

I asked

him

for school

Saunders’
what

was

dissatisfaction;
wrong,

like I always

and he

see on Jerry

The bar itself is actually of little im-

portance. The beer is expensive, the
place is pretty dirty, and the service is
friendly. One comment about the dancers’ themselves: They are, on the whole,

I~ rm

pected the number of people who turned
out for the event, ready to justify all the
long hours they'd spent honing their

an idea of what kind of turn out was
expected. The tournament was limited to
52 competitors. This filled up instantly,

that

launchers had significantly more kills
than rounds that featured pistols. As
advancement was dependent on the
number of kills, this skewed the results
of the first round considerably.
But this did nothing to dull the conclusion. Long after most of the competitors and their fans had retired, Alex

couldn’t have ex-

on only one Nintendo 64. That gives you

rounds

VAN

RATING. 4 STARS OUT OF FIVE

fairly attractive.

pee

play the better you get, almost indefinitely.
Every floor in every dorm on campus
has its Bond room(s), and its favorite

skills. Hundreds of people showed up to
play the game, or cheer on their floor
champions. Things got a little rowdy.
Hoya's has only one TV, which means
the entire competition would take place

THE BAR REVIEW:
Good Guys!

After about an hour, we decided that ©
we’d had enough and decided to leave,
Famous Nick was unhappy that he had

heed Of)

52 players worked their way
four rounds towards the final.

the last year. The game is addictive, and like
the popular Mortal Kombat, the more you

players. GPB

64 (which they no

owned).

Overall the idea was brilliant, with
one major flaw. Because the weapons
in the first round were chosen at ran-

know a friend who forfeited his GPA
over to this game. It’s fair to say that at
least one Georgetown student was playing Bond for every given moment over

Bond

already

not been able to rotate through seats
more quickly while there. So we headed

ee Of NL

By CHARLIE PRINCE
Hoya Stakr WRITER

=

Hoya’s Overtaken by Bond

home reflecting on what had just hap:
pened and on what we’d seen.
As we were pulling out of the parking

Pd pbs
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space, Nick, completely unsatisfied with »

the “B.S., touchless and totally unsatisfying dancing” asked to be dropped off

at Golden with the $50 owed to him by
Geiger.
I’m not even going to touch that one,
and I don’t think that establishment will |
W
ever be the subject of this column.

THIS
WEEKS

DEELZEBUB
Puy

yourself

some
tights

spiffy
and

heinous
this

fight

crimes
weel!

Friday
November 13

COURTESY OF UNITED ARTISTS

Cake hits the 9:30 club on Sunday, bringing their tasty recipe

open at 7 p.m.
The 9:30 Club is located at 815 V St., NW. For more
information call 202.393.0930.

Emmet Swimming makes an apearance with Gingham
Shmuz tonight at Fletcher's in Baltimore. Doors open at

9 p.m. while tickets cost only $8.

Fletcher's is located at 701 South Bond St., Baltimore,
Md. For more information call 410.558.1889.

Saturday

Sunday

Wednesday

November 14

November 15

November 18

Cake plays a sold-out show tonight at the 9:30 Club at 8 p.m.
Opening for the band is Bloque.
The 9:30 Club is located at 815 V St., NW. For more

Tricky will come to the D.C. area tonight with the great
rock band Whale. Opening for the two of them will be DJ
Lovegroove. The show will take place at Bohager’s in
Maryland and starts at 7:30 p.m. Keep your ticket stub for $2
off Tricky’s new CD.
Bohager’s is located at 515 S. Eden St., Baltimore, Md.
For more information call 410.563. 7220.

Peter Pipim of the National Museum of African Art
presents “Sounds from Africa: Mahala”. Mahala is ‘a
South African jive and funk band based in the District.
They will appear at 2 p.m. at the Ripley Center.

information call 202.393.0930.

The S. Dillon Ripley Center Lecture Hall is located at
1100

Jefferson

202.357.2700.

Drive,

SW. For

more

information

call

.

The Hirshhorn Museum will present two “Great African
Films of the *90s. The films “Le Damier” by Kanyinda (40
min.) and “The Blue Eyes of Yonta” by Gomes (90 min.)
will be screened at 3:30 p.m.
The Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden is located
at 7th St. and Independance Ave. SW. For more information call 202.357.2700.

Pianist Kirill Gliadkovsky presents works by Clementi,
Beethoven, Prokofiev and Schumann at the National Gallery
of Art. The show starts at 7 p.m.in the West Building's West
Garden Court.
The National Gallery of Art is locaed at 4th St. and Constitution Ave., NW. For more information call 202.737.4215.

The National Gallery is also opening newest exhibit today.
The exhibit, entitled Edo: Art in Japan 1615-1868 will
require passes on the weekends and will include nearly 300
painted scrolls, screens, costumes, armor, sculpture, ceramics

The Phantoms and Chimes host the some of the best
collegiate a capella singing groups today in Bulldog Alley
at 7:30 p.m. in the D.C. A Capella Fest.
Bulldog Alley is located in the Leavey Center.

- The Dedova-Volchok Piano Duo will be playing pieces
from Schumann, Arensky, Lutoslawski, Brubeck and
Rachmaninoff today at the Kennedy Center. There will be a
post-performance educational event after the 2 p.m. show.

The Kennedy Center is located at Rock Creek Pkwy. and
New Hampshire Ave. For more information call 202.467.4600.

COURTESY OUTPOST RECORDS

Days of the New hits the 9:30 Club Monday night.

The Grupo AfroCuba de Matanzas and Los Hermanos
Cepeda will come together tonight at 8 p.m. at the Lisner
Auditorium to present Dos Alas (Two Wings), a Puerto Rican
bomba and Cuban rumba mix.
George Washington University’s Lisner Auditoriums located
at 21st and H St., NW. For more information call 202.833.9800.

and woodblock prints. The exhibit is in conjunction with the
Van Gogh exhibit.
TheNational Gallery ofArt is locaed at 4th and Constitution
NW. For more information call 202.737.4215.
The Kennedy Center will present the Washington Performing Arts Society’s Children of the Gospel Mass Choir.
Titled Voices of the Next Generation VI, the Choir will be
directed by Evelyn Curenton and choreographed by Diedre
Neal. The show begins at 2:30 p.m.

Patti Smith will perform at the 9:30 Club tonight
without an opening act. Tickets are $15.

The 9:30 Club is located at 815 V St., NW. For more
information call 202.393.0930.
The Sydney Symphony

Orchestra will come to the

Kennedy Center tonightat 7 p.m. Edo de Waart will conduct

with Christian Zacharias on piano. They will present works
by Koehne, Beethoven and Strauss.
The Kennedy Centeris located at Rock Creek Pw. and New
Hampshire Ave. For more information call 202.467.4600.

iT

LEY

The Kennedy Center is located at Rock Creek and New
Hampshire Ave., NW. For more information call

Love Riot

202.467.4600.

Sick Of It All
Sevendust w/ Clutch

Nov.
Nov. 21
Nov.
No)VR
Nov.
Nov.
Now. ~

George Clinton

[ONAL

The Toasters

Nov. 2°

William Luce’s play, Barrymore, will show tonight for the
last time at the National Theatre.
The National Theatre is located at 1615 L St., NW. Formore

information call 202.778.6337.

£

Reverend Horton Heat
DJ Spooky

Cowboy Mouth
Afghan Whigs

Ticketmaster: 202.452.7328

Protix: 705.218.6500

§

x

Cherry Poppin’ Daddies play a sold-out show tonight at the 9:30 Club. This is their second night in a
row at that venue, both of which are sold-out. Opening for them are the Pietasters and Ozomatli. Doors

:

